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to letters for TiUGHTBWBRKJ from

individuals in to Soviet Utfcw.

One of these Ietors v;ss in to Hussiaa ien*uafe«. A twneUtiw toreof

indicated It was addressed to "Ky own Sasha* (Sacha is to ^
^le^nder)

and wa s simed "Aaron** This letter wa s dated 12/3/57 at Moscow. Aocording

S *he infomen t, this loiter was from 3RACH3ESBSRG1 s brother* who resides in

the Soviet Abler.

The other letter, addressed to "Dear Vs ^d eigeed «a# deted

Poveeber yrfino rear). According to the informant, "J
is ^

tol | now residing in the Soriet Onion. Is thialettor^
^

r

12
Iindicate'! that, he is taring to get a «

1

s letter of recognition attesting to hia Party reogrt il
United States front TBACtnENBEKJ and "SHl"(fOSffiS). forth, for

T8ACHi^OTO1 a infomsttorf a record, of his Partjf woric in this country*

A phoborfot of escb letter and a translation of to Russian language

letter ere^attached to to ncrorandne for the E&ACHtEVESRG file*
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TELETYPE

URGENT

T0: DIRECTOR, FBI AND DETROIT

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-12900 )

CPUSA, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
PROGRAM, IS * «

. mllTS DATE THAT
TOLD HIM(jj/yon t

www*—

HOUR DASH s ASTERISK A®7^®3 ’
to THE DETROIT CP OFFICE

TOT OT «"* ^^m M »o. n owm* «
THIS AFTERNOON.

1 AIRMAIL STAMP FROM THE

PAm headquarters and she ^^ THAT the

*—nr»

.

"zzzz.—- -- - *
remarked that if To wv

letter IS

_ oUOTE DYNAMITE CLOSE QUOTE.
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1/H/I3
PLAIN TEXT

AIKTSL

TOr MnSCTOH, FBI (100-3-oS)

PK08I SAC, NEW TORE (lOO-dOi^l)

30BJ8CTI CP, U3A - CBBJANIiATION
13 - C

i /a/kR mt
t furnished to

an eleven_ . . „ „ docu&ent
captteneo some Aspects" of toe Mark of toe ’iSriy Sloos
the X6tit N&llan&l Convention* This document Identified
itself m a Report by ETJOM& mmu to a Hooting of the
National Negative Oawwittee (use) on

A l^oto*tat of this document 1*
eith for the Bureau.

nere*

Id. the introduction of tMe report*
that recent developments wAt

have confirmed *in the min the estimates
by the X&th Motional Convention of our partyB
mmXM that although the party iteelf
1* formally 'amited, v h# recesetUies that n

«

at present the theoretical and political difference* and
the struggle between divergent ideological position*/*
have divided, the party* He continued by pointing; out
developments wMch have taken place domestically and
intematlouaily alnce the convention, in these insbimeej
he referred to the Middle Eastern situation, m mU
a* the laughing of the Soviet Satellites, and also the

aconomic situation .In the United states* He







OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 2/14/53

SAC, MW..YORK (100-467)

-FROM:

SUBJECT:

Source
Reliability

Agent to whom
furnished

On 12/tt/57. 1

on 12/30/5? with!
latter told tho xftFGbmM

ny 694-s^
Who has furnishod reliable

?4-S# advised that in a conference
I
NY State CP functionary, the

te following:

With respect to the current Tarty registration, tho
lf£ State CP will bo fortunate to register 1000 in tho Industrial
Division, In, 1956 2?00 wore registered in tho said division.
So far, only 200 havo boon registered in Manhattan. Tho Forty
will bo 'lucky' 1 to -register 3^0 in OaVoohs. In tho distributive
unions, only 50 havo registered thus far.

Concerning tho "Daily Worker, 11

£65,000 will bo
needed before tho said paper can co'nso operations. This sum is
nccdod for severance pay to employees end for liquidation of
debts.

u ^ Ipositivoly rofusos to roturn to tho CP
$25,000 in cash which ho has boon holding as a depository,

1-Now York (100-80638) (C?,USA-MomborshJp) (19-1)
1-Now York (100-26603 C42)(CP,USA District 2 NY County-Manhatton)

1-Now York (100-266033041) (CP,USA District 2 Queons Co.) (12-13)
1-Now York (100-132430) (CP,USA, -District 2, Industrial Division)

i (12-0)
'

1-Now York (100-132505) (CPjUSA. District 2, Industrial Division,
. „ „

Distributive Region) (12-14)
1 -Now York (97-163) l"n.\rrr “nayra" ( (7.2)

+

1-Ncw York (100-50983) I I dQ-g)
1
'H

ow
-H
ork (100-26603) (NY Stnfco CP, District 2) (19/a) <2U9/-J

1-Now York 100-128314) ( NY State CP, District .2,
1-Now York (100-74560)

,
(cp^S.-fUNDS) (19-1)

T

<V-Now .York (134-91 )(/w,jJ (ny 694-3*) (P&C) (6) IjT'SZ'
1-Ncw York (100-467) I JM4.il- ,jj



are 100-1*67

Ho anticipates going to jail and states that ho intends to
koop this money -for his .family's noods. The Party had
offered to settle with him, hut to no avail,

At a M State CP mooting on 12/31/5? thc| I

problem would bo a major matter of discussion.

- 2 -



A I R T B L

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81)'

SAC, CHICAGO (100-33739)

DATE; 1/15/59

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS-
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

vz

SEC. 1

SEC. 2

SEC. 3

_$ee, 4

5

SEC. $

SEC. 7

1 1

1

.—SEC. 3

SEC. 9

1 _ n.vEC 1 10

SEC. 11

«S£C. 12

JSCC, 13

m. 14

rcc. 15

SEC. 16

SEC. 17

tit. IS

SEC. ia

SEC. 20

Re previous teletypes and airtels reflecting that
~

NY 694-8* had received a message from LESLIE MORRIS, ,actlng
Secretary of the Labor Progressive Party of

1

Canada in the
absence of TIM BUCK, that the Russians' are most happy and glad
to make contact with CO 58?4-S* and? EUOENE’DENNIS and are
awaiting proposals from the states in regard to -contact.

C,0 5824-?* orally advised SA JOHN E. KEATING' on
1/14/58 that he had conferred with LESLIE .MORRIS and BILL
KASHTAN, members of the Secretariat of the Labor Progressive
Party, on Tuesday, 1/7/58, in Toronto, Canada. Full details
of this meeting will be submitted in a separate eowrauijicatlpn,

MORRIS and .KASHTAN stated that they had been Informed
in a general way by TIM BUCK, before he left Canada for Moscow,
that the possibility of a meeting between a representative or
representatives of the Communist Party - USA and the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union had been discussed by BUCK arid

4 - Bureau (AIR MAIL) (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- ) (TIM BUCK)

Relations) (#19-1)
f u - (EUGENE DENNIS *

M-3T,- 134-91) (NX 69U-3*)(#6) (P & C) (Info) Intrts)
2

-
js-fjx

JBKslcw



co 100-33729

j

*'
I

CG 582h-Sa-. KASHTAN and MORRIS stated that they were puzzled
by thp text of the original message received from the Russian
Ambassador to Canada. They stated that they did not know whether
this message originated with the Russians or whether it was a
verification by the Russians of a discussion they had had with
TIM BUCK either in Canada or in Russia.

MORRIS and KAISHTAN stated that inasmuch as no further
word had been' received from the Russians, they believed that
no action should be taken in this regard until BUCK*s return
to Canada. They also agreed with the Informant that no action
should be taken until the present complicated situation within
£he Communist Party - USA is cleared up so that a representa-
tive of the Communist Party - USA could represent the majority
viewpoint In the American Party*

MORRIS and KASHTAN stated that TIM BUCK Is presently
In Peking, China* They have received letters from him, and
received a letter on 1/7/58* In this letter, BUCK stated that
he had been invited to China by MAO-TSE-TUNG and could not
avoid the trip to China. MORRIS and KASHTAK stated that they
had cabled BUCK, urging him to return to Canada for $ meeting
of the National Committee /of the Labor Progressive Party, and
indicated to BUCK that the membership of the Labor Progressive
Party might criticize him for being absent for so long a period.
Meanwhile, BUCK had written the letter which was received on
1/7/58* In this letter, BUCK stated that he felt that It wopld
be inhospitable if he did not stay in China until the end of
February, and ubged MORRIS and KASHTAN to go ahead with the
meeting" of the National Committee ' of the Labor Progressive
Party.

KASHTAN and MORRIS stated that they felt that BUCK
cpuld explain to the Chinese that he had to return to Canada
and that as a result of their cable they might receive word
that he would return to Canada for a meeting of the National
Committee before the end of January.

KASHTAN and MORRIS told CG 582h-S# that they would
advise him as soon as they knew when .BUCK would return to
Canada. ^

r



CG 100-33729

CG 5824-S# conveyed this Information to EUGENE DENNIS
on 1/8/58.

^

The Bureau and New York will be advised of any per-
tinent developments in this matter.

IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THIS INFORMATION NOT BE DISSEM-
INATED OUTSIDE THE BUREAU « “IN ORDER TO FOLLY PROTECT THE
INFORMANT .

AUERBACH'
"





SAC, Vm SSt <000-128822)

(19-a)

'ternary 16, 1958

3A

CWJSA, JEOOCATIOK,

».t. district, v.r. misxot

vmmi sscmn- o

On 'ternary 15, 1958, KI 694-S» ftmlrhad S*[
. 1 nil > an.. M.1 r

mtth * six page mimeographed doouarn- entitled Queatlaie and

*egistration end fttrtyBuUding* by WIIXIW msiHSTOlK and dated 32/27/37.

This document ie being mad# an exhibit In 100-128822;
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FROM.

R T

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC, CHICAGO (100-337^1)

SUBJECT* COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C
C I N A L

DATE: 1/21/58

MOST CARE 1 rST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORT-
ITION IN ORDER TO PR< [B IDENTITY

SAC

DIY.l

I BII'H DiV. 2

-

JWV.3
nw. 4

——Sea i

< sea 2

SEC, 3

-SEC. 4
•—* i .i .jSEC. 5——SEC. 6

—SEC. 7— SEC. 8

ScC. 8

wiwi SEC. 10—„ SEC. II

„S£C. 12

5CC. 13

SEC, 14

SEC. 15

_^$E0. IS

-SEC. 17

SEC. 18

-SEC. 19

20

CG 5824-S», on. 1/20/58, orally furnished to SA JOHN
E, KEATING -tha information contained on the .following pages:

4 - Bureau (AIRi MAIL) (REGISTERED)
*(1, - 100-3-104) (CP-USA, Counter-Intelligence Program)

2 - Boston (REGISTERED) ~

(1 - 100-20779 ) (CP-USA, New England 'District. Organization)
(1 - 100-16160) (MIKE RUSSO)

1 - Detroit (100-13420)‘(CARI, WINTER) (REGISTERED);

1 - Los Angeles (10Q-26044) (CP-USA, Organization) (Info) (REGISTERED)

2 - Newark (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-li28in (CP-US.
(1 - 100-29741

irsey District, Organization)

(&X New York (REGISTERED)'
(1 - 100-87211) (CP-USA, Factionalism) (#19-1)
(1 - 100-80640) (CP-USA, Negro Question) (#19-1) /j
(1 - 100-8064D (CP-USA, Organization) (#19-1)

See II page for additional copies.

> A CD ....



(1 - 100-23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR.) (#19-1)
(1 - 100-8037) (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19-1)
(1 - 100-30090) (SID STEIN} (#\ 0-1 )

(1 - 100-27ll52) l
~

,
U*19-l) f- \

131;-91) (NT 694-S*)(#6)(P & C) (Info) l/H/t/£J
J

2 - San Francisco (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100~a77l|7 )(CP-TJSA , Organization)
(1 - 97-26) (WILLIAM SCHHEIDERMAN)

.2 - Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)
(1 - 100-18963) (CP-USA, Illinois District, Factionalism)'
.(1 - 100-18956) (CP-USA 1

, Illinois' District, Negro Question) 1

(1 - 100-18953) (CP-USA, Illinois District, Organization)
(1 - 100-2l;729) (EMANUEL BLUM)
(1 - IOO-347O) (MORRIS CHILDS)'
(l - 'IQO-HVWVl WPBglVPTMlM
(1 - 100-27118)1 I

1

(l - At -BA7 ) tr.TAmv. T.TrtW'pgpp'pt

(1 - 100-19716)1 I

(1 - 100-32207) (CINAL)
/*

JEKtkw
(32)

- ii -
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January 20, 1958

Time >e and Place of Meet!:

There was an informal meeting in the Chicago head-
quarters of the Communist Party of Illinois on Monday afternoon.
January 20, 1958.

Persons in Attendance

In attendance at thi

I
CLAUDS LIGHTFOOT and

General ^Discussion on the
Communist Party - USA

’

ie MORRIS CHILDS

I Itook a rather detached position and made
statements against the ultra-Left in the Communist Party - USA.

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT restated a .position he has taken
recently. This position is that he favors a group Left of Cen-
ter taking over the leadership of the Communist Party - USA,
since the current thinking of the majority of the membership in
the Communist Party is Left of Center. LIGHTFOOT also stated
that while he would be willing to give Up some of his adminis-
trative duties, he would fight anyone who tried to remove him
from the National Committee. He said that he would like to
continue as a member of the policy-making bodies in the Communist
Party - USA, even if the Party is turned over to the Ultra-Left
wing.

LIGHTFOOT also stated that he thought that the docu-
ment currently being prepared by himself and CARL WINTER could
be used' to bring about unity in the Party.

I who frequently erroneously referred to
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT as CARL, was very Judicious. He said that he
did not think that there should be a one-sided leadership of
one complexion in control of the Communist Party - USA. He
said that he thought that the leadership should be composed of
a Center group around EUGENE DENNIS, BEN -DAVIS and himself. He
said that he would like to see other people of the Right com-
plexion in this leadership.

Those present corrected! land stated that he
was proposing a Left of Center group ana not a Center group for

- 1 -



the national leadership* The discussion turned to the ultra-
Left and an attempt to determine .who was responsible for the
Ultra-Left wing In the Party* CLAtJDE LIGHTFOOT said that the
Bight wing and the Left of Center group are responsible for the
ultra-Left. He said that the ultra-Left will not be satisfied.
They will want to kill those who help them* He said that the
Party made too much of an isjsue of JOHN GATES and now GATES is
gone.

This was followed by a debate concerning theory and
practice* LIGHTFOOT said that at one time he thought that the
Party could resolve Its problems through practical work. He
said that he now believes, however, that It Is necessary to
solve basic problems before doing any practical work and that
the two cannot be separated* He talked about the skepticism
and disgust In the ranks of the Party and said that the members
do not know what to do*

I Ithen presented some additional Ideas. He
stated that he agrees with the results of the 16th National^
Convention of the Communist Party - USA, but he believes that
an estimate, even though limited, of the 16th National Conven-
tion Is necessary. He stated that the persons responsible for
the paralysis of the Party are the Right wingers.

At this point, CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT asked! I why
he always talks about the Right wing* I I asked. What
about the New York District? The New York District is also
hampering and paralyzing the work of the Party.

In a very brief statement.
!

I stated that
he agrees with the report of EUGENE DENNIS on the, work of the
Party since the 16th Rational Convention, evaiL-fchDii^j-gbhere
are some shortcomings In the DENNIS report. I bald
that he also agrees with the DENNIS report. LIGHTFOOT stated
that the work of the Party since the 16th National Convention
is being made a political football. I Tchallengad
LIGHTFOOT and criticized the motion to suppress

f
the reports

of DENNIS and SID STEIN to the National Executive Committee on
the work, of the Party since the 16th National Convention.

I said that it is better for the membership to know
wnat is happening.

In concluding this discussion. I I said that he 1

is hot In favor of a radical change in the national leadership.

- 2 -



’S'

though ho does not object to a .majority of the leadership being
of a certain political trend. He stated that if some unity can
be achieved,, then there can be a fight against the ultra-Left,

MORRIS CHILDS
and

|
[

This 'infflwnaT itn»AMr>g was followed by a private dis-
cussion betweenl Hand MORRIS CHILDS,

I I asked CHILDS if he thought that the Com-
munist Party - USA should have a national convention soon,
CHILDS replied that he^ had not given this matter any thought,
but stated that the Illinois State Committee passed a resolu-
tion recommending a national consultative conference.

By way of comment, this question of I I to CHILDS
may indicate that the current leadership of the Communist
Party - USA ris

;
giving some serious thought to the possibility

of holding a national convention as a means of eliminating some
of its current problems.

CHILDS asked l Iwhat he thought about changing
the national leadership, I I repeated what he had said
earlier^ He stated’ that he favors some changes, but that it
is not necessary for all the leadership to be of one complexion.
He said, however, that some '’guys” in the leadership will have
to go. He stated that it will be necAssary to see what happens
when FRED PINE returns from California, He also stated that
SID STEIN will have to "knuckle under" or he will have to go*

I | then talked about the Negroes in the Party
leadership* He said that the Negroes in the leadershln_anfi_.
divided. They are not all on one side* CHILDS,told I I

that CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT is very, popular in' Illinois and that some
Negro Party members in Illinois are passive at this time,
CHILDS also stated that there- is a fight in the Communist -Party
of Illinois between the Left wing and the ultra-Left. I I

asked CHILDS if he should visit | _

of the ultra-Left in Illinois, since I t

to his residence, CHILDS suggested' that since|
to be in the Chicago wnM-i January 30 19*>tt, he should
postpone his visit to | Iuntil later so that it would
not be misinterpreted.

5plans

be
b 7 C

b6
b7C

b6
b 7C
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Thenl Istated that It will be necessary for
the Communist Party - USA to get rid of some District Organizers,
and that New Jersey was one place he had In mind. He. said that
In New Jersey you have a situation similar to the situation
which existed In the National Executive Committee before GATES
resigned. He said that someone Is always threatening to resign
from the leading committees in New Jersey and that something
will have to be done about this.

be

CHILDS aske

d

I Iabout the situation in New
England. I Isaid that MIKE RUSSO speaks only for MIKE
RUSSO undine floes riat represent the sentiment of the. New England
District. I bald that RUSSO became the District Organ-
izer in New England through some maneuver.

Next ! |said that he doubts that the "document
of compromise" being prepared by LIGHTFOOT and WINTER; as a
part of the sub-committee of four, will pass. He stated, 'how-
ever* that he would like to see unity in the Party. He said
that It is necessary to have -an agreement on principle* Then
he stated that the Party may have its program, or at least
that part of the program dealing with the road to Socialism
or a restatement of the role of the Party, prepared prior to
the next meeting of the National Committee. He said that this
might serve as a statement of principle for the Party.

also asked CHILDS if I 1 has dis-
associatedTiEaalF from; the ultra-Left wing, at any time. CHILDS
replied that | |had not, to his knowledge.

b 6

to 7C

to 6

b7C
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COMMENTS OF CG g82k-S*

It is believed that, the Left wing in the leadership
of the Communist Party - USA does not feel safe as long as the
ultra-Left wing remains organised* It is further believed

, Iwill try to win a few people from the ultra-Left
to the Left wing viewpoint* He will also try to organize a
group around the Left wing and the Left of Center group,

t

(

The Left wing will be out to get anyone wfeo has
been assoelated with JOHN GATES* Yet, the Left wing cannot
eliminate the Right wing all at pnce, If the Left wing can
obtain agreement on policy, it will keep some of the Right wing
leaders for window-dressing in order not to further split the
Party* At the same time, the Left wing will not compromise on
the actual leadership*

It Is believed that|
| is doing the "leg

work" for the Left wing. He wiijl undoubtedly visit those
Districts where the Right wing has influence. He mentioned
that WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN Is being proposed as the new leader
of the Right wing. This move by the Right wing would be to
ostensibly bring new people into the leadership, but actually
it would mean the retention ofthe Right wing leadership in the*
same old hands*

AUERBACH
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Standard Form No. 64

OFFICE MEMORANDUM - United States Government

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-426395) DATE; 1/21/58

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-130351)

SUBJECT: 575 SIXTH AVENUE REALTY, INCORPORATED,
INTERNAL SECURITY - C,

INTERNAL SECURITY ACT OF 1950,

ReBulet 1/3/58 enclosing a letter from the

Department dated 12/27/57, containing requests concerning
the availability to testify of certain informants in the

report of Special Agent
| 9/4/57, New York,

and the interview of certain informants.

There are being enclosed herewith for the

Bureau the coven copies of a letterhead memorandum contain-

ing the requested information. The identity of each
informant listed in Departmental letter is as follows:

T-3
T-4
T-6
T-7
T-S NY ftqft-fflS—

T-9
T-14
T-15

7 - BUREAU (100-425395^ (7 EN<

(1 - 100-15716 -

(1 - 100-340711- NY

(1 - 100-302052 i

(D- HEW YORK <100-130351^

(1 - d>~ 134-91'

(1 - (1 -

SPC:DJG (1 -

,S.)(RM)

(1 - 100-79336

r/t'S'fJ /<3

3£A^CK£CU

(•Ml3) JAN2_2 19!



it

Letter to Director
m 100-130351
Re: 575 Sixth Avc* Realty, Inc.,

ISC, ISA 1950

As is noted, T-3, T-4, and T-14 are confidential
techniques and are not available for interview concerning the
topics requested by the Department. Information furnished by
T-6 is contained in records so that it was not necessary to
interview that source. T-7, T-8, T-9, and T-15 were interviewed
on the topics listed in Departmental letter and the results
of these interviews are contained in the enclosed memorandum.
A review of the files in the liYO failed to reflect any other
informant or source who could testify concerning the requests
of the Department. However, the N¥0 will remain alert to this
situation and will advise the Bureau immediately on obtaining
such information.

In connection with the interviews mentioned above,
they were handled by the Special Agents listed below on the
dates indicated,

1/15/58

1/15/58
1/13/58
1/20/58

be
b 7 C

b7D
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
201 Ease- 69th Street,

New York 21, New York.

January 21, 1950.

CONFIDENTIAL

RE* 5/5 SIXTH AVENUE REALTY,

iNCOUPOBATSB;
INTERNAL SECURITY - C.

INTERNAL SECURITY ACT OF 1950.

Bureau File 100-426393

Reference is made to memorandum dated December 27,

1957, from William F, Tompkins, Assistant Attorney General,

Internal Security Division in the above -captioned matter

requesting that the availability of certain informants be

utilized in the report of Special Aaent l I
b7

dated September 4, 1957, at New York, be determined,

In this connection, it is noted that T-3, T-4,

and T-14, are confidential investigative techniques.

T-7 and T-3 are currently furnishing information

to this Bureau on a national level concerning Communist Party

matters and are not available for testimony or interview by

Departmental attorneys.

Information furnished by T-6 can be made public

only upon the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum directed to

b7

T-9 and T-15 are current active informants.

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHOE.ITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 07-0S-2011



GQM.FIDnnflAL

In connection with, the Department's request
concerning the interview of these informants to determine
their knowledge of certain topics listed in the letter from
the Department, T-7, T-0, T-9^ and T- 15 were available for
interview, However, none of these informants were able to
fumi3h,any information covering the topics listed in Depart
mental letter* There were no other individuals, who are
available to testify, who possess information of the type
requested by the .Department*

All of the information requested by the Depart
ment in this matter is contained in this memorandum*

t; o » g I p n n t x a l
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T

XV 100-74360

[ {indicated he was aware of the fact that the
and desiredinformant was *'in contact with the Poles",

NV p9w*B* to convoy a message to them*
,

[

i
I [stated he had learned that I

whoa he doscribed ad an ex-Commlsb ana a

to 6

hi-

tidal of the Turriers Uhlon. w»« tmgayM in“ [added that
former u _ „ _

some kind of business ’with thelP3lea*'l
a man from Pennsylvania (not otherwise identified') was
associated with

)
I in this business*

he was certain that if the Polos knew thal
longer In the CP, and that M 14 not to baTri

stated
was no
they

would cease doing business with him, I Treenested
that NY 694*3* inform his Polish contacts that STRAWS
is wa nj~good so-and-so* who is not to be trusted”*

It should be noted that NY 694-S* is in contact
lsr - -

with
and !

would bo
next seel

suspected 'Polish Intelligence agent,
] is the person to whom above information

transmitted* NY 694-3* anticipates he will
[sometime in ths early part of February* 1958.

tWess contrary instructions aro received from tbd Bureau
by 2/1/90, this offjc* mil that HY $94-3* transmit
this information to
on the part of KY
himself further with!

s« Hll
It is believed this action
hoi/ him to Ingratiate
and will also provide an

be
hlC

opportunity to learn Whether Polish Intelligence would take
anv action, as a result of information relayed through

tt



In view it above lnforaatlon made available
by WY and since there is no definite information
indicating that ths Seaboard trading Company la a
source of 0? funds# this office doss not believe that
additional Investigation of this ooapany is warranted
in connection with the overall investigation 4 OP#
financial operations*

Bureau's attention is directed to the fourth
paragraph uf this letter which contains UACB request*
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X/23/J&SAG, Wt YORK (10M.2?6Q2)

SA HOBSON H* ADCOCK, #1?

COMfOTCSY PARTY, OSA
coamOTmmiQENCB program
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

The New York Office, by teletype dated l/lb/58, advised the Bureau
that SID STEIN allegedly sent an aimed! letter to Detroit CP Headquarters
containing a proposal of unity with CARL WINTTR# This information was furnished
to this Office by NY dpi^-S#, who stated that his source indicated that if this
information was learned by the "left**, probably referring to the yoSTER-BENJAil N
J« DAVIS faction, it would be c^mamite* The Detroit Office was requested to
atteapt to learn the contents of the letter through confidential sources*

Detroit, by airtel dated l/l6/5$, advised that appropriate contacts
failed to reveal that the above-mentioned airmail letter was received in Detroit
during the period of early morning 1/1$ through the evening hours of 1/16*

The Bureau, by letter dated 1/23/58, requested' that the Dew fork
and Detroit Offices resain on the alert for pertinent information concerning
this alleged communication between STEIN and HC NTER* The Bureau further pointed
out that information of ibis kind could obviously be of extreme value in
connection with the captioned Program* The Bureau instructed that it be advised
promptly if any pertinent information is received in this connection*

NT 69h-S* will be advised to remain alert for any other developments
in this matter* In addition, this Office will attempt to determine if any other
sources may be able to reveal the contents of said letter*

1 - n— Tork 13lt-91 <W 69lt-s*)(#6)

<%- If— Tork 100-a2930Z(CP, USA COtnnEKtNIELljQBNCIE mOGRAtf)(#19)

HHAsha.
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OFFICE MEM OR AffDJH**# TJHITED STATES GOVERNMBHT

TO .j DIRECTOR, FBI (65-6201+1)

FROM s SAC, CHICAGO (65-3888)

SUBJECT! SASH
ESPIOHAGE - R

DATEt

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS OF SUCH A NATURE
THAT IT TENPSTO DISCLOSE CG 5S3J--S* AS THE SOURCE TKBftkOF, " '

IT IS~: THEREFORE » NECESSARY THAT EXTREME CAUTION -BE EXERCISED
INTHBI^SSEM'NATION OP THIS INFORMATION, ttN ORDB)TtO PROTECT*
-THE IDENTITY OF THB I'NPOIRMAnT.

;
!

CQ 582l;~S^, on January U|, 1958, orally furnished
the information contained on the following nagas to SA JOHN
B* KEATING and Stenographer

]
I CG 5>82U-S»

furnished a report on this information to EUGENE DENNIS In .1New
York City on January 8, 1958*

A copy of the speech TIM BOCK delivered In Moscow
on the occasion of the 2;0th Anniversary of the Soviet Union
was transmitted to the Bureau by New York airtel dated January
10, 1958, captioned, "COMMUNIST PARTY - USA, INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS* INTERNAL SECURITY - C"*

Bureau (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-3-81) (CP-USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100- ) (Communist Party of Canada)
(1 - 100- ) (Political Matters - China)
(1 - 100- ) (Political Matters - France)
(X - 100- ) (Political Matters - Russia)
(1, - 100- HPolitical Mflttayg - Yugoslavia)

(P-

a - 100-
(1 - 100-
(i - 100-
(X — 100—
(l. — 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
Hew York
(1 - 65-1

-21.341
j.

(REGISTERED)
tol) (SASH) (#6)

Lf*"- 134-91) (HY 694-S») (#6) (P & C)(IHF0K/M
(1 - 100-86624) (CP-USA, International Rela

riKiiobnni(l - 100-8057) (EUGENE DE
Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)
(1 - 100-33729) (CP-USA, Internationa
(1 - IOO-347O) (MORRIS CHItDS)

JEKskw
(20 )



January lUr 1958

Time, Type and Place of Meeting

On Tuesday afternoon, January 7, 1958, there was a
meeting in the headquarters of the Labor Progressive Party of
Canada, located at 2k Cecil Street, Toronto, This meeting was
primarily between \ I member ofthe Secretariat of
the Labor Progressive Party, and MORRIS CHILDS, representing
the Comraunist Party - USA. At this time. I

I

Progressive Party Organizer for Ontario, fine

T

1 I
-

I tin the National Office of the Labor Progressive Party,
"were also present,

CHILDS stated that he was proceeding to New York
City and wanted to inform the Labor Progressive Party of the
possibility that JOHN GATES would resign from the Communist
Party «* USA so that the news would not come as a shock to
them, CHILDS also stated that he wanted to give the Labor
Progressive Party the news of the latest developments in the
Communist Party - USA, CHILDS also said tljat ha wanted to know
when TIH BUCK was expected to return to Canada, I Ttried
to locate LESLIE MORRIS, member of the Secretariat of the* Labor
Progressive Party, who lives at 3 Roberts Street, Toronto, but
was unable to do so since MORRIS was attending a meeting of a
railroad club In the Labor Progressive Party, A message was
left with MORRIS* wife to have him proceed to the residence
of

| |as soon as he returned home.

Letter PTom TIM BUCK Written in China

I ~lsnd CHXLns proceeded to I I residence *

At this time. I Iexhibited a letter from TIM BUCK and a
copy of a speech that BUCK had delivered in Moscow at the Con**
ference of Communist Parties in Moscow during the celebration

'

of the IjDth Anniversary\of the Soviet Union, The letter had
been written only four or five days previously and had been
sent air mail from China, BUCK gave a return address of Post
Office Box 509, Peking, Peopled Republic of China.

BUCK*s letter reflected that he had received a per-
sonal invitation from MAO~TSE»TUHG to visit China while they
were both In Moscow, BUCK said that since he had turned down
an invitation to go to China the last time he was in Russia, he
could not refuse on this occasion. He said that this Is the
only way you can show your proletarian internationalism.



BUCK* s letter reflected that he has been addressing
all kinds of meetings* He has been telling the Chinese about
the Capitalist world and has told them that they* are not alone
in the fight for Socialism* BUCK stated 1 that he is considered
an important guest and that in addition to addressing various
meetings of factory* workers and trade unionists, he has been
involved in political meetings with those in leading positions
In the Chinese Party*

According to BUCK, the leading members of the Chinese
Communist Party explained their economy to him* He said that
the Soviet Union, East Germany, Chechoslovakia and other Social-*
1st countries have donated and set up 150 large factories in
China* BUCK commented that this gives you an idea of pro-
letarian internationalism and of the solidarity of the Socialist
world* He indicated that the Soviet Union did not spare itself
when it gave these plants to China* The plants are humming
with activity* All of the other People *s Democracies have
contributed to the economy of China*

,
Then BUCK wrote that the leaders of the Chinese

Communist Party discussed Communist Parties in the Capitalist
world with him* They were particularly interested in "North
America* They 'asked him a lot of questions, particularly about
Canada* He stated that sometimes they would Just listen to
him, but by the time he was finished they gave him ideas and
knew as much about the situation as he did* He indicated that
the Chinese are not Ignorant of problems in other countries,
including those in North America*

Next BUCK Indicated that the Chinese talked to "him
about their rectification campaign* He said that the leader-
ship in China was very much interested in having their rectifi-
cation campaign, their cleansing and their discussions under-
stood in the Communist Parties in the Western world* He said
that the Chinese conducted the greatest cleansing in the history
of the world Communist movement* They told him' that perhaps
their method is not applicable to all countries, but it can be
used, since it opened up an approach to “a great airing of
views”* It is, in their words, a method of bringing out and
defining differences of opinion*

Further, this rectification campaign is a method of
dealing with incorrigible s* Of course, the incorrigibles are
expelled but only as a last resort* Normally they try to avoid



measures of expulsion and force* Expulsion and force are only
applied to individuals who they characterize as incorrigibles*
BUCK said that he believes that this method the Chinese are
using will become an example for other Communist Parties.

BTOK also wrote that in view of his proletarian
international responsibilities, he cannot cut his visit short '

and that he cannot return to Canada before the end of February,
19i>8* He wrote that it would be impolite to leave China
earlier in view of the kind of invitation he received* Also,
he knows that he is doing a lot of good by telling the Chinese
about the situation in the Western world* In turn, they . are
giving him a picture of their situation and this will make an
understanding of Chinese problems easier in the Western world.

BUCK suggested in the letter that the La^or Progres-
sive Party hold a National Committee meeting without him* He
suggested that LESLIE MORRIS should make the main report and'
that it should deal with some legislative and parliamentary
problems* He thought that he would present some views on these
matters in subsequent letters*

PigctigBiott jfefcuQQtt LESLIE MORRIS,
I

|
and MORRIS CHILDS

After LESLIE MORRIS joined I I and CHILDS, the
"

latter was told that about two days previously they bad sent a
cable to BUCK asking him to return as soon as possible, since

1

they knew that he planned to return to Canada by way of Russia
and might make stops in countries in Western Europe* They said
that they had cabled BUCK that the membership might become angry
because the leader of the Party was absent from the country for
so long a period* They reminded him of a resolution which was
introduced at the last Rational Convention* This resolution
censures the leadership from absenting itself from the country
for long periods of time*

LESLIE MORRIS stated that when he was ij$ China they
planned to stay there for a longer period and also planned to
travel in Europe* He said that he was in MAnchuriq when he
received a cable telling him of the emergency situation in the ,

Labor Progressive Party* He and the Labor Progressive Party
leaders with ’him returned to Canada immediately* MORRIS said
that if BUCK explained to the Chinese the need for him to
return to Canada, he could leave immediately*



MORRIS and| I stated that they were waiting for
a reply to their cable , since BUCK*s letter was written before
they sent the cable* If they do not hear from him or if he is
not to return until the end of February, 1958, they will pro-
ceed with a Rational Committee meeting*

Report of |

Celebration of the l

of the Soviet TJnion

|

on the .Moscow
i Anniversary

MORRIS and|
| stated that I I who went

to Moscow with TIM BUCK to attend the celebration! of the l^Oth
Anniversary of the Soviet Union, has returned to Canada and has
given them a preliminary report on what happened in Moscow*
They s£aifld^-hpwever, that they are not completely satisfied
with

| |

report*

I ""

I

told them that only the People * s Democracies
were oerap-tted to have more than two official delegates in
Moscow* I I stated that there was a lot of discussion in
Moscow, as the speech of TIM BUCK Indicates* Each delegate was
allowed to speaW for fifteen minutes, with the exception of
MAO-TSE-TUNG, who spoke for one and one half hours and then
made a long concluding speech* Some of the Russian delegates
also spoke longer than fifteen minutes*

I I told them that the declaration of the twelve
Communist Parties was discussed by all Communist Parties pre-
sent* The draft of the declaration Was written by MAO-TSE-TUNG

I The reason for this was to show that it was not
an entirely Russian project* The Chinese and Polish Communist
Parties were selected because they are not supposed to be as
much under the control of the Russians as soms_£2f_fch£ other
Parties and, thus, would have an open mind* |stated
that there

s

was quite a discussion* 1

Parenthetically speaking, BUCK f s speech indicate^
that there was a considerable amount of discussion* Normally
a spokesman for the Labor Progressive Party would be timid at
such a meeting, since the Labor Progressive Party is a small
Party and a great distance from the Socialist countries* The
larger the Party, the more weight behind what its spokesman has
to say* It takes a certain amount of either nerve or opposi-
tion or else some kind of a signal in order to talk a3 BUCK
did in his speech* It is noted that BUCK emphasized that it is



necessary to take into consideration that the Communist Parties
in the Capitalist countries operate under circumstances which
are different from those in the Socialist countries* Thus,
some tactical matters have to be stated differently for the
Cornrmnist Parties in the Capitalist countries* BUCK*s speech
indicates what the Communist Parties In the Western world would
say by way of criticism*

According to MORRIS and I Isaid that b?c

NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV participated in -the discussion. KHRUSHCHEV
said that the world situation is such that it is possible for
the working class, as well as the Socialist countries, to take
the offensive % in other words, to begin to attack Capitalism*

Parenthetically speaking* It should be noted that
Communists use the word "offensive" to denote a class struggle*
The attack on Capitalism referred to by KHRUSHCHEV does not
mean a military attack but a diplomatic offensive in the
so-called struggle for peace*

i 1

b6

I
|
told them that KHRUSHCHEV stated that the

,

b7c

situation In regard to the relation of classes has changed
because of Capitalist economic difficulties, the strengthening
of the Socialist countries and the revolt In the colonial
countries* Thus, it is possible for the working people to take
the offensive and to fight Capitalism* The working people
should not just sit back, but should take offensive action*
This action might be In the form of demonstrations, but the
expression of this offensive action will vary from country to
country*

-
bb

I 1 also told them that KHRUSHCHEV again explained b/c

the reasons for the revelations made at the 20th Congress of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union* KHRUSHCHEV said that
they had to be made not only as a lesson for the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union, but also as a lesson for all other Com-
munist Parties, so that they would not be confronted with the
same type of situation which the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union faced when STALIN was the leader and the cult of the
individual was worshipped*

I I also told then that PALMIBO TOGLIATTI made a
speech at this meeting* MORRIS and I

|
gtafcfid fchnt they

'

particularly noted one piece of information I Ihad given
them in regard to TOGLIATTI * s speech* TOGLIATTI said that a

5



part of the speech he made to the Italian Communist Party Con-
gress last year had been misinterpreted when it was translated*
He denied that he had said* as is Indicated In the English
translation of his speech* that Socialism can be advanced or
that it is at all possible without a Marxist-Lenlnlst* vanguard
Party*

By way of comment* it should be noted that this is
an important statement because the Right wing in the Communist
Party - USA, especially JOHN GATES* quoted TOGLIATTI when
stating that a Communist Party was not necessary and that
another form of organization or association can be substituted
for It*

I Ialso told them there was a scrap between the
Canadian Party ana the ^British Party* JOHN WILLIAMSON was not
present* The two representatives of the British Communi-ai

Jlhi-Hmm32S323C-^hsiJ32ia21* HARRY POLLITT* and|
I I said that this disagreement
arose Decause kahhx follxtt started to speak for all the
English speaking Parties and treated the Canadians as though
they were an appendage of the British* I

~\ stated that
the Canadian representatives said that they inn a nnfc the
question of not being a colony a long time ago* I 1 said
that the surprising thing was that some of the other Parties
in the Communist world did not understand that the Canadian
Earty is an independent Party*

I
"[ told them that even in private discussions

TIM BCCK was critical of the arrangements for the participation
of the Communist Parties in the Western world? however* he
emphasized that the Russians* as well as MAO-TSE-TCNG* kept
on appealing to the Parties in the Capitalist countries to
express themselves on the declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties of the Socialist countries* They asked for "criticism"*

I lsaid that the twelve Communist Parties signed the
declaration because they felt they could sign it without fear
of consequences* The other Parties would have to apply it
concretely and use tact so that they would not get into trouble*
Thus* the other Communist Parties did not sign the declaration
mainly for tactical reasons* Therefore; they only signed what
can be considered a section of the twelve Party declaration?
that is* the statement on peace signed by the slxty**four Com-
munist Parties* This is a universal matter which they could
sign without any Party getting into tactical difficulties*

6



In explaining why the Yugoslavian Party did not sign
the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties J l told
them that there was a lot of speculation at the meeting in
regard to the depth of the split between the Russians and the
Yugoslavs* On one occasion, MIKHAIL STJSLOV took the floor and
stated that he was satisfied with the explanation of the Yugo-
slav Party that it did not sign the declaration of the twelve
Communist Parties for tactical reasons* STJSLOV said that he
believes that this explanation is valid* STJSLOV further stated
that as far as the Soviet Party is concerned they do not hold
It against the Yugoslavs for not sliming the declaration of
the twelve Communist Parties* I I also stated that the
Russians put at rest a rumor that TITO did not attend the meet-
ing for political reasons* Those present at the meeting were
told that TITO was actually 111 and if he were not 111, he
would have been present*

By way of comment t one can speculate about the inter-
national politics and the role Yugoslavia plays in relation to
the East and the West as a reason for not signing the declara-
tion of the twelve Communist Parties* They did sign the declar-
ation of the twelve Communist Parties and thus placed them-
selves in the same category as the Communist Parties in the
Capitalist countries* Perhaps some Communist Parties were
ready to pounce on the Yugoslavs* While there is a split
between the Yugoslavs and the Russians, the Russians are not
interested in deepening it* The Russians tried to protect the
Yugoslav Party* In order to avoid a civil war in the Communist
movement, they defended the Yugoslavs and accepted their
excuses*

I I also told I I and MORRIS that at one
point in the meeting KHRUSHCHEV took the floor and thanked the
French Communist Party, in particular, for Its stand on the
Hungarian revolt* He thanked the French Communist Party for
sympathy and understanding regarding the Hungarian situation*
The French Party was the only Party in the Capitalist world
mentioned by name by KHRUSHCHEV*

I I stated to l 1 and MORRIS that MAO-TSE-TUNG
was the last speaker at the meeting and his remarks were sort
of a summary of the meeting* He stated that the Chinese Com-

, raunist Party has lli million members* He said that they are
faced with a number of difficulties because some of their mem-
bers are new and they have problems. MAO told this conference

7 -



that when they formulate policies and they want the Party to
accept them, they pursue a policy of persuasion and conviction
In China* MAO also stated what TIM BOCK had repeated in his
letter *«* that is, when the Chinese Party has to take measures
against individuals. It does so* However, as a rule, the
Chinese Party tries to avoid strong measures and bases itself
on persuasion and conviction*

According to I IhAO-TSE-TUNG said that the
Chinese are not afraid of difficulties * They think they will
surmount their difficulties because they have a pood atnpng
neighbor «« tha Soviet Union* Then he turned to l T and
said?

| |
I want to remind you that you, too, have a good

strong neignoor* Then MAO-TSE-TUNG turned to KHRUSHCHEV,
looked at him, and saldt You know, if a tree is to blossom,
it needs leaves* In order to grow leaves, you have to take
care of the tree, you have to water It, etc* This was inter

*

preted to mean that MAO-TSE-TUHG was telling the Russians that
they, too, need the tree of Communism ~~ that is, the other
Communist Parties, etc* — and that they had better be a little
careful in ,their relationships with the other Communist Parties *

I Hand MORRIS related that I Tsaid that
everyone at the meeting concluded that the Chinese Party played
a most important role at this meeting* The Chinese were the
factor which helped to unify all the Parties after the Communist
movement had had over a year of difficulties, starting with the*
revelations at the 20th Congress of the Soviet Comnunist Party,
the Hungarian revolt, and the difficulties in Poland.

In his concluding speech, as well as in the declare*'
1

tlon of the twelve Communist Parties, MA0*TSE*TUK0 placed'emphasis
on unity* MA0~TSE*TUNG stated' that while the Communist Parties'
can disagree, ' they cannot allow the shaking of their unity*

I I also told them that I Iplayed a leading
role, since he was the co-author of* tne declaration of the
twelve Communist Parties* I I said that the difficulties
in Poland came about as a result of the dogmatist policies
pursued by the previous regime* in Polandj however, after the
reigns were let loose, the Imperialists began to put pressure
on Poland and the revisionists became bold and complicated the
situation in Poland. This is why Poland also believes that it
has to pursue a two*fold policy ** that is, a fight against
dogmatists and a fight against revisionists* I 1said

f
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Wo oonslder revisionism the main danger because revisionists
threaten our social system* Revisionists have lost their belief
in Socialism*

I "land MORRIS stated that they hope to get more
details and a keener political analysis of the meeting of the
Communist Parties in Moscow as soon as TIM BUCK returns to
Canada*

Person in the Soviet Communist Party
Responsible for North American Matters

|
I and MORRIS stated that I I told them that

OTTO KUUSINEN, a member of the Presidium of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union, is once again responsible for North
American matters, particularly the United States*

The Labor Progressive Pari

I I and MORRIS then briefly discussed the Labor
Progressive Party* They stated that the Labor ProgrossiveParty
has not endorsed the declaration of the twelve Communist Parties
as yet* 'They said that they are preparing a draft resolution
which will endorse the declaration of the twelve Communist
Parties* This draft resolution will be sent to all members
of the National Committee prior to the next National Committee
meeting, and will probably be adopted by the National Committee*

I "l and MORRIS stated that they were surprised
that the Communist Party - USA acted so hastily in regard to
the declaration of the twelve CoEammist Parties, since the Cora**
wronist Party of the Soviet Union did not pass a resolution
endorsing the declaration until December 17, 1957, even though
it Was one of the twelve Parties signing the declaration*
I

land MORRIS commented that it looked as though the Com-
munist Party - USA was trying to beat the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union to an endorsement of the declaration of the
twelve Communist Parties*

Quebec

CHILDS asked l land MORRIS if they had held a
convention in Quebec* Tney replied that a convention was held
but that they have a real problem In Quebec at this time* 1 I

was sent to Quebec to supervise the convention in behalf



!

of the National Committee. A registration was conducted and
membership books were issued. A deadline was set for the obtain-
ing of membership books. Only those who .had membership books
were entitled to participate in the election of a new Provincial
Commit

t

ea
; however, the ultra-Left, led bv l I

I I found all kinds of technicalities to prevent those'Who
they placed in the category of Right wingers from participating
in the convention. So, the Provincial Committee which was
elected is completely made up of the Left wing.

I |and MORRIS stated that when BTTCK returns to
Canada, tney are going to Quebec in order to straighten this
situation out because they cannot permit the Left to go too

'

far. They will have to see to it that Quebec obeys the mandate
of the National Committee* They also stated that some people
were excluded from the Party in Quebec for organisational
reasons despite political agreement. Some of these are very
good people and this will hurt the Party. They stated that
they did not know the current membership in Quebec; however,
it was a little over three hundred at the time of the National
Convention.

Individuals

Various Individuals were then discussed by
MORRIS and CHILDS.

JOB SALSBERG

J. B. SALSBERG is selling insurance. He has not pub-
lished a paper, but has collected between $2, *>00 and $3*000'

J

in
order to" publish a weekly paper which would present the ideas
of SALSBERG* s group. v 4

i

SAM LIPSHITS

SAM LIPSHITZ ran for office in the council of a Jewish
fraternal order. He made an anti-Soviet speech. Althoughmost
of the Jewish people are still not satisfied with the explana-
tions by the Russians in regard to the Jewish .question in
Russia, the speech by LIPSHITZ was so anti-Soviet that he was
defeated overwhelmingly. He received only one or twp votas—

.

while his opponent received 26 or 27 votes. MORRIS and l I

commented that while those who follow LIPSHIPZ, including some
members of the Labor Progressive Party, may have some grievances

be
b 7C

be
b 7C

b 6

b 7 C
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against the Soviet Union and want some matters pertaining to
the Jewish question in Hussla clarified, they are not ready to
follow anyone who is deliberately anti-Soviet.

CHARLES SIMS

CHARLES SIMS has not joined the opposition or the**
supporters of SALSBERG. He is working and is politically pas-
sive*

slve Party* He is In Montreal*
has not resigned from the Labor Progres-

|has not resigned from the Labor Progres-
sive Party as yet; however, she is not active in the Labor Pro

«

gresfcive Party and is politically passive*

| |
has resigned from the Labor Progressive

Party*

ibt

STEWART SMITH

STEWART SMITH is selling furniture and is doing well
financially* He is still working with SALSBERG*

Registration of Labor Progressive
Party Members

LESLIE MORRIS stated that the Labor Progressive Party
Is carrying on a registration at the present time* He said
that members are being registered even if they do not pay back
dues* Usually some settlement is made In regard to unpaid dues*
MORRIS did not give an estimation of the current membership of
the Labor Progressive Party*
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

PROM

SAC, NEW .YORK, (100-87211) Dafcej 1/33/53

SUBJECT: CP, USA - FACTIONALISM
IS-C

Source

Reliability

Date Received

Agent to whom furnished

NY 694-S#

Kho has furnished reliable
infos, inr. 4;hc past*-

12/31/57

.. . . .
°n 12/31/57, NY 694-S* advised that, onthat date, he conferred with WILLIAM WEINSTONE, who .

furnished the following information:

rv vwv.^
a

fv
aff w0 ?tinS of the Now York State

5?
hcld °n tho morning of l?/^l /<7 there wouldbe a discussion of +-.^\ _ “ . » .

the NT State CP, $25,006 which I fadmlL
OVor to 1

1 *™

New York
New York
New York
New York
Now York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New ^ork
New Ysyrk
Now York

(100
(100( 100 -

(
100 -

( 100 *

(100 -

100 *

(lGO f

(100 -

(100 -
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NY 100-87211

been holding as a depository jfor the New York State
CP, and which he will retain for the benefit of his
family in the event he is committed to jail.

Also at the aforesaid meeting there would
be a discussion of "ftrcchlvn" SEN davIs Ykkm nVftfiTKK
BmUihV FNIEDLANDEfi,]

|

who "walked out" of the county conventions. These
individuals have been active in "pulling out" members
of the CP organization and forming their’ own organization
which now has several hundred members.

- This group is using as its guide the
British philosopher and economist JOHN STRACHJ3Y, They
have an offico, but VEINSTONE docs not know where it is
located. He believes tho head of the group is I I

I

~1 of JOHN GATES; and that JOHN GATES is fully
aware of the activities of this group and eventually
will become part of ftv

In reply to a question from HY 69^-Sk*
concerning the nmc of the group, VEINSTONE said they
probably could call themselves the "Committee for
Socialist Unity",,

.VEINSTONE noted that "Brooklyn" SEE DAVIS
(BENJAHIN DV0SIN1 has made four trips across the country
since he left the Party. VEINSTONE intimated that
DnVIS had made these trips in the interest of this
dissident group..

The information above has been submitted to
the Bureau,







OFFICE MEMOR AJN DID UNITED STATES GOVEKNMEN

TO : SAC, NEW XUNC (105-22799) DATE: 1/29/50

FROM : SA

SUBJECT : MORRIS COHOB .AND COMPANY
MISC. - INTO CONCERNING
(ESPIONAGE)

Source I I

Heliability U;o has furnished reliable
information in the past.

Date of Activity 1/6/5

8

Date Deceived 1/6/58

Informant learned that[
| | took a test for a federal job as a

that he naa received word that he passed with an

A bn avaI 1.able,
|

|

1
at Horris cohon ana t;o.

iromotionist and
J5# Informant

]

A l 1 deal rad to contact HARRY flAODOFF.

Informant ascertained that ] I
telephone number was

b'/D

1 -

<?:
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Hew York
Hew York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
'New York

I

(100-96155) (HARRY MAGDOE
(100-6595U
(100-108601
(134-91) (Inves.
(100-115011)
(100-9521) ,[

(100-25780)
(100-81860)

') (6
(7-4)
(12-15)

Ho)
]

(

12-16 )

(12-16)
(12-16)

(100-133775) (Fund for Social Studies) (7-2)
(100-107419 ) (kau:)

(100-217%) [ 3f°<6)
(100r-145l|l) (BEN GOLD) (7-1)
(100-8599) (LEO HUBER1IAN) (12-14)
(105-22799)

CHM:kfco

(14)

be
hie

b6
b7C

J



NY 105-23799

Informant advised that a I I

(Ph) of Hfltiftflnv RAftltiv npmpflnyj 26 Broadway, NYC,
infonned l \ of Morris Cohon and Co.,
that there was two thousand feet of office space
in two places, one at 42 Broadway on the 11th
floor, and one at 26 Broadway on the 6th floor*
Informant advised that ! I planned to look
at both places on 1/7/5&1

Informant advised that an unidentified
woman (posslblyl I contacted HAHKY
MAGDOFF who Informed her that ’the fund ,f (Fund
for Social Studies) vras coming along very nicely
and added that a meeting was scheduled to be held
on Thursday (1/9/58). MAGDOFF informed the woman

. fihflti he wanted to contact I l ( probablyf I

| |
to tell him about the meeting*. MAGDOFF

asked the woman if there was any chance that she
could come into town (to attend meeting). The
woman expressed doubt that she would be able to
do SO but suggested that MAGDOFF drop a notfl to

to invite her, | I to the meeting. The woman’
suggested that MAGDOFF tell I I that he was
hoping she, unknown woman, would also be present.
MAGDOFF promised that Ve would send the woman
another statement of the program which ho had
drafted^

. Informant advised -that MAGDOFF and
I I discussed stocks Morris Cohon and
uompany was Holding for him. I I and dividend
checks he had received from the stocks* I I

informed MAGDOFF that he would send the checks
to I I stated that he planned
to attend the meeting on Thursday night*

JACK CHIDBS contacted MAGDOFF and
joked about whether MAGDOFF remembered him.
MAGDOFF remembered CHILDS and described him as
a friend of

| | Informant advised

- 2 -
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that CHILDS wanted to discuss Insurance with
MAGDOPF and that MaGDOSV appeared willing* CHILDS
also asked MGDOPP about .Missoure Research as he
bought one hundred shares for each of his children,

Informant advised that I I of

Morx*iS Cfthon and Company and I l (Ph)

discussed ! I holdings * Informant added that
I I de sired To contact I l and that

I I gave I l home telephone
number

.

Informant advised that I land an
unknown man (possibily CORLISS LAMQHT) discussed
the possibility of havina-QLAHK (FOREMAN) leave
the committee (ECLC) . | |

stated that he had
always told CLARK that ho thou$ifc it was tho best
thing, that CLARK should leave the committee, but
he did not know what other people *s notions were
and did not want any -5n

lH e“aal fight to hamper the
committees function for this year when five or
si* major cases wore before the Court.

Unknown man informed I I that as far as

.finances, all the money ho, unknown man, Would be
responsible for would bo provisional. 'Unknown
man stated that ho did not feel responsible for
underwriting severance pay in the amount of $2,000.00,

HAi&X MAGDOFP informed an individual named
LS0 (possibly LEO HUBEKMAN) that he -had been over
to LEO *$ office last week, but that LEO was out*

MAGDQPF said ho had lunch wlthl I and
that they were "upstairs 11 on the floor above LEO*
MAGDOFF stated that they camo down to LE0*S office
because! I was going to g£t a b'ooR for hiral

- 3 -



liy 105-22799

MA6B0PP said that I I told hito that I I

was in town and was suro ho, MAGDOFF, wanted to say

hollo to him* Informant advised that MAGDQ PF was
surprised that l I know knawl |— I yt&AGPOFF relate*/
that ho wont downstairs and spoko t

o

l I and
arranged to have breakfast with him at a .Tatar1 d&to » :b

HAGDOFF added that on tho way down to sod 4 b

'B£N GOLD walks out and introduced nyoung ROSENBERG"
to him and that ho arranged to have ltinch with
ROSENBERG at a later date* LEO stated that ho calls
nftSBNBB. fl.

11 Fighting BOB", UAGDOFF stated that he
also saw

| |
at his desk.

MAQJDOFF asked LEO to tell .LOU ( LNti )
about

tho meeting Thursday tl/9/£8) * LEO said he would
and that ho would also cull his brother about the
mooting* MAGDO^F informed LEO that LOU was going
to remind his boss to have a meeting with some
editors and that they were going to set up a luncheon
for him, MAGDOFF*
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (100-18001)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100*69816)

SUBJECT: FRED FINE
IS C; SA-40 ; ISA-50

DATE: 2/10/56

Source

Reliability

Date Received

Agent to whom
furnished

NY 694-S* (Conceal and
carefully paraphrase)

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

1/22/58

2 - Chicago (100;l800l) (RM)
,

of CALIF.)
1 Los Angeles (100- ) (CP, USA Southern DlaiwJ/RM)
1 - Boston (100- ) (CP, USA New England Dist/rfRM)
1 •• San Francisco (100 ) (CP, USA Northern Dist.) (RM)
13- New York (100 S68LS)

1 - (100*13923) (19)
1 - (

100 -16785 )
(JAMES JACKSON) (19)

1 - (100-13473) (SI GERSON) (19 )

1 - (100- ) (ERIC BERT)
1 (100-9352) (ABE MAQIL) ( 12-

1

6

)

1 - (lOO 13208) 1 l (7 2)

1 (100-1696) {ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (19)
1 - (100 87211) (CP, USA Factionalism) (19)
1 - (100- 26603 (CP, USA New York District) (19)
1 • (100.26603 C 43) (CP, USA Kings Co.) (12-11)
1 •• (lOO 50090 (SID STEIN) (19)@ (134-91) (Inves) (6)

JDW:ecb

/$ •/-*?/ -/£$-/
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In a conference with NY 594 S* on 1/21/58,
I \xt the CP National
Office, advised the informant as follows:

To date, a poll of National Committee (NC)
members regarding a preI

l

care ;M date for the next NC
meeting reflects that half of the NC members prefer
that a National Executive Committee (NEC) meeting be held
before an NC meeting is held, which in effect would
make it impossible to hold an NC meeting before early
March. The- other half of the NC membership favor
holding an NC meeting as soon as possible, preferably
in early February, and are inclined to prefer that no
NEC meeting be held at this time. As a group, the
¥right faction" favors the postponement of the NC meet-
ing be held as soon as possible

.

In an attempt to gain control of -the Party
for their respective factions, JAMES JACKSON, of the
"Left", and FEED FINE of the "Eight", are caucusing
on the West Coast. FINE'S pretended 'reason for being .

there Is to attend four trade union conferences. I
|

noted that JACKSON’S trip was not being financed by
the National office).

I I further stated that the California CP
is the "key factor" in the present Inter-Party contro-
versy. California’s registration is good as compared
with the New York registration, which is "miserable".
As an example of how "miserable" the New York regis-
tration is, the Brooklyn CP registration should be noted.
Only 175 people were registered to date. Despite that
small number., the Brooklyn CP organisation has five
people on their payroll.

2
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"SID" STEIN has in mind the following
organizational changes, and he eventually will suggest
them to the Party: (1) the National office "top
leadership" should consist of no more than three
people; (2) leadership should include "only persons
who have not served on the Secretariat or on the National
Committee" (3) the number of people on the National
Committee should be commensurate with Party membership
figures. To continue to have a National Committee of
SO people is "ridiculous".

With regard to the "Worker", STEIN will
propose that SI PERSON be executive editor, ERIC BBRT
managing editor, I \

and ABE
MAGIL and EtlZABk'iii guhmsx flynn members or the editorial
board.
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JACK? b6
hlC

Hi Ho, I hadn't thought of JACK, but KJU*®t (COE?)

write him ana say he is writing At the suggestion of ME*

HEEDOMH or that h* i» writing at the suggestion if MR..

CBitDS* Mail® it A regular-why thU indiroot way? Why »HouM
X oat involved In it when I don't know anything about it?

It*8 ridiculous* fh* perfectly natural vay ia for Elm to

writ* '.and;may f I m writing you at the. 'U^geatlon of* and

than put the proposition to hi®* X have no objection to

hi® using my name* If it's worthwhile all right* If not*

tali' him thore is not enough involved in It to ness with It*

I I discussed with EKEDLEKaN their

joint savings ac ount hut the hank was not mentioned* Thay
than fiseuased general matter® such ms financial difficulties

ii*M«%Aaaaimt.. KKtf>LBKAX*t father's condition and his
we paint - NEiJXEKAH n l thought

maybe you had mother latter* * to which [__|replied In the

lb 6

b7(

negative*
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TO SAC NEW YORK

FROM SAC CHICAGO 141910 GR 55

NY SIX NINE FOUR S. NY ADVISE NY SIX NINE FOUR S THAT TWO COPIES OF
%

DRAFT PROGRAM LLP RECEIVED IN CHICAGO FOUR CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR S

FEBRUARY FOURTEEN INSTANT HAVE BEEN AIR MAILED TO OFFICE OF NY SIX'

NINE FOUR S.

END AND ACK PLS

OX FBI NY JLU

DECODED MTR

U

T
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m PERSON TO EUGENE EKINISj VXt&xm Z, POSTER, AND ALEXANDER

TRACHP^ERG, BUIH SAID THIS .EEWMATION MlffiTT ASSIST DENNIS

DURING TIE riTEP^ATlOMAi' GOfSOTT'S; MEETING WHICH BUCK THOUGHT
I

*
,

WAS BEING HSUS THE Y/EEKEND OP FEBRUARY TWENTY-TWO, SVFNTY-TiffiEE,
1

INSTANT, , CO KVE EIGHT TWO P<HK BASH S ASTERISK WAS CALLED

, TO THE OFFICE OR THE NEW YORK EWNMAHT AND SUBSEQUENTLY

CONTACTED SEHMX2 WHO WAS ATTENDING A MEETING OF ©F NBC,

DENNIS KEPUSED. TO LEAVE THE NEC MEETING TO MEET WITH MASCOLO

AND URGES THE CHICAGO INFORMANT TO REPRESENT HE-U INFORMANT

IS' OP ©C! OPINION DENNIS WOULD NOT HAVE MET DIFJKTLy WISH

MASCOLO WNIKit ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. SUSCOLO, AFTER SOME BEMEERATION,

FINALLY AGREED TO GIVE THE iSPOfatiTIW INTENDED FOR DENNIS TO
,

\ *

THE CHICAGO INFORMANT FOE SELmr.V TO DENNIS. A3 ® THE MORNING

•op 'mmtxz ottebn, instant, sktejis was still ::m in possession

OP THIS IRPCWMTION, MASCOLO SAID THAT .BUCK'S KBBflAOS TO DENNIS

WAS THAT THE CENTRAL CMWIWEE <ff THE CPSU VELOMES SHE PROPOSAL
i i !

THAT A iC.PEJSSSffATIVE OF THE CPUSA
/
C'OME TO MOSCOW, KASCOLO

SAID TEAT THIS MEANS THAT MORRIS CHILDS AND ANIOiE' ELSE .SELECTED

m smp ‘should come to Moscow, sme '•merxca.h section of te
cccpsa >;as happy to learn aboto this proposal xo owed 'that it

%

cor®

PAGE - T’.ro

PAGE - TWO
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be carried through as soon as possible. ARR ;.ycL:sj?s fob

TRAVEL SHOW® IE HANDLED £H TH.3 USA WBJJH AHERIf AH PAPERS,
'i

IF POSSIBLE, IF SHIS IS NOT P033XKtS, SHE BRAZIIIAN CP WILL

GIVE SOLS ASSISTANCE. DUCK SHOULD BK CONTACTED B' IS 13
'

NECESSARY SO UTILIZE SHE MAZXLX'.y CP, FURTHER, itOSCOM WOULD

XaSE SO HATE TWO SETS W ALL KATBRIAL PSHTAIHIIJa SO SHE

PROCEEDINGS OF SHE CURRENT HEETEIG OF SHE NATION’ L CCJESISSEE

OF SHE CPUSA, EVEN IF THESE DOCUI-ffiOTS ARE INCO&PLHCE, THEY

SHOULD IS SSWP VIA TIH BUCK AND LITER OTHER DOCttffiNTS SHOULD'

FOLLOW. FURTHER, 'THE CP OF CJU3IA V«M A im® ACTIVE

RELATIONSHIP m> ql/OTE DIRECTLY VI2H SHE CPUSA THROUGH DENNIS.

FURTHER, DENNIS SHOULD EE TOLD TIL*® THE FUTURE OP .WILLIAM Z.

POSTER SAD DISCUSSED BY BUCK WITH TIDE £1008? AUTHORITIES IN

KOSCO'.,’’. FOSS® WILL BE WELCOMED I? HE COKES TO RUSSIA FOR

Trr.A*uec or, so live, • his family wold also .be 'T‘lcosle,ajid

EC IS FSJff THAT IT WOULD BE GOOD FOR HIS ORAND-OAUGHTER IN' 1

RUSSIA FOR FOSTER AND HIS FAMILY TO COME TO RUSSIA, JtASCOLQ

ALSO TOLD THE XNFOHMAOT TO TELL DENNIS THAT BUCI HaD SEEN

HIS SON TUI, TSj | :rj THEIR CHILD. TE5 IMS

PAGE - THREE

•f
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cox®

TEIBTYP2

UROSMB

PAGE - rcm

wretten 4 mas *qr a fiio,«© jca carried ths smesis with him

TO -Stro^JID AJJfi WILED IT FROM T1CVJB TO CANADA. S3tt M© |

WARS AS AjOESSSS TO WHICH THEY CAN SEND THE LETSiCB TO EUGENE

ANp PEGGY DENNIS, DENNIS IS ALSO TO BE TOLD T’ES LEADDKJ

COMKAoTop THE CPSU WORLD LIE TO SEE MORE '.MATERIAL ON THE

SOTtET UNION PRINTED IN THE CPUS PRESS. PARTICULARLY QUOTE

THE WORK® END QUOTE, JUatAMGX^aTS WILL IB M. 0;. TO SUPPLY

QUOTE THE WORKER END QUOTE, WITH A DAILY PRESS SERVICE PROM

MOSCOW, TillS OVERSEAS PRESS 3BRVICS WILL COKE TO CANADA' AND

WILL 553 REJIAHSD FROM THERE. BUCK WANTS TO .KNOT » THIS .SERVICE

SHOULD 223 MAILED DIRECTLY TO THE SWICE 1

OP* QUOTE HIS WORKER END
H

QUOTE, OR TO' SOKE OTHER ADDRESS. THE RUSSIANS WOULD ALSO LIKE

TO -HAVE A CORRESPONDENT OF QUOTH HE WORKER END QUOTE STATIONED

IN MOSCOW , IP THIS CORRESKNIDEJft.’ IS QUOTE POLITICAILY END

QUOTH <SkX»32RVHB CAN BE A REPCKSOffATIYE W THE CTOA IN

MOSCOW, IF 13113 IS NOT EXPEDISK AT THIS TIME, SHE CPUSA

SHOULD :mc m WORRIED ABOUT IS. MEANWHILE, THE QUOTE CANADIAN

TRIBUNE' :iffi QUOTE WILL SEND A CORRESPONDENT SO MOSCOW, >'ND HE

WILL RSpy^aWBfW THE CPUS'. PRESS PROM A NEWS POINT CP VIEW.

•HE WIU, RECEIVE ASSISTANCE PROM THE AMERICAN SECTION OP THE
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT OF THE CCCKC, THE AHERIC'.L; ACTION OP SHE

PAOt: - four
'
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teletype

URGENT

P/l :-/58

PAGE - PXVE

'

I

*

CCCPSU WOOS SEES -JO GET SPWO COPIES ® .ALL CPUS'
-

, KWIM. AND

W’Ott&D ASS-0 SB® TIB CPUSA TO .EST'-EtXSH .RELATIONSHIPS WOT THE

CP OP CANADA. THE AMERICAN SECTION OP THE 3CCP3U ALSO WANTS

labor © economic pacts cosscsmncfG am us, the ^p op china

IS Also ANXIOUS JO OBTAIN sxmui*.-i MATERIAL, I? DENNIS WANTS

to mBOJFAuar write to bock, he should send a isttes to I I

HE BAHTS go «m TO THE OP W ClWl/tj THE ADOBES IS

;G Piv* RIGHT
111 " " 1 i 1' I 'j AH IU.I u - L, juw.-pp.un p

WO POUR DASH S ASTERISK COHENPED WAT THIS MESSAGE IS A

recognition op she cpsu was sczbis' is the lea®.; ce? she

cm/t, MAScoto also mt with TrociaswBERa a? keurary pourthen,

LASS, E; SHE PRESENCE OP HEW , YC&Z' ENPORMAIEV AM SHE HEW YORK

INPORMAHT N.tS TO ACCOMPANY HER TO SHE ' RESIDENCE OP .POSTER ON !

the mgrukm oip Rsmm-m$ vm-iis* details will

HE .QBTi-mfiHJ PRC* NEW YOHK SIX 1Q3S: POOR DASH S OTiRISX ON
IS '

PEfflUARY -fep, INOTAOT, AND THE BUREAU ADVISED, IS XS URGED

THAT UTMOST CARS BE USED IN HANDLING THIS VERY DELICATE
*

1 k

INFORMATION, -

PAGE - PIPE



tTO: DIRECTOR, FBI TIMEi Uj‘)L am

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-C66a4)

SUBJECT l CPtESA INTERNATIONAL 'RELATIONS, 13-0

RE }!EU YORK »BTEL RES?UARY FIFTEEN, LAST, CONCERNING

A VISIT OF ELIZABETH MASCOLO TO NEW YORK CITY. . NEW

YORK SIX NINE FOUR DASH S ASTERISK ORALLY FURNISHED

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO ,8A JOHN.E, KEATING ON

FEBRUARY FIFTEEN, UST.
,
IT -IS SUGGESTED THAT UTMOST

CAUTION EE USED IN HANDLING THIS INFORMATION TO PROTECT

THE SECURITY .AND FUTURE OPERATIONS OF TWO RICHEY PLACED

INFOKM'CJTS. THE NEW YORK INFORMANT ACCOMPANIED ELIZABETH

MASCOLO TO THE RESIDENCE OF WILLIAM Z, FOSTER ON FEBRUARY
i

FIFTEEN, LAST, SINCE MASCOLO HAD STATED THAT SHE HAD TO

DELIVER A MESSAGE FROM TIM BUCK TO FOSTER IN PERSON, AND

THIS HAS HER FIRST VISIT TO SHE FOSTER 'RESIDENCE, THE
'

Chicago (100-
New York (134-91) (NY 694—S

)
Qtfytf)
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teltype
' URGE® • COES

.

my ioo-Sw# pace'
1- two

'

'

'

informant purposely remained out op the bedroom wins

SP TAIPD WITH POSTER. TPE DISCUSS IOII WAS ElTERRUpJb

WHEW THE. ATTENDANT ARRIVED PGR OWE HOUR OP THERAPEUTIC

tpathem?, in all, mascolo talked wish poster por about

THIRTY IMS FIVE MINUTES , INFORMANT WAS ABLE TO GLANCE

AT TP MOTES -MASCOLO MAD PREPARED FOR THIS DISCUSSION.
s*

SHE SUESEQUEHTXtf DISPOSED OP TO5SE NOTES JM A TOILET,
,

’ P
'

' s
1

TP MOTES INDICATED COLOR OP.. THAT TP R.P. WAS VERY
,

ANXIOUS- FOR BILL AND HIS FAMILY TO GO TO M. WHATEVER

RESOURCES AND TECHNIQUES THEY HAVE AT. THEIR DISPOSAL

Will .BE HADE AVAILABLE TO HIM. INFORMANT INTPPRETED

R.P. TO PAN TP RUSSIAN PARTY OR THE CfSU, TWO.

AOTH0P2ATI0N. THREE, OTffiEMT THAT AL£i OP HIS ARTICLES

AND WRITINGS SB SEP TO THEM. POUR.. CHINESE PARTY

URGENTLY PQPPS pm HIM TWO COPIES OP BUTEDUN' S

LATEST ARTICLE AND POSTP'S «,fSm'S TO BOTOKAN. ALSO-

TWO COPIES .OS CONTROVERSIAL ARTICLES BY THE RIGHT WING

AND Ain? ANSWERS BY POSTER TO THESE ARTICLES. IN REGARD TO
' 4

1

ITEM TWO CONCERNING AN AUTHORIZATION, TP INFORMANT

ADVISED THAT BECAUSE POSTER'S FAMILY WAS WORRIED THAT

A LENGTHY DISCUSSION MIGHT AFFECT HIM, THE INFORMANT WENT

PAGE - TWO
F
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TOOENT CODE

Ky 100-8Gu24
PAGE - THREE

X'iTO THE DEDROOM TO EXPEDITE THE DISCUSSION. AS MASCOLO

JEW POSTER, HE TOLD HER THAT HE AGREED TO THE AUTHORIZATION

AND BIS WIPE WOULD SION XT* mSCGLO THEN WENT INTO SHE

KITCHEN AND DICTATED SHE FOLLOWING TO SYLVIA KOLKO,
MimST

K

6*/ f'"’ FrV
POSTER'S DAUGHTER COLON QUOTE FEBRUARY FIFTEEN, BHBSBT ,

,
OeMAt-F

ON ASatS TO WILLIAM POSTER, I AUTHORIZE TOE INSTITUTE TO

LITERATURE AND PUBLICATION TO MADE WHATEVER EDITORIAL
’

CHANGES ARE NECESSARY ,BND QUOTE.
.
ESTHER POSTER

SIGNED THIS AUTHORIZATION. IT WAS OTTO* TO THE NEW

YORK INFORMANT TO BK MAILED TO TIM DUCK BY SENDING IT

PERTAINED TO FOSTER'S LATEST DOOK, INFORMANT IS OP THE

OPINION THIS MAY EE QUOTE THE HISTORY TO THE THREE

INTERNATIONALS END QUOTE. THS RUSSIANS ARE TRANSLATING

THIS LOOK INTO RUSSIAN AND UA5WES AUTHORITY TO MODIFY OR

DELETE CERTAIN CRUItlSMS TO TITO BY POSTER. MASCOLO

ALSO TOLD THE INFORMANT THAT DURING THE LAST TEN MINUTES

TO HER CONVERSATION WITH POSTER, HE WAS GIVING HEP. A

PICTURE OP THE SITUATION 'IN THE CPUSA POT DELIVERY TO

PAGE - THREE
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urgent

NY 100-Sw24
PAGE - POUR

sA:'A-8

BUCK, WHILE IN THE KITCHEN, SYLVIA XOLKO SAID SO MASCOLO

BIAS IT WOULD EE WONDERFUL FOR FOSTER TO OO. THERE, THAT

IS TO RUSSIA. MASCOLO REPLIED QUOTE. WHAT 1

.SPOKE TO
| |

ABOUT. IN FACS THEY WOULtfwLiT THE WHOLE

FAMILY $0 GO THERE END QUOTE. MASCOLO SAID THAT THEY ARE

VERY A2JXI0US FOR
| [

TO GET THEBE FOB THEY ARB SURE THAT
,

THEY WOULD BE ABLE TO HELP HZ* ALTHOUGH THEY: CANNOT

OUARAHSTEE A COMPUTE CURE. ZiPOPJMNT ADVISED MAT THEY,

REFERS TO THE RUSSIANS. ZIFCC.MART THEN ASKED X?
| ^ANTS

TO GO TO RUSSIA. MASCOLO SAID THAT FOSTER l/AOTS- "VERY MUCH
QuT

TO 00 TO RUSSIA sm SAID THAT UNDER NO CIRdie^OTANCES WOULD

HE STATE IN A PASSPORT APPLICATION THAT HE WAS HOT AMD IS

NOT A vCWHUNIST PARTY MEMBER, SYL U SAID THAT THERE ARE

A DOT OF HEALTH AND TECHNICA L PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN SUCH

A TRIP. SYLVIA FURTHER STATED THAT FOSTER'S PHYSICIANS

ARE WORKING ON AND NEXT WEEK WILL 3U2S!IT TO THE UNITED •

STATES GOVERNMENT, A MEDICAL REPORT ON FOSTER. THE

PURPOSE OF THIS IS TO PAVE THE WAY FOR A TRIP TO RUSSIA

BY POSTER. SHE SAID HIS PHYSICIANS ARE VEF.Y MUCH IN

FAVOR OF SUCH A TRIP, BEFORE MASCOLO LEFT FOSTER'S

RESIDENCE, FOSTER TOLD HER TO BE SURE TO AES' WORD TO
PAGE - FOUR
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*

'EUGEiE .DENNIS THAT -THE RUSSIANS WANT POSTER El RUSSIA,
*

MASCOLO SAID THAT SOKE OTHER PERSON WAS TAXING CARS 0?

THIS. INFORMANT COMMENTED THAT THE EAST -TIME MASCOLO

WAS IN HEW YORK cm, SHE HAD A MESSAGE PROM BlfcK WHILE

HE WAS IN MOSCOW, THIS MESSAGE WAS TO BE DELIVERED

TO FOSTER AND IT WAS/THAT THE ANSWER WAS QUOTE

EMPHATICALLY YES END QUOTE. EiEORNAJTO IS WOW OP THE

OPINION THAT POSTER HAD REQUESTED BUCK TO DETERMINE IP

POSTER COULD GO TO RUSSIA AND THIS WAS THE ANSWER PROM

the Russians . mascolo, also told sylvia ’that buck had

SAID THAT HE TRIED TO SEE SVLYIaI

IN MOSCOW, DESPITE EFFORTS OP THE CENTRAL . COMMITTEE

OF THE CPSH COULD NOT BE PERSUADED TO SEE BUCK.

SHE HAS A MENTAL QUIRK IN THIS REGARD FJT IN, GENERAL

IS .ALL RIGHT. INFORMANT ADVISED THAT WHILE TI£E ATTENDANT

WAS PRESENT, FOSTER, WITH THE HELP OF THE ATTENDANT 1

AND A CASE, WALKED TO THE LIVING ROOM. HIS LEFT HAND IS

BEGINNING TO RETURN TO NQRKAft BUT IS STILL DEFORMS®, HE

HAS A SLIGHT DEFECT IN THE LSKT SIDE OF HIS FACE AND
'

LOWER LIP, EOT ITDOESHOT AFFECT HIS SPEECH. HE SEES

DENNIS, DAVIS AND ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN FROM TIME TO

PAGE - FIVE
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teletype

urgent (toe

113 100-30634
i PACE - SIX

t

TIME. JACK SHU1MAN TA3CES DICTATION' PROM HIM. HE HAS

COMPLETED AM ARTICLE 'WHICH WILL APPEAR IN QUOTE
'

J

POWSPICAI, ./OTAJRS 'Em) QUOTE. 3» A MKiJT OF UE&C8ESS*
* »

KB CONSENTED TO Wt SKOIMAM INDICATE THAT HD IS SHE CO-

AUTHOR OF THE ARTICLE ALTHOUGH HE ONLY TOOK DICTATION
wA*

FROM FOSTER, SBS NOW REGRETS GIVING SBULMAN THIS

PERMISSION, SYLVIA TOLD INFORMANT THAT SHE AMD
t

|

HER FAMILY, INCLUDING FOSTER SO SOME EXTENT, DO HOT

LUCE AND DO NOT TRUST SHUIAD.il. SHE SAID HE IS A VERY

TALKATIVE AND VERY AMBITIOUS PERSON. HE TAKES TOO MUCH

INTEREST IN WHAT IS GOING ON IN THE FOSTER RESIDENCE. WITH

CYNICISM, SYLVIA REFERRED TO SHUIMAN AS QUOTE THE PROFESSOR

END QUOTE,
.
AND SAID THAT BEING ASSOCIATED WITH FOSTER HAS

GONE TO HIS HEAD. HE IS NOS POLITICALLY ASTUTE. SYLVIA
l I

SAID THAT THEY WOULD NOT TELL SHUIMAN ABOUT SHIS VISIT AND

THAT SHUIMAN 'DOES NOT KNOW THAT FOSTER AND HIS FAMILY

WANT TO GO TO RUSSIA. WHILE THE ATTENDANT WAS PRESENT,

INFORMANT ASKED MASCOLO IF. BUCK HAD SAID ANYTHING ABOUT

CtalA. SHE REPLIED THAT SHE HAD LITTLE TIME TO CONVERSE

WITH HIM, HOWEVER, SHE SAID THAT CHOU EN LAI HAD BEEN

STABBED. THE WOUND WAS NOT SERIOUS AND HE IS WELL. 3KB

WEAPON USED WAS A PENKNIFE. SINCE THIS INC IDS’??, SECURITY

PAGE - SIX
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;
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'

PRECAUTIONS FOR LEADING PARTY MEMBERS HAVE EEEIf TIGHTENED,

FOR EXAMPLE, BUCK HAS a BODYGUARD AT ALL TUGS, ALTHOUGH

HE PROTESTED, HE HAS TCtD THAT THE CITIES ARE VERY

CROWDED AUD THEY WOULD NOT TAKE THE HESPONSIoILITY'

•‘'aHYTHIHG HAPPENING TO HU! CHILE HE WAS IN CHINA

.

j

HE WAS PARTICULARLY INSTRUCTED CONCERNING WALKING: THE

CITY STRESS’S AT NIGHT, IN OTHER WORDS, THIS IAS FORBIDDEN.

SHE STATED BUCK SAID MAO TSE TUNG TOOK A PERSONAL

INTEREST IN HIS COMPORTS AMD SBN5 HIM A COMPLETE.

WAHSRQEE, BEFITTING HIS STATION IN LIFE AND THE CLIMATE,

TO BE worm WHILE HE WAS El CHINA. THE POLITBURO OF THE CP

OF 'CHULA HONORED HIM WITH A BIRTHDAY PARTY AT THE HOME OP
'

I
L

I

" 1

CHU TEN. INFORMANT FURTHER ADVISED THAT HE ARRANGED

WITH FOSTER TO HAVE' ALL DOCUMENTS FOSTEH WANTS TO SENT>

TO RUSSIA TRANSMITTED THROUGH THE INFORMANT FOR DELIVERY

TO cajiAda, information concerning THE ABOVE ''AS also

FURNISHED BY

AND WILL HS SUBMITTED TO THE BUREAU BY SEPARATE COMMUNICATION

1W0RMANT FURTHER ADVISED HE WAS PRESENT IN THE ROOM IN THE

PRINCE GEORGS HOTEL IN NEW YORK CITY WHEN MASCOLO MET WITH

ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG OK FEBRUARY FOURTEEN, L/KT, SINCE

MASCOLG SAID SHE HAD TO PERSONALLY DELIVER THE MESSAGE FROM

PACE - SEVEN
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BUCK TO TRACHTENBERG, THPOSRMJT HAD TO FEIGN SsH^DTOEREST

IN ff?£3 CONVERSATION WHICH WAS CARRIED ON 2H BOV’ TONES. SHE

HAD A BIST OP NAMES AND TRAiHEVSfliERG SAID THAT «SR
SHE GAYS HIM THE BIST, HE WOULD BE ABIE TO BETTER

UNDERSTAND THE ..ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS OBTAINED

POR HU1 BY BUCK, IN THE OPINION OP THE INPORMAHT,

TRACHTHB3ERG HAD ASKED THE ROSSI, NS TO APPROVE ROYALTIES

POR CERTAIN WRITERS. AT ONE TIME DURING THE CONVERSATION,

TRACHTEJffliERG SAID THAT HE HAD ABREACT RECEIVED .HONES’

POR AN INDIVIDUAL SINCE HE BAST SAW MASCOBO. INPORMAHT ONBS

HEARD A HAMS WHEN TRACHTENBERG WAS UNABLE TO READ

MASCOBO 1 S NOTES, THE ONLY NAitES MENTIONED WERE HERBERT

APTHEKER, DOB DUNNE, AND JIM ALBEN. NEW CENTURY

PUBLISHERS WAS MENTIONED SEVER X TIMES. OCCASIONALLY,

TRACHTEJBBRG WOULD SAY THIS PERSON DOES NOT DESERVE ANY

PAYMENT, MASCOBO WOULD REPLY THAT IT iitiS ALRE." DY BEEN
,

1
I

APRA!JOED, AND Iff IS TOO BATE TO CHANGE Iff NOW, TRACHTENBERG

SAID THAT HE WAS WEBB PLEASED AND THAT HE SbuLD TELL TIM

BUCK THAT HE HAD DONE A GOOD 103. MASCOBO TOLD TRACHTENBERG
1 -

!

THE RUSSIANS WERE MOST ANXIOUS TO RECEIVE ^UOTE ECONOMIC

NOTES END 3UQTE. SHE REPLIED THAT HE HAD SE;S THEM SOME

ISSUES. SHE SAID THEY MUST HAVE GOTTEN LOST 131 THE

GENERAL SHUFFLE AND THAT I? WOULD BE BEST TO SEND THEM

PAGE - EIGHT



1 TELETYPE

URGENT COES
f

NY 100-83524
pads - ?m«K

i*. she then pointed to southing written on the
'

t

1

PIECE ;0F PAPER, AT THIS KHJJU CO FIVE 'EIGHT TWO FOUR

DASH S ASTERISK JOINED THE OTHER THREE. TRACirEENEERO

SAID TilAT HE KNEW ABOUT THE PUH TO HAVE POSTER QO

TO RUSSIA. HE SAID THAT A SERBS OP STEPS IS SEIKO .

PLANKED, FIRST THE DOTTED STATES GOVERNMENT WOULD BE

ASKED TO DISMISS OH SUSPEND THE SMITH ACT BIDICTMENT

AGAINST POSHER BECAUSE OF HIS HEALTH. SUBSEQUENTLY,

THE GCVSRIBBJT WOULD BE REQUESTED TO ALLOW POSTER, FOR

HUMANITARIAN REASONS, TO 00 TO RUSSIA. HE STATED THAT
4ue> Am&wvi

BOTH H«SICI/j»S^ARe WOCtKZHQ ON THIS . . TBACHTSCSERO
,

ALSO. STATED THAT JACK SHULMAN STARTED A CAMPAIGN TO

RAISE FUNDS FOR POSTER SINCE HONEY WAS NOT AVAILABLE

TO PAY FOR TOE NURSES. HOWEVER, SINCE THERE ARE NOT' -

SUFFICIENT FUNDS FOR THE NMXOHtti OFFICE AND FOR

QUOTE THE WORKER END QUOTE, TRACHTENBERG AND OTHERS IN
NOT

THE NATIONAL OFFICE PELT THAT IT WOULD/EE MJVISSABI®

TO PRIVATELY COLLECT 'MONEY FOR POSTER. THEREFORE,

'SHULKAIJ WAS INSTRUCTED TQ STOP THIS CAMPAIGN,

PACE - NINE
I
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DIRECTOR, PJ91 (100-340711)

SAC, NEW YORK (134-31)

2/17/53

PERSONAL ATTENTION

NY 694-3

Rerep SA VICTOR A* AAHAITRE dated 11/13/57 and —
captioned "Isidore qibby yeelleman, waa.j xs-rj ioa op 19507*
The Bureau's attention la directed to pages 3,4,5, and 6 7‘
of said report, reporting .NEEBtEHAN ' 0 interest in trade —
with Communist countries (Buflle 100-341652).

Referenced report reflcets that a group of —
individuals. Including PRANK COE and MU.T9M PR1KDMAN,

“
la interested in setting up at) organisation to trade _
with China. COE haa been ldentifledty RUEABETH T.
BENTLEY as a former aeaber of a Soviet espionage group
which was headed by NATHAN orecoky suv&nmSTEH and
which was active in Washington, D.C. In the early 1940’a.
PRIEDWAN has been identified as an attorney whom CP
members had been Instructed to contaot In the event they
should be arrested. Me also haa been reported to have
attended CP meetings in 1943,

NY £94-3_&dxlaed_Mt 2/14/5J
9 that in a

conversation with| I is active in the CP
Reserve Fund operation,! Ifurnlshsd the following
information which in the opinion of the NYO is related
to the Information In rerep

t

PRANK COE recently cane tol l and stated
that he was a member of a group Interested In trading
with China, According to DOE, "some one 1

' (not further
Identified) recently conferred in Paris with C11A0 TXNtl
CHX, former aeaber of the CP, USA and currently
"Minister of Foreign Trade" in China. CHI said that

2- Bureau (100-340711)1
1- New York (100-76633
1- New York ,100-65051
1- Mew York 100-96773
1- Mew York ,100-21735
1- New Ybrk 105-1322)
1- Mew York (105-1329)1

(1.0. M&KDLENAN)<6)
(MILTON M*EDMAN)(6)
(FRAME C0B)(6)
I j6)
CHAO TWO CHI)(1)
Survey of Chinese cosssuniat

a
.

. COsuiuhiat Aotivity in the VS)(1)
l- Msw York (134-91) VW£fJ



m 134*91

China was anxious to obtain 1 a lot of material^ from
the USA# and that by reason of his position, he could
give ’friendly business people1 in the USA “large orders,”

COE told
|

]that since much of the caterial
that China requires may not be sold legally to China,
he la interested in contacting a Canadian agency through
which

_
the anterial from the USA could be sent to China.

I Itold CQfi that the individual who could recommend a
Canadian agenoy is TIN BUCK# head of the Canadian CP,
and that NY 694-3, by reason of his close personal
relations with BUCK, should be the one to present the
problem to buck*

COE thought well of I ~l suggestion, and
requested I Ito ask NY b J4*S to contact BUCK regarding
this matter when the informant next goes to Toronto.
COE requested that NY 694-3 emphasise to BUCK the fast
that his group is dealing with 'high-level Chinese
sources,’1 COE said that if BUCK could recotwnend a
Canadian agency, he would prefer that representatives
of such an agency come to New York to discuss business
with him* If need he. howeve r* COE would go to Canada for
discussions* COE told l

"
that he is receiving

weekly wages from “the group here interested in the
deal *

1

UACB NY 69^-3 will transmit COE’S request to BUCK
when the Informant next goes to Toronto, The ma believes
that NY 694*3 is in a position to insist thatl I and
COE furnish him with more specific details concerning the
nature of the proposed China trade venture, particularly
concerning the names of COE’a associates* As a reason
for demanding this information# the informant could tell

I l and COE that BUCK would not become Involved in this
matter unless he were briefed regarding all essential
details#

NY 634-3 will be instructed to proceed in this
matter as suggested above, UACB.

In view of the sensitive nature of the information
herein and the possibility that the dissemination thereof
might jeopardise the security of the inforaantj It is
recommended that no dissemination outside the Bureau be
made at this time*

2















MY 694~s* advised tills date* subject adviced
infonaaiifc that subject at request ©f MOtfHSVXIV of
Siafcarg, nanted to purchase the YoUowlng ea»ema # for
which K0UHAVI1V has given subject *300*

1. portable Hltt«k»r Micro 16 wm* Format

IS x IS a»«, abutter speed 130th of a second fixed focus,

diapnnuft control*

&* portable tflttaker lixie, 16 tm.$ Format

9 x IZ shutter speed 130th of a second, fixed focus lense
approxiisateiy IS aw* focal length*

Informant advises I I baa had no
success in locating these cameras for MQtfHAVXoV and has

solicited informant* s assistance*



/

8X0 Photo &ab advised above cameras not
eqaaonly tamed in stock by retail camera distributors,
cameras are usually ordered from the firm on tbs
request of the purchaser*

UACB HY 6^MI» will advisel~ Ithat
above cameras manufactured toy mero Pixie sales be
Company Philadelphia and can be obtained only on order b?c

throat ft local retail distributor.

In the event I blaoeo order, or
requests SY to place an order'
with a Xoeal retail distributor for above cameras*
PhXladol^hla will be requested to obtain from mono Pixie
Company* the cameras ordered so that they may be appropriately
earned by the Bureau laboratory*

be
bvc

a-



tmrnmt, m cio^ieiot)

* j, v * £**^r iM/S&s ^ W*/$*$ emeleettre
of JPb teletype to ^reaw, ll/£6/<5# captioned ee shove.

; ^/4^/Sb# ,-W 694*31* edeiaed that there haa ntvtr been
any it*Mb mind %imt Utmm n&m. n&mimw wesiraferrin*
•Hi \*hm km te>u n m-m on ll/m/§$*'..that *it
H* I*1? **© Oi«uo» that thinga were patting be

^ the shore open the feet that ff£&LffltA)r
predicated the entire eonrere&tlen bv writing on a riae* nr

| ,
—LfcfiJL thth pointing to the :

n*m* vtxica roraad l I the code name for the
I was laentlfieda# 36 years of a&e. and

Whs Was heroic during the war#" anal
im the *d* bomb project* 1

iter of each
group*

,
Hj-Mtiya# pointed ant that -'HfeKCTa^ «i« ipicin« in

I vherama he Indicated that
,

t.hs W here," w&o was not identified by name# with whom the
-—__lbrethere wore In touch# end dth %fco« NfeulLBHAK acted
in theoapiwrlty of intermediary#'

s

Kuesiaii*

ere# when H^EbhiSHAS M?eeIfteallr referred to
hedotad only hero been referring to | |

ifeiMAIf ifmild here ejp leined that he wee actually
her peraon.

:

wn&BJUtiKAl vaa
'

quite ' emphatic when
la# "mi Army «y*weo ***» *»»».**. the

nHbe referred to the k& thin

I I er is^^hiBAlf would here tap 1
epeeaaii4 ef.Minihar pereon, imltoMMi
he spoke oi l l a# "mi Army gertni
w»r* so thee When he referred to thel
^a few »em^ the a>ove tfeacrXp

4 * bureau tm*\
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 3/20/58
'

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-340711) PERSONAL ATTENTION

K/
FROM ’;/ySA5j NEW YORK (134-91)

“W-
SUBJECT: NY 694-S

ReNYlet 2/17/58.

For information San Diego and Los Angeles relet
pointed out the following:

During September, 1957 # -it was determined that MIDTON
FRIEDMAN and FRANK COE were interested in a business enterprise
to promote trade with Red China and that FRIEDMAN had consulted

ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN in this regard,

Recently the captioned informant learned from|
|

be

with whom . informant shares office space, thatl Ms now . b/c

involved in this enterprise with FRANK COE. I lhas solicited
the informants assistance in trying to arrange through TIM BUCK,

Canadian CP functionary, for shipment of certain material from the

U.S. to Canada and from there to Red China.

The following information supplements that furnished the

Bureau in relet:

2-Bureau (100-340711) (RMj
1-San Diego (100-10432)“
1-Los Angeles (105-2303
1-New York ( 105-10680

‘

100-78633
100-85051

t

100-96778)

(Info) (EM)
Info) (RM)

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York

I.G. NEEDLEMAN
MILTON FRIEDMAN
FRANK COE) (6)

I I (6)100-21785 ,<) , . ,

105-1329) (Survey of Chinese Communist Activity in the

(l)-New York (134-91 )Ot/VES)
U.S.) (1)

b6
b7C

cxCT:mec
^(n)

bb
b7C



NY 134-91

On 2/14/53, I (protect), who has furnished
reliable^ information ' in zne 1 pas6, learned that [ ]
(San Diego <3cJ) was in NYC and staying at the Savoy piaz& Hotel
Hoorn 1714. According to Informant, ISIDORE GIBBY. NERDLEMAN
invitedf I to .loin him for lunch on that date^Khicfi invitation

I I accepted. \ :Informed JJEEDLEMAN that he had cpme to
NYC alone and would be c In town for only the one day.

* tf *

Later, on 2/14/58. this same source ascertained \that
NEEDLEMAN, Informed ! Hthat he had lunch with !,the guy
from California 5

'
( presumably! 1) NEEDLEMAN further .identified

this individual to l Ibv stating that he was "the one that would
have contact with tha ^distributor, so when PRANK (presumably PRANK
COE^ has something definite, they f ll let me know.

'

5

On 2/17/58. 1

reliable information in the
Angeles telephone number Is

]( protect), wha
past, learned thafc[

has fnr»

!

ished
Los

From the aboYe inform^ton, it would appear logical
to asshme that NEEDLEMAN has interested ! Hin the Chinese trade
venture to the extent of putting the group In contact with someone
who would act as a distributor of material received in the U.S.
from Red China.

For information.
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TOi SAC. MJaMpHta
2-pat York <100-21765)

PHCMt MrteUr, Ml tm-Q##)

jx - m
xmmAL sxcmrr act or 19&

PeMdirtel $-28^0 captioned me above*

Mm Tor* should maintain contact with Mf $94~8 *9
suggeoted in referenced airtel to determine whether portable
Wittaker cameras art ordered through Mere Pixie Sales Company
Philadelphia* Philadelphia shmld be advised mhen order is
placed and arrangements should be made te have cameras forwarded v
to Bureau laboratory for appropriate markings* In the interim
Philadelphia should obtain from Miere Pixie Sales Company any
brochures available en easterns in Which Amterg is interested*
Preehures or descriptive literature of any type should be
fermrded Bureau, attention Ml laboratory* Also furnish identifying
.data on Micro Pixie Sales Company• Pufiles negative*

1
'
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Office Memorandum • united states government
A

e. 1

TO s aiff, tfelo York (134-91

)

l/m>M : Director, FBI ,(100-340711}

dateFebruary 2?,' 1958

Personal ^Attention

subject: iff 694-8

Neurlet 2-1J-58*

The Bureau has no objection to NY 694-8
transmitting Coe 9s request to Tim Buck in Canada •

You should closely follow this matter with NY 6$4rS
to obtain all the information he can develop
concerning the identity of the Canadian agency
recommended by Buck) the associates of Coe in
the trading Enterprise) and the activities of
the group in actually putting their plan into
operation to trade with China through the
Canadian agency• The .Bureau desires to be
kept promptly advised of this sb that consiaerdtion
can be given to opening an investigation to
determine what types of materials are being
transmittea to uhtna in order that consideration
can be given to advising the appropriate
Government agency responsible for policing trade
to Communist China •

SEC.
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FBI

Date s 3/6/58

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via AIRTEL

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

NY 604-S advised on RAA3
3A/58, withl
following: 1

, that he conferred on
who discussed the

Bureau
Boston
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Detroit

(aoo-3-69) (RM)
(IOO-16160) (ll

1 -

1

100-50806 )

100-56 )

100-79967)
100-8057)
100-17923)
100-24548)
100-467)
100-13203)

L100-63755)

COPIES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

ACB:fef/i^ jv*V"0

100-16160) (MICHAEL RUSSO) (RM)
(100-18001) (FRED FINE) (RM)

Chicago (100- ) (JACK KLING) (RM).
Chicago (61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (RM)
Detroit (100-13420) (CARL WINTER) (RM)
Los Angeles ( 100-4486 't 7Dorothy hrat.rv) (rm)
Newark (100-2974) I T (RM)

(65-1242; (ALBERT J. '’MICKIE" LIMA) (RM)
NY (134-91) (INVEST) (6)
NY (65-16441) (SASH) (6)
NY (100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (19-2)
NY (IOO-25693) (EARL BROWDER) (7-4)
NY (100-50806) (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY) (19-2)

56) (MICHAEL DAVIDOW) (19-2)
799o7) (BEN “BROOKLYN BEN" DAVIS) (12-12)
3057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (19-1)

,
19-2)

4

) (19-2)
<7-2

)
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Date

:

Transmit the following in

NY 100-80641

COPIES CONTINUED

(100-48033)
(100-7413)
(100-23290)
(100-68934)

1

100-13480)
100-50090)
100-27452)
100-18673)
100-51166)
100-87211)
100-74560)
100-128821)
100-86624)
100-80635)
100-54651)

;
100-128814)

’

100-21 )

'100-80641)

(IRVINO POTASH) J7-4)'J U2-1I)rri2-i2)
JOSEPH STAROBIN) (19-2)
srn rtotw) ho.i 1

1—Zl (19-1)
Ihq-p-i

[CP OP CANADA) (19-1)
[CP, USA - Factionalism^) (19-1)
CP, USA - Funds) (19-1)
[CP, USA - Funds-Reserve Funds) ,(19-1)
.CP, USA - International Relations) (19-1)
.CP, USA - Jewish Activities) (19-1)
.CP, USA - National Groups) (19-1)
.CP, USA - NY District- Organization)
19-2)
/'Morning Freifteit") (7-2)
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Date

1 Transmit the following in

NY 100-80641

requested that informant brief him
regarding the Canadian CP political situation, particularly
with regard to the factional dispute concerning the
Jewish question. NY 694-S did so, including in his
remarks the fa ct that a Canadian CP delegation, of which

I had been a member, discussed with CPSU
xeaaers m noscow the Jewish question, and that the
said delegation-particularly I I - had not been
satisfied with answers given by the CPSU leaders in reply
to inquiries concerning the Jewish question.

then inquired whether, in the informant's
opinion, land his group had been in contact with
‘Jewish leaders here". NY 694-S stated he believed that

I l had contacted such leaders. I 1 than said
unere is every indication that "Jewish leaders and comrades
on the Freiheit will break away from the Party". |

attributed this situation to the fact that these people
had been neglected for the past few years and had been
on their own.

The "tragedy" of the situation,
| | said,

was that, unless preventive measures were taken, the
GP would be unable to replace these peoole with "new
loyal forces .

"

I H said the CP, USA is confronted with
other serious problems: Ke is dissatisfied with the
present composition of the National Committed-Ahdnthe
National Executive Committee. Concerning the NEC,
he said that if people like CARL WINTER and CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT were included in the NEC, the NEC would
constitute a more full and rounded leadership, it is
the tafck of the Party to secure the services of people
like WINTER and LIGHTFOOT in top leadership posts,
rather thann people like FINE and STEIN. In this

-3-
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Bate:

Transmit the following in

NY 100-80641

regard, [~ Inoted with satisfaction that MICKEY LIMA
no lonSer* follows the thinking of FINE

he said, that people liko nnBfYiwW of California would switch their thinking. I I

said the situation is serious, but does::not Indicate a
1

split in the Party.

5
predicted that people like MIKE RUSSO
ventually would leave the Party, but that

ii sney should, they would not injure the Party by taking
people with them. *

-

PBDr Problem confronting the Party is that
EARL BROWDER,

I l and the JOHN GATES group
are attempting to organize "a new paper”. They have
&ppesled to people who have left the Party In recent
years, particularly to those who had been donors or
trade union leaders. I Hmentioned "having inter-
c
??\Tr—a—letter to such people, written by I in

^
Suggested the creation of a new organization

of the type of the British Labor Party.

^ then .1 whether this
dissident group Included I r%?0OKT.vw ,f hrw nawrc*
fBEN nr^7p \.|—

^ ^ 1 uiwimiin

—

mm rjrtvio

IrepAieu an one arrirmative.
|

pepxiea in the affirmative.

Informant then inquired whether this dissident
group had a center" (office) . T 1 replied that the
group did not have a center, but that at present the
members of the group meet at "social gatherings". Accordingto the Party 's "Infiltrator^ in the group, the membership
consists of frcm three to four hundred persons. In thegroup - and even among Its leaders, - there is no unanimity

the extent to which?,thr© proposed" new'-'should *be similar to: British LabSrPart^;
ot'8&rel*atibn

1
NY 694-S then remarked that he was aware that—_Jand BROOKLYN" BEN DAVIS had made trips to theWest Coast, presumably to set up this new organization.



FBI

Date:

Transmit the following in

NY 100-80641

I
said that that was not quite true, for tifelr
ad been "merely exploratory". In reply to the

informant's question regarding howT land DAVISInformant's question regarding howT land DAVIS
financed these trips. \ l said the answer was
obvious: large sums of money belonging to the Party had
been in the hands of some of these people before they
left the Party. For example, after the 1957 Party
convention when there was a change of leadership In the
Manhattan leadership, the retiring leadership tiirnad
over to the Party only $300,00 in cash. Ini I

opinion that was a joke because "Manhattan always had
tens of thousands of dollars onhand."

NY 694-S then told I I that he was about
to mention "a certain mattar 1

* whinh h& dis-
cussed even with DENNIS, and that if I T should
be so inclined, the latter might decline to diaouaa
the said matter, Ihe informant: th<*n asked l I

whether IRVING POTASH and I I had had ankopportunity
to talk Privately while fc.iev were both at Atlanta
Penitentiary. I I replied that he,-had talked
privately with POTASH.

The informant then Inquired whetherJ202A£H_ever
made any reference to him (the Informant). I I

said- POTASH never mentioned NY 694-S. I Ithen
stated, "I'll tell you exactly tfnat we talked about,
IRVING spoke to me In detail of his work abroad, of
the people he met, and of their thinking regarding our
Party situation, particularly of his talks with StfSLOV
and others concerning the American Party situation.
About other things I did not question him. When I got
out of Jail, I attempted to see IRVING'S wife, but I
was unsuccessful".

Sensing that! I either did not know, or*
.was pretending not to know, of NY 694-S' past association
with POTASH, the Informant adhered to CP policy In such

-5-
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Date:

Transmit the following in

NY 100-3o64l x

a situation, and refrained from informing I I of
his activites with POTASH. The informant then asked

|

whether it was possible for him (NY 69^-S) to make contact
with POTASH a month or so before the latter is released
from Jail. I Hreolied that "a lawyer could be
assigned for that purpose 11

.

Returning to a discussion of the OP.

I

I

mentioned that l IgEORGE
BLAKE CHARNEY had resigned from leadership posts in the
,NY state CP. He said that BILL ALBERTSON had replaced
|

|as organizational secretary, and as such would also
assume the duties of CHARNEY, who had had the title of
executive secretary. MIKE DAVTDOW, he stated, would assume
ALBERTSON'S former role as labor secretary.

In the CP National Office, ftneordincf fcnl
|

serious consideration is being given to I

I

becoming national labor secretary. He also told NY b94-s,
in strict confidence, that he would like to see JACK KLING
become national treasurer and administrative secretary.

Wien the conference ended. l agra^d to
I continuing to give to NY 694-S for trans-

mittal to TIM BUCK, head of the Canadian CP. variona r.p

documents of interest to the Canadian CP. I

T

is secretary at the CP National Office.

-6-
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO s DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-63) Date: 3/4/58

FROM ; SAC, m. YORK (100-74560)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - FUNDS
IS-C

ReEulet 1/31/58.^cy 694—8% advls£d_h£_uaa— ii

contact with I 1 nn that date, I I

told the Informant to “forget" about his previous
request to transmit nertatn [nfamaHnn to the Poles
about I I did not indicate why he
was droppiiio above request.

Bureau (RM)
(2 - 100-3-63) (CP,USA - FUNDS)
(1 - 105-33888) (SEABOARD TRADING COMPANY)
(1 - 100-397666) I I

1 - New York (100-8057)
1 - New York (100-13743)
1 - New York (105-11160)
Li>- Mew York (134-91) (£.

jI - New York (100-467)
1 - New York (105-6061)
1 - New York (100-74560)

AJSimmr
( 11 )

<E

), twiii wo rniMTg \ (jqj
L . 3 (7-D
(SEABOARD TRADING COMPANY) (18)

p?w
|S£A«D„
ISHtWUiED. .FiLED >



NY 100-74560

I landed StXiSHB KEMMfjp knew about
the 11outside business" with which |~

I was associated
at the time I Iwas let go from tbs Furriers* Union.
According to LAWRENCE, I ldonated a large "chunk
of money” to DENNIS, presumably out of I I share
of the profits of above mentioned business* I I

did not divulge the source of his information regarding
the above to the informant.

The HYO will condu
to determine if above remarks of
verified.

late inquiries
can be

2-
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DIRECTOR,, RBI (100-3-63)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-74560)

3/5/33

CP, USA PONDS
IS-C

[

ReBulefc, 3/3/3 -i.

A review of Nov York files relating to
(reflects that attempts voro jaade to interview

these individuals in 1955 . but no interview# were actually con-
ducted slnceQ
Bureau Agents*
the purpose of interrogating
CP matters and was not to Be
to CP finances*

1 refused to Be Interviewed By
xz is nosea gpova interviews were recommended for

]regarding general
juLnutea primarily to questions relating

1
A review of tho New York file pertaining to I H

I Jrefloots no information regarding his having Been interviewed
By this office in 1953* Apparently, tho Interview referred to
in reBulet was conducted by the Newark Office, which Is office of
origin in the| peso#

A review of pertinent New York files indicates that
NY o94-S* and CO 5324-s^ are the only sources of information
concerning the ‘Vail Street Group 11 known to this office* These
files do not show that any CP leaders, other than those who were
affiliated with above '‘Group

M
, knew about it.

On 3/5/5
the past I

for interview
informant.

i/SA3 ,

t
by the

NY 694-S* advised
heT^told him that _

o PBI, But gave no
i
on one occasion in
had Been approached

further details to the

bb
b7(

b 6

b7C

<2 ** watt (100-3-63) (RH)
/€&• New York ( 134-91) ii&O) fjr/vrs)C=X- New York (

100-74560 )
T '

AJSjRCM



#

ffl 694-3* also advised that I

~1

^over told him he had been approached for an interview
bv the Bureau, but I Ion one occasion told informant
that I lemaioyer had been contacted by Bureau Amenta
fo? information regarding him*

On above date# inf 694-3* stated he believed
that the only persona# outside of those directly connected .

with the ’Wall Street Group, ” who may have known about
the existence of this "Group 1

’, were those persons to whom
WILLIAM WEINER had to report 'concerning his over-all
activities* According to MV 694-S*, these persons would
have been EARL BROWDER and EUGENE miNIG.

m 694-3* added that even if BROWDER and DENNIS
Were aware of the existence of the ’Wall Street Group,

"

they probably did not know the Identities of the people
comprising this "Group” nor would they have wanted to know
their identities, since such lack of knowledge on their
part would enable them to testify truthfully at some later
date that they did not know who made up this CP cell.

Since, in the opinion of this office, interviews ^

with former members of the "Wall Street Group” concerning
their activities in the CP financial apparatus may Jeopardise
two valuable Bureau security informants# this office does
not recommend interviews with the persons mentioned in
Bulets dated 2/14^3 and 2/17/S3, at this time*

V #

HY 100-74560

-2-
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A I R T E I,

TO S DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81)

FROM s SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729)

SUBIBCTj COMMITRIST PARTS' - USA
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

I'iOTJtX.X

-

^$£C. 3

tCH.%

S£C.4>

src/n
X i i.. 4>£0. 11

——LKC.'tt

^5E0.^

^J£C,^

, ^ GQ 5824*^ orally advise^ SA JOHN .B*. KEATIHG on,
2/28/58 that ho had received the following information from TIM •

BUCK, loader of the labor 'Progressive Party (the Communi st Party
of Canada), on 2/25*26/58, in Toronto, Canada* It is noted that
BUCK returned to Canada in February, 1958, after having spent
over two months In Russia and China,

BUCK stated that he conveyed to the Russian leadership
a message from EUGEBE DEBRIS that MORRIS CHILDS was selected as
a representative to go to Russia, This message from DENHIS was
in response to an original request from the Russians Xor such a
representative from the United States, BUCK stated that MORRIS

4 - Bureau (AIR MAIL) (REGISTERED)
(1 * 61*7665) (CG 5824*3$)

/O Hew York (134*91) (HT 694-3$) (P & C) (#6) (Info) (AIR MAIL)
v'^ (REGISTERED) rT*>*'rc\

4 - Chicago
(1 - A/134*46)
(1 - lflli-JiAl fn

a -I

,94-S»)(P & c

huvss)

P rf 9/
|$&5CI:ed

'Wm ’i,s I

m?
v? ^



CG 100-33729
i

CHILDS was approved as a representative to the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union by MIKHAIL SUSLOV* OTTO KUUSINEN and one
BESIDEEN (ph)* BUCK stated that they realized that it might be
impossible for the Communist Party - USA to send an official
delegate to the Soviet Union* and agreed to accept a personal
representative of EUGENE DENNIS* who they consider to be the real
leader of the Communist Party - USA*

* BUCK further stated that these officials of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union wanted CHILDS to attend the
celebration' of the 40th Anniversary of the Soviet Union in Moscow
and this is why a time limit was set in the message conveyed to
LESLIE MORRIS* a member of the Secretariat of the Labor* Progres-
sive Party* When there was i}o response to this message* it was
assumed that technical difficulties prevented CHILDS from making
a trip to Russia on such short notice*

BUCK stated that the top Soviet leaders are very
anxious to talk with a ^somber of the Communist Party - USA* He
said that they are hungary for first-hand news and a political
interpretation of events in the Communist Party - USA and in
the United States* BUCK also stated that the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of China expressed a desire to see CHILDS*
He told BUCK to tell CHILDS that he should go to the Chinese
Embassy when he gets to Moscow and arrangements will be made for
him to be taken by a Jet plane to China* even if he can spend no
more than one week in China*

i i

According to BUCK* he was scheduled tomeet with JANOS
KADAR in Hungary after his return to Moscow from China* He was
also scheduled to stop over in England on his return to Canada*
KUUSINEN and SUSLOV told BUCK that they would send a. courier to
KABAR to get the information BUCK wanted from KADAR; They also
told him not to lay over in England^ but to get to Canada and
convey the following Information to EUGENE DENNIS or his represen-
tatives

(1) They understand that EUGENE DENNIS is doipg the
best he can, under the circumstances and they are
pleased with what he is doing*



CG 100-33729

(2) If BUCK is able to convey this information to DENNIS
or his representative * perhaps it will give DENNIS
some encouragement in the coming struggle In the
Communist Party « USA and it might help the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union to get Information
concerning the February* 1958* meeting of the
National Committee of the Cozmmmist Party - USA
as soon as possible*

(3) They are anxious .for the representative of the
Gorammlst Party - USA to get to Russia and will
try to make seme technical provisions for such a
trip if this is a problem*

BUCK said that he discussed technical problems with" the
Russians* He said that he told then that even with an American
passport* a delegate from the Communist Party « USA to the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union could net travel openly*

BUCK stated that the Russians told him that all housing
and security precautions would be arranged for the delegate from
the Communist Party - USA while he is in Russia* They also told
hiip that they had talked specifically and concretely to the
Brasilian Communist Party delegates to the, 4oth Anniversary cele-
bration in Moscow* The Russians told BUCK that if the represen-
tative from the Communist Party - USA can get to Brazil* they
will see that he gets to London and Ifhep through the Baltics to
Helsinki* Finland* From Finland* the Russians would get him to
Moscow*

BUCK stated that the Russians suggested Brasil because
they thought that a person could go from the United States to
Brasil without a passport* When th^Cwere told that a passport
was needed for travel from the United States to Brazil* he said
that this upset all the plans which had been made*

BUCK then stated that he had to send a letter by courier
before Thursday* 2/27/58* This letter would go to Russia* It
was to contain the results of the meeting of the National Com-
mittee of the Communist Party « USA held on 2A5-X6/58* It Was
also to contain the resolution on the Party prepared by EUGENE

- 3 «



CG 100-33729

DENNIS and adopted by the National .Committee* It was also to
contain the resolution on JOHN GATES adopted at the National Com-
mittee meeting* It was also to contain the identities and the
political composition of the new National Executive Committee of
the Communist Party - NSA* It was also to confirm that MORRIS
CHILDS is to be the representative from the United States to the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union* and will set forth the pro-
blems involved in getting such a representative from the United
States to Russia*

BUCK commented that MIKHAIL SUSLOV is very careful
security-wise* BUCK said that SUSLOV stated that he would not
send any messages in code to Brasil* He stated that even though
their code is changed frequently, they operate on the theory that
-it can be broken at any time* Therefore , he would send any mes-
sages to Brazil by courier*

BUCK stated that it was necessary to emphasize that
CHILDS should make the trip to Russia as soon as possible because
the leaders of the Soviet Union stress the urgency of seeing a
representative from the Communist Party - USA soon*

Then BUCK said that he still thought that the best bet
is for CHILDS to get an American passport. If possible* BUCK
even suggested the possibility of the use of the name of someone
who resembles CHILDS in an- effort to get an American passport*
BUCK said that an American passport is still the best passport to
have for travel in Europe and Asia*

BUCK further stated that the Russians would make pro-
visions for CHILDS* wife, if she accompanied him*

BUCK said that it might be possible for CHILES to go
to Russia with a Canadian passport* However, this would mean
that CHILDS would have to live in Canada, then apply for a pass-
port, and then undergo an interview by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police* BUCK said that if things did not go smoothly, there might
be trouble in such a plan, but the main difficulty with such a
plan is that It would cause a long delay* BUCK then 'mentioned
that Mexico might be a possibility, and said that he would see
what he could find out about this* He commented that If CHILDS

i

— 1).
—



CO 100-33729

could go to Mexico, perhaps the Mexican Communist Party could get
him a passport* He oommdnted that some of the Latin American
delegates to the ^celebration* of the 40th Anniversary of the Russian
Revolution could not get passports from their own countries' to
Russia, so they left from other countries in Latin America and
were given assistance by the Communist Party of .Mexico*

BUCK stated’ that CHILDS should do everything possible
on his own to get to Russia as soon as' possible, but should use
.precaution so as not to alert United States Government authorities,

i &n this regard, BUCK said that CHILDS should not
,

go to Canada in
j/the immediate future, if he is making preparations for this trip,
Jf ]BUCK said that if he receives any information from the Russians,
'he will have ELIZABETH MASCOLO call CHILDS 1 wife from a public
telephone to see if CHILDS is at home. If he is, then MASCOLO
will make a trip to CHILDS* residence and deliver the message to
him or perhaps will request that CHIIDS* brother make a trip to
Toronto*

BUCK also stated that if the Communist Party - USA
wants financial assistance from the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, then

I

CH1LDS should be prepared to present proposals as to
how this money might be supplied in an indirect manner j for
example, royalties, etc.

BUCK also stated that any bulk material, as opposed to
letters, which the Communist Party - USA wants him to transmit to
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union should be ‘addressed to
Vvopyeas Books. 92k King Street: Want. .Tnwntn, flnnndij / tny
material which CHILDS wants sent to Russia for his use when he
arrives in Moscow should be addressed to Progress Books Union,
with the same Toronto address* BOCK gave the impression that
the Russians gave him the assignment to get a representative frlbm
the Communist Party - USA to Russia as soon as possible, and that
he does not want to fail in this mis sion.

Comments of CO £82li-Sfr

At this point, MORRIS CHILDS has been agreed upon by
both the Communist Party - USA and the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union leadership as the representative to go to the Soviet

- 5 -
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UMon, While this selection of CHILDS could not he altered In
a short time, there should not be much delay In getting CHILDS
to Russia. For this reason* Ms health permitting, EUGENE DENNIS
should be given this information from BOCK personally during the
week of 3/2/f>8 P CHILDS might try the following*

(1) .Apply for -a passport in his own name as a roving
correspondent for "The Worker 1

' and see what the
attitude of the United States State Department
would he,

(2) Apply for a passport using the name of another
individual whose description is similar to that
of CHILDS*

,

(3) Go to Canada, live there for a while, and apply
for a Canadian passport. The difficulty with
this plan is that if anything happened to prevent
CHILDS ;from obtaining this passport, the Soviets
would have nothing to do with CHILDS in the
future and would "disown him",

(4) Attempt to get to Brazil by way of Hexleo, One
difficulty in this possibility is that CHILDS
does not speak Spanish ahd might encounter dif-
ficulties while travelling on a Brazilian pass-
port,

BUCK did not say how such a trip would he financed.
Undoubtedly, DENNIS will tell CHILDS to try to borrow enough
money to get to -Russia, at which! time he would be reimbursed and
would also be provided with' return transportation.

Comments of the Chicago Division

The major problems in regard to this matter appear to
be the following*

(1) The possibility of an iimaediate passport,

(2) The need to make some temporary financial

** 6 w
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arrangement s fori I It is believed highly
desirable that C& 5024*»s& be accompanied by

I I yet, she may lose her Job as a result
or such an extended absence*

i

(3) Maintenance and-annnnlfcg. of the residence of
CO and | | while on a trip of p©s«>
slbly two months duration,

(4) A possible physical examination for CO 5824«*S&
before such a trip Is undertaken* It Is felt that
.such a trip would open up channels of eoramunlca«
tion and would have great value beyond the trip
itself* Thus, -it would be in the ’Bureau* s Inter**
est to use every precaution to take full advantage
of ’this*

{$) The providing of funds for CO £824<>S£ and ! I

to get to Russia*' It would be understood that
the Russians would be asked to make a reimbursement
for travel ’expenses to Russia*

i

It is believed that the most serious problem is that
of a passport* The Chicago Division will make recommendations in
this regard as soon as the results of the next contact with EUGENE
DENNIS are known*

With regard to the letter that BUCK was to send to
Russia by courier, since CO 5824«S& left Canada before the date
when this letter was to be sent^ it is not known whether or not
BUCK sent it, but it is assumed that he did*

AtfERBACH



OFFICE M E H O 8 A I D V M e « » s UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO l DIRECTOR, FBI (6?»62Oltl0 DATE; 3-H-S*
PROM SAC, CHICAGO (65-3888)

SUBJECTS SASH
ESPIONAGE .«* R

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS OF SUCH A NAWRE^^TlC^ TENDS TO REFLECT CG 582h-S% AS
THE SOURCE OF THIS INFORMATION* IT IS," THEREFORE

1

*' NECESSARY T^lT
EXTREME CAUTION BE EXERCISED IN TiTFlnSSKI^INATION OF THIS IHFOR*.
MATX^riH^^ERTOPROTECT THE^XDBmTY OF ^E IR?dR^N¥ 6

'
1 1

J

CG 5824-Ss-, on February 28, 1958, orally furnished the
information contained on the following pages to SA JOHN E* KEATING*
This information was received by CG 5824-S* in conversations with
TIM BUCK, leader of the Labor Progressive Party (the Cowmunist
Party of Canada), on February 25 and 26, 1958, in Toronto* This
information was dictated on March 3, 1958*

- Bureau (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-3-86) (CP-USA, Funds)
(1 - 100-3*8l) (CP-USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-3*86) (CP-USA, Pamphlets & Publications)
(1 - 100- ) (Communist Party of Canada)
(1 - 100-21341) (TIM BUCK)
(l - 100- ) (Political Matters - China)
(1 - 100- ) (Political Matters - France)
(1 - 100- ) (Political Matters - Italy)
(l - 100- ) (Political Matters - Russia)

> New York (REGISTERED)
(1 - 65-16441) (SASH) (#6)
UT'- 134*91) (NY 694-S^) (P & C ) (#6) (Info
(1 - 100-81752) (CP-USA, Brief ) (#7-2)
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Report by TIM ,BTJCK on his Trip
to Russia and China

February 28, 1958

TIM BUCK, head of the Labor Progressive Party (the
Communist Party of Canada), stated on February 25 and 26, 1958,
that he had been in Russia and China during the period between
November, 1957, and February, 1958*

China

TIM BUCK stated that he was in China for one month, s

He said that he saw every leader of the Communist Party of China,
Including MAO-TSE-TUNG , CHOU-EN-LAI, I l and CHU-TEH,
He said that he spent four hours with MAO-TSE-TUNG, with only’
one other person in the room. This person was an interpreter,
whose name is OH-LING (ph), This interpreter had lived in the
United States for twelve years,

BUCK said that he asked MAO-TSE-TUNG the following ques-
tions* What Is your feeling about a peaceful transition to
Socialism, aside from the question of tactics? What 'do you think
about the comrades in America placing the problem that way?

BUCK said that MAO-TSE-TUNG made the following reply*
First of all, TIM, once the 20th Congress of the Soviet Union
proposed this thesis, it would be wrong to question the validity
of this thesis. However, I, myself, think that it would have
been better if a discussion had preceded the announcement of the
postulates pf this thesis of peaceful transition. If there had
b6en a broader discussion in order to* give a Marxist•Leninist,
scientific explanation of this thesis, it might have prevented
a sort of half-baked Interpretation of this thesis. Asked by'BUCK
to explain the last sentence, MAO-TSE-TUNG said. Well, there are
reports In the press that PALMIRO TOGLIATTI saw the possibility
of Socialism being achieved through Parties other than Communist
Parties, Then MAO-TSE-TUNG said diplomatically. How I do not know
that he said that, but if TOGLIATTI did say it, it would be wrong,
A discussion preceding this thesis would have avoided even such
would-be interpretations of TOGLIATTI,

MAO-TSE-TUNG said that It is not a question of academic
correctness only. The political correctness of a thesis cannot
bo separated from the style of work. This is why the Chinese
Communist Party pressed for a statement of the type issued by the
twelve Communist Parties* that is, ' a declaration, which would



be more than a tactical one* In other words, a declaration which
would be based on the roots or the science of Marxism-Leninism,
and this is where the universal truths which apply to all Com**
munlst Parties enter the picture* This is how we can express
collectivity because we all base ourselves on the same ideology*

BUCK stated that while he was In China* he addressed
a meeting attended by leading Chinese Communist Party function**
aries* He said that they wanted to know about the United States
and were more interested in the United States than they were in
Canada*

Commenting on China, BUCK said that the Russians -have
established 180 industrial plants for the Chinese*, These Include
a half dozen shipyards which are not only producing ships, but
also submarines, and aircraft plants* BUCK said that the Chinese
are now producing the latest model MIG and are not importing
MIGo from Russia* Another plant In China is an electronically
controlled ball bearing plant* This plant is similar to one in
Moscow which at one time took ten thousand persons to operate and
is now being operated by about eighty persons* BUCK said that
he was told that 280 Russian engineers went to China to" set up
a plant* At the present time, only nine' of these Russian engineers
are still In the plant and the Chinese have been able to take
over the operation of the plant*

BUCK said that the Chinese Party leaders commented to
him that they had read In the bourgeois© press that 1 Soviet -sub-
marines are , cruising the Pacific* Then they stated, "Bet them'
think this* Actually, these are Chinese submarines and they are
of the latest type* -

BUCK said that he gained the impression that China is
pretty well equipped militarily and that it has modem weapons*
It is also developing industrially and politically*

BUCK also stated that MANIA RSISS, a former resident
of the United States who spent many years In Moscow, Russia, is
now located In Peking, China*

Soviet Union

BUCK stated: that the delegates to the celebration of the
40th Anniversary of the Russian Revolution were taken to various
places in Russia such as the Academy of Sciences, to factories,



etc#, and were convinced by specific examples that the Soviets
have licked the industrial problems# He said that Sputniks -and
atomic plants are only some of the examples of this# The
academicians lectured to the delegates and said that the Rus-
sians are building a hydrogen energy plant and are paying more
attention to this than they are to Sputniks#

BUCK said that one got the impression of a new spirit
and of a new approach by the Russians to international problems#
Each delegate was aware of the supreme confidence of the Soviet
Party and Soviet Government in the struggle for peace % and> if
necessary, an unlimited confidence in military capabilities#
They think that these capabilities will have an influence in
the fight for peace#

The Russians also feel that economically they have
broken the back of bothersome problems which have held back pro-
ductivity# The Soviet economy is still undergoing qualitative
changes since the decentralisation of ministries and productive
units# The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is still in the
process of convincing some persons, who headed some of the larg-
est industrial institutions, to get out of Moscow and into the
outlying districts# They are" succeeding in this* Where logic
did not succeed, life has convinced many of these leaders to go
along with the moving of the institutions out of Moscow# BUCK
did not further explain this last statement#,

BUCK said that since this qualitative economic change,
there has been a spirit of initiative from below among the ranks
of the people# Further, the Socialist plan and initiative is
now paying off in the development of new techniques# In this
regard, BUCK mentioned new methods of production of machine
tools and the automatic operation of plants by means of elec-
tronics* He also stated that new oil fields have been discovered
in the Urals# Since the need of industry and the military for
oil is so great, new drilling methods and transportation have
been devised*

BUCK stated that the Russians have a new technique
for the laying of pipe lines and feeder lines to the trunk lines#
He said that the pipe is wound on a spool much as cable is#
This pipe is then unrolled and laid a kilometer at a time#
Compressed air is then forced through the pipe* The pipe is
then severed at a point where it has been previously threaded#
It is then fused, not welded, into a single Joint# This fusing
process is a recent discovery#
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BUCK said that he visited the Institute of Electrical
Welding and observed this fusing process, which is also used in
ship building* He said that the process uses a combination of
slag and chemicals, and was told that the fused joint will never
break* Further, the process reduces the labor time by one-third*
‘He was told that the process Is an improvement on one which was
used in the building of the Graf Spee and that a number of United
States corporations are trying to get authority to use this pro-
cess, since it is superior to any in tfye United States* BUCK
also stated that he was told that several American firms also
want to use the Russian oil drilling techniques*

In concluding this information on scientific and
industrial accomplishments, BUCK said that the Russians have
made some real developments* He said they have some of the
largest and best cyclotrons in the world and are working on the
utilization of power from hydrogen fission*

In regard to the political situation, BUCK said that
there is complete unity in the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU)j yet, there is more discussion
within the Central Committee than ever before* He s^id that not
since before IENXN died has there been so much democratic dis**
cussion* BUCK said that he lectured to the .Editorial Board of
the "Kommunist", which consists of twenty-two people* He talked
to them about current events in Canada and the United States*
He said that during the question and answer period he got the
feeling that there is discussion within the Soviet Union* BUCK
also stated that he lectured to the division on history of the
Academy of Sciences* He again got the impression that there is
a lot of discussion and initiative in the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union at the present time and in contrast to the STA&IN
regime t

4 International Conference of the
Slmty«iFour Comgmmlst Parties

BUCK stated that on the second day after his arrival
In Moscow, ho received a message from OTTO KUUSIHBN, who is in
charge of most of the international work of the CCCPSU. He
stated that this message advised him -that there may b6ia con**
ference involving all of the delegations* This would be the first
^conference involving so many Communist Parties since the Comin-

was dissolved* The message stated that there was a subjec-
tive desire for a conference at least for the purpose of discussing



the Peace Manifesto which was being planned for issuance* BUCK
said that along with this message he received drafts for two
documents* One was the draft for the Twelve Party Statement*
This had been prepared by the International Department of the
CCCPSUo In consultation with the other Parties of the Socialist
countries* The other was a draft of the Peace Manifesto* It
was prepared by the Polish Workers Party and the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union* or by WLADISLAW GOMULKA and MIKHAIL SUSLOV*

BUCK stated that the International Department of the
CCCPSU was in consultation with the delegates from the other
Communist Parties at all tines* BUCK said that he was asked to
study the drafts and to offer criticism and amendments* if he
had any to offer* These criticisms and amendments would then
be translated and read, and then BUCK would be invited to a
discussion concerning these criticisms and amendments*

l

RUCK said , that he wrote a series of proposals and then
he and I |went to the Draft Commission* He said that
some of his proposals were accepted and some were rejected* A
proposal for a plebecite for peace in every country was rejected*
He said the original draft of the Twelve Party Statement con-
tained a sentence which said that because the Soviet Union is
the first Socialist state, it is the bulwark of the Socialist
worldy therefore, it is obligatory on the Communist Parties of
the world to defend the Soviet Union*

BUCK said he argued against this statement* He told
the Russians that in many countries this would be misinterpreted
as protection of another country — Russia — and the endanger-
ing of the country where a particular Communist Party is located*
He argued that when the Canadian Communist Party fights against
American imperialism, it is defending the Soviet Union without
saying It in so many words*

BUCK said that KUUSIKEU disagreed with BUCK*s argu-
ments, KUUZINEH asked If it is not the duty of every Communist
to defend Socialism* TIM BUCK said he agreed that it was the
duty of every Communist to defend Socialism, but this is different
from saying that it Is the duty of every Communist to defend the
Soviet Union, even though it may mean the same thing* BUCK then
stated that SUSLOV agreed with him and- this Idea was modified
In the final version of the Twelve Party Statement* It should
be noted that BUCK agreed with the Idea of defending the Soviet
Union, but disagreed on how this idea should he expressed*

^



BUCK commented that the final versions of both the
Twelve Party Declaration and the Sixty-Pour Party Peace Manifesto
were very different from the original drafts he had seen* He
said that this was the first occasion he could remember when the
CCCPSU asked for more than just a yes or no answer*

BUCK said that many delegates complained because there
was no large conference on the Twelve Party Statement, especially
since they had received notice that there .might be such a con-
ference *

BUCK said that the following explanation was given
for not calling a conference of all delegations in order to
formulate the Twelve Party Declaration* BUCK did not identify
the person who gave this explanation* He said that it was
emphasized that the fundamental struggle in the world at the
present time is botween systems of society* The course of
events in the world i3 being shaped mainly by this struggle be-
tween systems* For example, the danger of war is not something
that is beyond control in the sense that war may break out
between two imperialist states* The likelihood of that recedes
because there is a fight between systems and the social system
of states influence world events* Therefore, the Twelve Party
Statement must come from the Socialist states which are active
participants in world affairs as part of a social system, even
though the Communist Parties from the other countries would assist
in the formulation of some of the Ideas in the Twelve Party
Statement*

[ Furthermore, the Communist Parties outside the Social-
ist countries should not have to state in Moscow, We subscribe*
to this declaration* If this subscription is made voluntarily,
later it will not be done as participants with governments in
the formulation of this statement* Thus, only those Communist
Parties which are responsible for governments would sign the
Twelve Party Declaration* On the other hand, the Peace Manifesto
would be signed by all Communist Parties present, including
those in control of governments*

BUCK said that the conference of all Communist Party
delegations dealt only with the Peace .Manifesto and It was held
during the period between November 14.-18, 1957* WLADISLAW
GOMULKA was the Chairman of the conference* BUCK said that
MIKHAIL SUSLOV opened the meeting* SUSLOV said that two Com-
munist Parties were unavoidably not represented at this conference,
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and these were the Cersnunlst Party of Cyrpus and the Comuni st
Party - USA* He also stated that actually sixty-eight Communist
Parties were present, but that only sixty-four would be announced
as present* SUSLOV stated that the four Communist Parties which
were in attendance and would not be announced were the Communist
Party of Turkey, the Comunist .Party of Cuba, the Communist Party
of Guatemala and the Communist Party of Iraq*

SUSLOV said that at the height of the Comintern there
were forty-three Communist Parties with eleven million members*
At the present time, there are sixty-eight Communist Parties
represented at this conference, and they have a combined member-
ship in excess of thirty-three million* This increase in the
number of Communist Parties and Communist .Party members was
pointed to by SUSLOV as a measure of the confidence and growth
of the Socialist society*

According to BUCK, SUSLOV gave a comprehensive report
and all delegates present received a copy of this report* After
SUSLOV gave his report, he suggested t hat the report bo used as
information and that all written copies of the report should be
turned in as soon as the delegates finished reading them* ‘He
explained that this would prevent the Capitalist class in the
world from pointing to the document and saying that the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union ran the conference*

BUCK said that of East Germany,

,

obliged SUSLOV and moved that the document be considered as
information and not as a documented report*

BUCK stated that no time limit was set for the speakers;
however, they were asked to hold down their remarks to ten min-
utes, with the exception of China, France and Italy, which were
given unlimited time, and India^ which received extended but not
unlimited time., BUCK said that MAO-TSE-TUNG was given unlimited
time for his remarks and that he also gave the summary at the
conclusion of the conference,

BUCK said that he considered that MAO-TSE-TUNG put
over one very important point, MAO-TSB-TUHG said, Let us get
away from talking about dangers to peace as though we are on
the defense* He emphasized that the tide of events has turned
and that the time has passed when imperialism has the sole con-
trol of events. The imperialists cannot start a war at will*
>fhile we continue to fight for peace, we should place the emphasis
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on Socialist economy and give all-out support to the national
liberation ^movements* MAO-TSE-TUNG said that imperial!

m

will
be on the defensive before the end of this decade* He then
illustrated by facts and figures the material basis of his posi-
tion that Socialist economy is superior to Capitalist economy*
Then “MAO-TSE-TUNG went on to say that steel is not the sole
dominant of power, .The main dominant of power is .people. One
task is to help people to understand that the emphasis is on
national independence, ideology and class differentiations'* Then
MAO-TSE-TUNG said that the level of industry by itself cannot
be decisive* Therefore * it cannot be the dominant of power*

BUCK stated that this type of speech helped to change
the tone of the conference* SUSLOV was the spokesman for the
CCCPSU, but he identified himself with the thinking of MAO-TSE-
TUNG*

Comments of TIM BUCK on the
Conference in Moscow

In answer to a question, BUCK stated that PALMRO
TOGLIATTI was present at the conference and played an active
foie * He said that TOGLIATTI is well liked as a person by the
Russians* He recalled that TOGLIATTI worked for the Comintern
in Russia and that he speaks fluent Russian,

BUCK was asked what the attitude of the Russians is
a3 a result of TOGLIATTI* s stand on certain important topics*
BUCK said that the Italian Communist Party has one of the larg-
est sections in the International Department of the CCCPSU, and
ho tried to get some answers along these lines from them* BUCK
said that they told him that they did not know. BUCK said he
replied that this is not so, since the leaders of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union must have an attitude toward rTOGLIATTI*
BUCK said that he believes that the Russians excuse TOGLIATTI*
They think that TOGLIATTI does what ho does for tactical reasons
and that he is excused for it because tactics require ,i±_BUCK
said that TOGLIATTI has to be careful not to alienate I Tand
his large Socialist Party followers with incorrect tactical
approaches* BUCK said he believes that the Russians feel that-
there are no real differences between themselves and TOGLIATTI.
so they tolerate his deviations*

Then BUCK stated that there is a different attitude
toward JACQUES BUCLOS* They expeot DUCLOS to be loyal, and the
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intimate relationship which exists between the Russiahs and
TOGLIASTI does not exist between the Russians and DIJCLOS*

BUCK then stated that another international conference
will be held in March » 1.958 , to launch an international paper,
in Prague, Czechoslovakia* He said that the Czech Communist
Party delegates spoke up about the need for an international
paper, even though SUSLQV had urged caution in regard to this
and said that some Communist Parties wanted it while some did
not* BtTCK stated that this was only one instance of a greater"
exchange of opinion between the Communist Parties — that is,
the Czechs spoke their opinions regardless of what STXSLOV had
said* BtTCK said that in his opinion the Communist Party of China
generates this type of discussion*. BtTCK said that TOGLIATTI came
out against an international magazine at the conference* 'While
DUCLOS was not in favor of an international magazine, he voted
for it* BtTCK stated that perhaps DTTCLOS felt that the -Russians
really wanted an international magazine and may have used the
Czechoslovakian Party to say so boldly*

Asked if HXKXTA KHRUSHCHEV participated in the con-"
ference, BUCK said that he did on only one occasion*" BUCK stated
that a delegate from the Communist Party of Ceylon wanted to know
why, in a formal sense, the other Coranunist Parties could not
participate in and endorse the Twelve Party Statement* -BUCK
stated that KHRUSHCHEV took the floor and repeated some of the
arguments of SUSLOV and others* KHRUSHCHEV said, V® have to
prevent charges of the Capitalist countries that the Communist
Parties in those countries are loyal to another country* He
said that anti-imperialism and national independence are oonfused
with Communism* Why should you make it harder ‘for yourselves
by endorsing this Twelve Party Document publicly at this con-
ference* It would give ammunition to the Capitalists* On the
other hand, if you endorse the Twelve Tarty Statement after you
return home, it cannot be said that you did it under force . while
In Moscow*

International Conference in March, 1958,
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, to Launch
an International Journal

BUCK stated that at the conference of the delegations
in Moscow, it was agreed to hold a conference in Prague, Czecho-
slovakia, during the second week of March, 1958* This conference
will discuss the establishing of an international journal or



paper in Prague, It wll-1 be a preliminary conference and no
advance publicity will be given to the conference,

.This conference In Prague will be attended by the
twelve Communist Parties which signed the 'Twelve Party Declara-
tion, It will also be attended by the Communist Party of Italy,
the Communist .Party of Great Britain, the Communist Party of
Belgium, the Communist Party of Prance, the Communist Party of
Sweden, and several Communist Parties from Latin America,

BUCK stated that there was an agreement in principle
that the new paper cannot be a duplicate of, ”For a Lasting
Peace, for a People* s Democracy^”, since that paper was con-
trolled by one Communist Party — — the Communist Par»tv nf* tv>a

Soviet Ifnion* It was pointed out that the word of | |

| ]was law, 1 1

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union, according to
4BUCK, proposed that the new international paper be .financed by
all Communist Parties on a percentage of the cost basis, The
smaller Parties will only make a token contribution of one-tenth
of one percent of the cost, The preliminary proposal is that
the paper have a broad editorial board representing the Comuni st
Parties in both the Socialist and the Capitalist countries, -Each
Communist Party will not have a representative on the editorial
board, but there will be a representative from Asia, Africa,
Latin America, etc, There will also be a smaller editorial
board and its members will reside in Prague, The members of the
smaller editorial board will also act as representatives of
their Communist Parties beyond their editorial duties.

When the editorial boards start to function, they will
discuss some articles which they will decide they either cannot
print in the journal or cannot be printed in their entirety in
the journal. For example, they might discuss an article on the
United States and decide that portions of the article cannot be
printed in the journal. In such a case, they will summarize the
article for the journal and send additional information to the
various Communist Parties as background material for the reading
and studying of the article. In other words, the editorial board
will do more than merely discuss articles which will appear in
the journal.
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Information Pertaining to the Labor
Progressive Party

BUCK stated that upon his return to Russia from China,
he was supposed to meet with JANOS KADAR in Hungary* however, he
was instructed to return to Canada as soon as possible with the
information for the Communist Party - USA* He was told that a
courier would be sent to KADAR to get some answers to the matters
he wanted to discuss with KADAR* 1

BUCK stated that he planned to discuss some problems
in regard to Hungarian refugees in Canada with KADAR* BUCK said
at the time of the revolt in Hungary, at a given point In the
fighting, the heads of a faculty at a forestry school in the
border town of Sopron (ph) » moved the entire faculty and student

,

body into Austria* Seme of the students and some of the faculty
did not want to leave Hungary, but merely obeyed orders* Accord-
ing to BUCK, planes were waiting for them In Austria and' they
were flown to British Columbia* Some were put In school, and
others were placed in jobs in British Columbia*

BUCK said that there is a lot of dissatisfaction among
these Hungarian refugees* Some of them want to go back to Hun-
gary* For a time, the Hungarian policy was not to supply refugees

1 with return fare to Hungary* The refugees had to return on their
own resources or on funds supplied by the country to which they
immigrated*

.BUCK said that I I told him that a number of
these Hungarian refugees have been in touch with the Labor Pro-
gressive Party In Vancouver, British Columbia, and are asking
the Labor Progressive Party for advice on how to return to
Hungary* ‘ BUCK said that he thinks that KADAR will change the
policy and provide funds to permit these refugees to return to
Hungary*

BUCK said that the Labor' Progressive Party is still
under the jurisdiction of the British Section of the International
Department of the CCCPSU*

BUCK further stated that he asked the .Russians for
financial assistance, since the "Canadian Tribune" was in a
serious financial crisis* BUCK said that actually he had bor-
rowed between $8,000 and $10,000 from, the Ukrainians in Canada*
:BUCK said that the Ukrainians in Canada have an organization
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which sends packages to the Ukrainians in the Ukraine* BUCK said
that this organization handles hundreds of thousands of dollars
each year* The Russians were under the impression that some of
thtfl tnonfiv wag trMng f.rt habor Progressive Party* I I

I l of the Ukrainians in the labor Pro-
gressive Party, was with BUCK in Moscow and said at thisjaninfi—.
I just gave you over $8,000* Continuing, :BUCK said that | I

wanted to increase the price of each package by $2*50# furtner,
the Russians thought that the Labor Progressive Party was
getting at least $50,000 a year for this package deal*

BUCK stated that the Russians told him that the high-
est salary, an automobile, a chauffeur, a house, a translator,
and free cable service will be made available to a correspondent
of the "Canadian Tribune" who will also be a representative for
the Labor Progressive Party in Moscow* BUCK stated that this is
an example of subsidies which the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union will make available to other Communist Parties* In other
words, they will provide funds through subsidies, royalties or
other indirect means, but will not supply funds directly*

BUCK stated that the Rational Committee of the labor
Progressive Party met on February 15 and 16, 1953* The agenda
consisted of a report on the election campaign in Canada* This
report was given by LESLIE MORRIS* The only other report was
one on the international situation by TIM BUCK* In other words,
this was a report by BUCK on his trip to Russia and China*

BUCK stated that I I resigned
from the Rational Executive Committee of the Labor Progre Ralvn
Party. and

L
were replaced by MORRIS C0HER, of Toronto, andl I

I I of Port Arthur, Ontario*

BUCK stated that LESLIE MORRIS ? report on the election
campaign will be published and that BUCK will also have his
report published, possibly in the "Marxist Quarterly"*

BUCK said that the Labor Progressive Party is still
having trouble with the hltra-Left in Quebec, and that the Labor
Progressive Party leadership will go into Quebec and "clean up"
the ultra-Left*

BUCK stated that I I is not well* He gets
about $100 per month for translating IUMMSw articles from English
into French* Outside of this, he is not employed* BUCK stated
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that
lmmei

can discuss abstract theories, but an
late political conflict makes him ill,

BUCK further stated that CHARLIE SIMS is fighting the
Labor Progressive Party* BUCK stated that he expects SIMS to
cause him trouble in his campaign for election as a member of the
Canadian Parliament*

t

Information Pertaining to the
Communist Party - USA

BUCK was told that "Tho Worker” Is in financial danger
and that EUGENE DENNIS wanted the question of funds from the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union for the Communist Party - USA
raised with the Communist Party of the Soviet Union* PUCK said
that he would mention this in a letter he was sending to Russia
by courier on February 27, 1958*

BUCK said that he is convinced that the Communist
Party - USA would get a lot of financial assistance from the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union* BUCK said that the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union feels that the Communist
Party « USA needs such help, especially if JOHN GATES, JOE
STAROBIN and EARL BROWDER are able to publish a paper in the
United States* BUCK said that the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union would not want the Communist Party - USA to lose its paper,
However, PUCK stated that the Communist Party - USA will have to
make proposals so that funds can be more or less transmitted
legally in the way of royalties, subsidies, etc*

BUCK stated that about $8,000 to $10,000 in royalties
is waiting for ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG in Moscow* BUCK only men-
tioned JAMES ALLEN I Hin regard to these royalties*
'BUCK stated that he offered to transmit this money from Russia
to North America* SUSL0V said that it would be ridiculous*
SUSL0V told BUCK that he would endanger everything if he were
caught with this much money*

BUCK then stated that he had learned that over the
years, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union gave $25,000 in
royalties to HOWARD PAST* The Russians were under the impression
that HOWARD FAST was turning some of this money over to the'Com- ,

munlst Party - USA at the time he was receiving it* This matter
will hot be made an issue by the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union*



BUCK again emphasised that the Communist Party - TJSA

must be prepared to give the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
concrete proposals in regard to methods of transmitting funds- to
the Communist Party - USA* He mentioned that one|

I

of the Labor Progressive Party* has written a book entitled,
"Power and the Money — "Who Runs Canada?" He said that this
book will be published by the Institute of International Liter**
ature in Moscow* and that the author and the Labor Progressive
Party will receive royalties from Moscow*

BUCK stated that one CHIUVIKOV (ph) is in charge“of
the Institute of International Literature in Moscow* It was
CHIUVIKOV (ph) to whom BUCK talked in regard to American royal-
ties for ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG* BUCK said that he also talked
about American royalties with someone in the CCCPSU, but he did
not Identify this person*

Information Concerning the Sixth World
Festival of Youth and Students and

BUCK stated that he asked why
to the Sixth World Festival of Youth ana students* was not per*
mitted to travel to- China* BUCK stated he learned that the CCCPSU
assigned District Secretaries to the various youth delegations*

It is to be noted that a District in the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union is a sub-division of a city* It is
similar to a Section In the Coisaunist Party - USA* except that
it Is nu£h larger and the leaders of a District are also respon-
sible for all government activities in their District*

BUCK stated that the North American delegation to the
Sixth World Festival of Wwy* *** gfcnrtanfrg xtaa the
Stalin -District of Moscow* | [of the Labor
Progressive Party * went to tna secretary or tfte staiin District
and told him that

)
| had to be sent to China* This

Secretaire made a formal complaint in regard to the bold approach f

of I Jin this matter* By the time the Incident was explained.
lad left Russia* BUCK 1 stated that the error was made by
* who should have gone to the International Department of

the CCCPSU instead of going to the District Secretary in this
matter* *



OFFICE HBHOSiK®OH##« UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO * DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81)

FROM * SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729)

SUBJECT* COMMUNIST PARTI - USA
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION* SINCE THE VERY NATURE OF THIS INFOR-
MATION TENDS TO DISCLOSE CG H82k-S* AS THE SOURCE THEREOF!

“

CG 5824-S&, on February 28, 1958, exhibited bo SA %
JOHN E* KEATING a paper bound book consisting of 178 pages In
Russian* GG 5824-S& advised that he received this item from
TIM BUCK, leader of the Labor Progressive Party (the Coraammlst
Party of Canada)* CG 582l$.-S# stated that BUCK anld that this
Is the thesis written for a Ph*D by | bf EUGENE
DENNIS* According to BUCK, 20,000 copies of this book were
printed In the first edition? however, this is the only copy of
this book In North America* The contents of this book were
accepted and endorsed by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
according to BUCK* BUCK gave this book to CG 58^4-S* for the
purpose of having it personally delivered to EUGENE DENNIS.
CG 5824**$# advised that a free translation of the title of this
book Is, "The Struggle of the Negro for Liberation in the United
States”

5 - Bureau (Enel* 1) (REGISTERED)
(1 - ££-62041) CSASH)
(l - 100- 1 (TIM BUCK!

/*S (1 - 100- )(l

New York (Enel* JJ (REGISTERED)
(1 - 65~l6!ikl)(SASH) (#6)
(l - 100-86624) (CP-USA, International Relations) (#19-1)
(1 - 100-8057 ) (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19-1)

6
* ilv* 100-21421) (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG) .

,

(0> 134-917 (NT 694-3*) (P & C) (Info) (§&)(/at

\

f£S)
3 - Chicago .

J
,

il
" tSl^HSASH)

JEKlkw / /
(13 ) / / hk- M/1^1 nJk

22
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*GG 100-33729

Since this hook was paper hound and was already beginning
to come apart at one comer, it was impossible to reproduce it
in its entirety* without permanently damaging the book* For
this reason, only the cover, the index and the first seventeen
pages were photostated*

One photostat copy of ttiese reproduced pages is enclosed
herewith to the Bureau and ‘Hew York Division* The Chicago copy
is located in Chicago file 100-33729-1A21*

CO 5824^3^ has been advised that it was not possible 1

to reproduce the entire book without damaging it* CO 5824-S*
stated that he will either ask DENNIS to let him keep the book
in order to translate it or will ask that if DENNIS give the
book to ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG 'or someone else to translate,
that the informant be, furnished with a copy of the translation*

- 2
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0 F F I C E 1 M E:K’0 R A tN'D UM * # # UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO \ t DXRECTOR, FBI (65r620lj.l)

PROM s SAC, CHICAGO (65-3888V

SUBJECT: SASH
,
ESPIONAGE - R

1

K

BATE: 3/5/58

SINCE
TELING AND REPORT*
tY NATURE -IT -TENDS

-* CG 582iirS*, on March 3* 1958# orally famished to
SA JOHN E* KEATING’ the information contained on the following
pa|es; This Information Was rediioed to' Writing on March 5#

v

5 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- HComunlst Party of Canada).
(1 - 100- ) (Political 'Matters - Russia)
it - 100- ) (TIM BUCK)

(2)- Nev York *(REGISTERED), ,^ (X.- 6S-l61jkl)(SASH)(#6 , .

(^- 13!t-9M (NT-69U-S*) (? & C) (Info) (#6)///i'rvSJ

2 - Chicago
(1 - A/134-46 )

JEK:kw
(9)

yjf-
ilKiALU^

MARI 0x058
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March 3, 1956

During*; the + period >between February 25 and' 26/ 1956,
TIM .BUCK, leader ,of the Labor Progressive Party (the Coramuntst
Party of .Canada), stated’ that while he was* In Moscow, Russia,
during Hovetiber and December, 1957, he met a person referred to*
as "BORIS"., BUCK said that BORIS works with OTTO KUUSIHBK in
the International Department, of the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union. BUCK stated that BORIS plans
to travel to* Canada sometime during the latter part of the spring
of 1956 for the purpose of gaining first-hand-knowledge of con-
ditions in Canada. BORIS stated that he may spend as much as
six months in Canada.

1 -



COMMENTS OF CC g82lt-S»

It is possible that ^BORIS" is not the true name of
this individual, or that if it is*his; true name, he way come to
Canada under an assuned^naMft* He nay also cone to Canada as a
part of the Russian diplowatic corps in Canada*

f
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100-8X701
201 East 69th Street
New York 21, New York
March 10, 1956

|
New York District

Immigration and Naturalisation Service
United states Department or justice
70 Columbus Avenue
New York 23, New York

Dear Sirs

h aliases

Reference is made to your letter dated
February 24, 1958, in which you requested the
Identity and availability of the following

4
informants:

and fr-fi in the report of special .Agent

| July 9, 1954, at New York.

T-12 in the report of Special Agent Martin
Bender, October 6, 1955, at New York,

1

T-l in the report of special Agent Martin
Bender, April 3p^ 1956, at New York.

The above informants are not available
and their identities cannot be revealed.

Your letter also requested the identity and avail-
ability of T-10 in the report of special Agent Martin Bender,
October 6, 1955, at New York. The availability of this
informant will be ascertained by this office and you will
be advised*

Very truly yours.

EDWARD J. POWERS
Special Agent in charge

9/- /an

1 - New York (100-81701)
Q. - New York (134-91)
1 - New York (62-8398)

[searched,

SERIAUz/

imn i9S8
j- I . ^ rti 1
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$TAl«Attl'CftMM,C4

to : SAC,HEM YORK(100-7£633)

$
W • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE; 3/11/58

tom : SA

subject; ISIDORE GIEBY HEEDIMl,vas

IS-R/ISA of 1950
*

On 3/11/58*® 691/-S* was asked whether additional info had eons

to his attention indicating that HEEDLSIiAH was involved in ospionage

or Intelligence work. 1IY 69lt*S» orally advised the writer that no

additional information in this regard had cone to his attention* Tho

informant said,however, that admissions made to hin bv HHEDLEHAK ro

the latter's part in the operations of the I Ibrothars had

convinced hin that HEEDLEM had,in the past,acted as a Soviet

espionage agent* /

0® 13li-91{Invos,)6
. /

1-NY 100-78633 /

nHt-M
SBSC®,

SMUffll

MAR 141S58

fSI— NEW YORK
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0 F F 1 C E MEMO R- A ND UM * * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO l DIRECTOR, .FBI (100-3-102)

FROM t SAC, CHICAGO (100-3la08)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
FUNDS (RESERVE FUND)
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

DATE: 3/11/58

UTMOST CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN"HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION. SINCE BY ITS VERY NATURB IT TENDS TO
DISCLOSE CO 582ti-Stt AS THE SOURCE THEREOF.

| [

CG 5824-S«, on March 8, 1958, orally furnished to SA
JOHN E. KEATING the information contained on the following page.
In addition to the information on the following mm

r CG 5324-S-”-

also advised that on March 7» 1958, I T asked
CG 5824-S* if he knew of any reason why, because of his other
activities, the person identical with NY 694-S"”' could not serve
on a committee which would deal with the national reserve fund
of the Communist Party - USA. , This information was reduced to
writing on March 10, 1958,

2 - Bureau '(REGISTERED)

1 - Detroit (100-13740) (HELEN WINTER) (REGISTERED)

P - New York (REGISTERED)
(1 - ,97-169) (Publishers New Press) (#7-2)

'

1

1 - 100-128861) (CP-USA, Funds) (Reserve Fund) (#19-1)
1 - 100-23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR.) (#19-1)
1 - 100-8057Hetoeme niMNisVm o-i)
1 - 100-27452iF _ /H(#19-l)
(1 - 100-19679) (ISAD0RE WOFSY) (#19-1) / \

A/134-91 ) (nt 694-s»)(p & c) (info) mij/wesj

3 - Chicago
(1 - AA34-46)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)

JEKlkw
(13)



March 8, 1958

EUGENE DENNIS was heard to state on Thursday, March
6, 1958, that he wanted -MORRIS CHILDS and HELEN WINTER to get
together with ISADORE WOFSX and audit WOFSX* s reserve fund account
for 1957* It Is expected that this audit will take place some-
time between March 20 and 22, 1958. ,

ISADORE WOFSX stated on March 7, 1958, that he Is not
happy with the new leadership of the Communist Party - USA. He
said that the supporters of the Right wing should not have been
excluded from the leadership* WOFSX stated that he believes that
the situation in the Communist Party - USA Is bad* He also said
that he is now sixty-three years of age and that he cannot con-'
tlnue to work as’ he has In the past* He said that he has served
notice to the leadership of the Communist Party - USA that he
wants to quit his - present assignment and that they should start
looking for a replacement to take over the reserve fund operation*
WOFSX stated that he will not run out on the leadership, but that
he has told them that he will not continue this assignment beyond
Labor Day*

WOFSX complained that in some instances where the
reserve funds were placed with people for safe-keeping, they
will not return these sums and are claiming that it belongs to
them*

WOFSX stated that he is trying to wihd up the business
affairs of the ”Daily Worker” and believes that it will take
another month to do this* 'Then WOFSX said that he wanted to dis-
pose of some property In which the Party has an interest. In
this regard, he mentioned the building where ”The Worker” is
located*

WOFSX also stated that he had been requested by BEN
DAVIS and ! to attend a* meeting of the New Xork Com-
munist Party District Committee* WOFSX said that he told them
that if his work was to be a topic for discussion at this meeting,
then he would have nothing to say* He said he told them that he
would only discuss the reserve fund with EUGENE DENNIS and with
the National Organization Secretary, whoever that person may be
at any given time* WOFSX said that they finally agreed that he
would not have to discuss the reserve fund at a District Committee
meeting*

'

1



OFFICE MEMORANDI UNITED ST^pS GOVERNMENT
'jZ/f

TO s SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-4486) DATE: 3/13/58

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-95704)

SUBJECT: DOROTHY HEALEY
IS-C

Identity of Informant NY 6g4-S*
Reliability Who has furnished reliable
_ . information in the past
sate 9/90/^,9.
Received by SAl I

advised that in a conference withBILL LAWRENCE (WILLIAM LAZAR) on 2/20/58, the latterfurnished the following information.

1 -
1 -

Dos Angeles
Detroit
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New- York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

I

100-4486)(RM).

JS2"13S3°mAra’ winter) (rm)
100-128814) (CP, USA NY DIST., 0RG.)(#19-2)
100-467) (UILLIM-LAZAalf.-ifiq-P^

'

100-186V3 ) l ( (#19-1)
100-50S0i

j
lftKQRPfR RrME CHARNEY)(#19-2)

100-99369)Ll___Zj(#12-ll)
'

100-129^29 ) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (#19-2)
I00-IR8314)(cP, USA NY DIST. FUNK) (#19-1)
100~8064l HflP H.QA ftPflAMT7 AfflTAtl \ (JLy Q i\ '

:iOO-27452)l

100-52959 M to oilW19 '

^“I^TV^MCP, USA NY DIST. KINGS CO.) (#12-lj
,100-84275) (WILLIAM PATTERSONHdfiq-ol

A
,100-50983i—
,100-54591 1

’

,134-91) (;,"b) c'/vvei) ' 1

,100-95704) (#7-6 )



NY 100-95704

ShaSS S,?' *S;s fe“h i^a. 'uSsS^r^Sau

H

arney will continue, however, as OP members.

I

he wil1 be succeeded by
I • the Brooklyn CP. He is not certain as to whn1

ALBERTsnvr i t ®2?“B “«® C;™Y but he toowsIhat BILL
off^^P

W 1 fco succeed CHARNEY. ALBERTSON has been
NY State CP OrganizaWolk

(successor.
-ltinue as I,abor Secretary than become

State CP at the moment has no serious

for ^he nexrsix^nths!"
2 “°ne!r t0 continue operations

S^^TSSLSLs
I— 7T“ BAVIS, DOROTHY HEALEY, and CARL WINTERWas fcha f*ho<vw<LM ao

Shared I Tr*? subcommittee. LAWRENCE

iemand^thatV
2^ £

o:l'lars'ln'
1

'cff^dsf’

"

law^ncb^
I Ibe brought before the committee and

s^com^tLf-Sf bo present to the
— ----- - ..v rjoto wreDai et, ro t

subcommittee exact figures, dates, and ™
?i^m

ence of his charges against I

LAWRENCE that all the latter haa was mere]and not evidence. He refused to sunmonHbefore the subcommittee and also refused"!to present his evidence to the subcommittee

nothing further was done about the matter!

. as ib 7

I told
^.Information

I
to appear

io allow LAWRENCE
iLa She. only

fS36if&2? /3pt A/c>7~*& m

,
According to the informant, LAWRENCE , referringfsaln to his resignation as a CP functionary, which hefaidwould be effects Much 1st. 1958 , stated that his letter

- 2 -



NY 100-95704

of resignation reflected that he was resigning because
he anticipated being fired by the New York State CP
Committee. He was told at the NY State CP Staff meeting
on 2/19/58 , that, if he had not resigned, he would have
been fired.

Keferring to the $25*000 which I "I

allegedly is withholding from the CP, LAWRENCE described
the Said SUm as New York SfrafrA flP t>ahawa fimri wnriAy

originally given to I Ito hold
as a depository and was subsequently given by her to|

I

after the latter returned froip the underground.

1

—LAWRENCE said that the -most recent statement
made by I l and his sister regarding the $25,000
was that, "If the Party is straightened out../', they
may return the money to the Party.

In the event it becomes necessary to disseminate
this information, care should be taken to protect the
informants identity.









torch 27, 29S8

• •

SAC, JTe* Tu* (200-lSemi)

Si-Witr» m (200~3-20S)

CCM/VP13T PABTT* ttSA

mss
(assists rrnns)
ZMT2UIAL S2C02U3T - C

SeCOltt 3-11-58, copit* of whtc* **rt fur»i*htd
JTfttTsr*.
I

"

It is noted that the peseibiUty definitely
exist* that WT G94-&* my by offered «r position on a
committee dealing miih the Tarty 9 s national reeerve fund*
Obviously, the prosenet of my of our informants on #**<?*

a committee mould undoubtedly enable us te a
o«owlit of ttoJw&Jt information regarding

the Party*s reserve fund operation*. In the absence
of any reason* to the contrary, MX C94~.fr should be
instructed and encouraged to accept thi* pceitton if tt
to offered to him. Ccueidoratien should also be given
to any otops which the informant can toko mhtch mould
enhance the possibility of Ms being selected by the
Tarty for apiwfntaent "to mch a comtttea*

With regard to #wr forthcoming audit of
Isadora Uefeyte reserve fund account by f;8 $8£4~2S and
Mslcn Winter, 'the possibility exists that additional
valuable data regarding this phase of Party activities
including names of contributors and identity sf Party
business ventures mill become available to our informant*
All pertinent information mhtch ho obtains as a result
of this audit should, of course , be promptly formrded
to the Mttreau*

P «* Chicago (1Q0~H1QQ)



-3/W&

I

AIRIiiL

10 t DIRfcCIOa, FBI (lOMZdOtfl)

IRONS &AG, MbW FORK (tCO-lHOJ?)
I

%m< is - c*

tff aSM-S advised on 3/id/Sd that lie rcturtn&d from loromo on evening
of 3/17/ $d with following message from lieu Book to CO 5324-$**

Buck was most happy to receive tna Cuban CP documents aent to him
from CO 3324“#* through Ht 394-5**

After receiving CO Sd24-«* f

# report concerning the feasibility of
going abroad via Hexico or Brazil , Buck stated there waa no way
whereby ho could wake arrange***ta in Canada for the immadiate de-
parture of CO 5$24-S*« When Kf o94-$* told him that effort* are
oaXng made in USA to make such arrangements, Buck said it would be
belt for the Chicago informant to obtain an American passport* Bock
raid he recently discussed subject of departure point# from Latin
American countries with a Russian in Cunada, and the latter had in-
formed him that the Soviet* currently are conducting an investiga-
tion of thi* matter in various Latin American countries. Despite
what the Soviet Investigation may reflect, luck felt the hast de-
parture point it Mew York, and that CO 5d24-$* should travel on m
American passport*

3 - Bureau <iB0*42boVl) (?h)
i - Chicago (100- > <IW)
i - mr o>io44X (SASH) (6)
;i - at U4-S1 {mm <o)
1 - m 100-I34b37

ACBiRM
(9)

1 -Supr,
1 - Supr

#19
#6



Buck estimated that CG id24~$* md his wlfawM Bead approximately
$i,3oJ for die trip to S&scow* In connection therewith, HY 394-$*

told Buck that CO S324-S* would negotiate a ninety-day loan to

finance the trip* and inquired whether the Soviet* would reimburse
the informant for the money spent* Buck replied that the Soviets
definitely would reimburse CG 5324-$*, and stated he was so certain
of this that he was willing to give Ms personal guaranty to that
affect*

In discussing possible points of departure, Buck said Montreal at
this time of year is too Barren'' (devoid of traffic)* and that de-
parture from there would require that CG 3324-S* ! s passport be

stamped, reflecting Montreal as the point of departure*

Buck stated it would be best that, in his passport application,
CG 5d24~$* list the following as countries he desires to visit)
England, Spain, France, Xhe Netherlands* md Italy* He said it
would be Wise to avoid the Scandinavian countries at this time of
year since there would be comparatively little traffic in those
countries.

Buck said floating visas and the name and description of the c$n*
tact who would meet CG 5324-$* and his wife in Moscow could be ob-
tained in England or in France. Bock, however, strongly suggested
that the visas be obtained in London for two reasons: (1) CG 3324-S*
would avoid language difficulties in London) md (2) there is a
direct flight from London to Moscow.

Buck advised against obtaining visas in France because (1) the French
CP it difficult to deal with since it is too bureaucratic

,
and (2)

because there is no direct flight from France, to btoscow. Fro© Paris
CG 3324-$* would have to fly to France, where he would encounter the
difficulty of making additional arrangements concerning entry and
departure at Prague,



SIf

Buck motioned that to avoid personal appearances at the Soviet con*
aulatea in knaland or France, OG 5B24-B* could enlist the assistance
of I I in London and Puclos in Paris, When HY &04«3*
reminded Buck of the secrecy of CG 5B24-S** mission, Buck agreed
that CO 5d24*S* would have to apply for the visas in parson.

Buck said he would notify tha Soviets immediately of tha status of
tha aituation, and indicate tha possibility that €G SB24-S might
leave lor Moscow soon, In that connection, Buck requested two weeks
notice of CO 3S24*** 1 departure data «o that a courier might convey
this info to Moscow, Ihe Soviets! he said! would require suf~
ficient notice to allow them “to clear the way for visas in other
countries, * rhe courier could be a “regular courier* (diplomatic
courier), or “someone” whom the Canadian CP will send to Moscow to
attend the 13th jCommsomol Congress on April 21, 1958. ibis Individ*
uai from the C hadian CP will leave Canada cm April Id and will
arrive in MOSCOW on April 12,

Buck said he desired CG 5924*£* in Ui informed that tbs Soviets
request that a “youth delegate ’ from the CPUSA *

1 lor
someone like him” » attend the aforementioned 13 th K nmsomol

Congress in Moscow on April 21, 1953. If It it agreeable to the
CPdSAi this ‘youtii delegate 1 could leave from £ nada for London on
April Id with the Canadian delegate to the Congress# ihe two of
them could join the British delegate to the said Congress » and
travel with him to Moscow, (BY 394- S* suggests that CG 3$24«S**a
departure be timed to avoid meeting these individuals en route to
Moscow#)

Buck said that CG 5d24-$* should furnish him as soon as possible the
names and numbers that will appear on the passports of CG 5#24*$*
and the latter 1 * wife, Buck said he strongly advisee that CG 5324*S*
go to faking for ten days. In reply to a question from BY b$4-S*
whether the Soviet# would approve of CG £024*s** going to Peking r



Back said, Ho question l Yhey {the Soviets) would have no
objection*

Back said CO 3324*$* should bn told that in M acaw he would have a
west comfortable apartment - with personal servants - in the neigh-
borhood o£ the Bynaaio ? <ph) When he is busy with ’the
brass*

11

his wife would hay* catceUent attention*

HY oW-'S* advises that as soon as Is convenient ho will furnish
info from Tia Buck not related to instant 'matter* ihe Bureau and
Chicago will be advised re these matters by separate cowsmication*

mtS3



SAC, HEW XORK (IOO-5W37)

Source
Reliability

pate of Activity

Rate Received
Received by

m 69Vs (protect)

Who has furnished reliable information

in the past

3/7/58
3/10/58
SAl

jjy 694-8 advised that according to l I

recently CFUSA national Office treasurer and administrator, we latter

recently resigned from that position, and in the future vill be .merely

a rank-and-file member of some local CP club*

Regarding the financial situation at the teo .1 ~laald» "®»y

vill manage to get by if they don't expand the payroll”*
|

|al»o stated

that Everybody" at the NO vas contacting ns many people as possible in an

effort to obtain money for the Party

«

I I said tbatlihe ie seeking a position as a .salesman of

medical supplies, and that until he obtains such a position, he vill

continue to receive '"severance pay* from the party.

l-Nev ior&
1-Sev York (100-54637)

ACBvimg

(3)



SAC, NEW YORK (100-74560)

J3A W

3/20/58

OPOSA-iWTOS
18-C

Source
Reliability

Date of Activity
Date Received
Received by

NY 694-S* (protect)

Who has furnished ’reliable Information
in the past

3/V58
3/7/58

saL J

On 3/7/53. BY 69A-S* reported that in a conference on the

aforesaid date vlthl Ivho Is active in the CP Reserve Fund

operations* advised as follows

:

On 3/4/58, ISIDORE W0F8T# vho is in charge of "outside1
' CP

fund operations, consulted I Concerning the letter's attempts bo

jlhiain money from CP donors vho^ |had been assigned to contact*

ftold WQFSY that he had no success in obtaining money from these

individuals.

WOFSY told I Ithat vith the exception of the rotary press, all

other "Daily Worker" machines vere being sold, money from the .sale thereof

being used to pay "Daily Worker" creditors. ,

Recording to W0FSY> to -continue, printing the "Worker" will

require $2>000.00 per veek, $800.00 for printing the said paper, and

between $800,00 and $900,00 for salaries of editorial and administrative

personnel* The cost of office rent and mailing constitutes the balance

of the $2,000.00 per veek needed to publish the paper* >

VOPSf further stated that "after things .are straightened out"

<©Nev fork (134-51) jMfll_ _ (Inves) (6)

V-jjev fork (100-21783) 1 | ;
(6)

1-New fork (100-19679) (Isidore woref) (19)

l^Kew fork (97-169) (Publishers' Revs Press) (M),
1-Nev fork (100-128861) (CPOSA-Funds-Reserve Pu*dJ)(19)

.1 -New fork (100-74560) (19)

ACBiimg
<6)

urn*,,.

S£h,AUZ£D„

Mtelfcfb,,,



ar 100-71*560

the national Office -income may approximate $2,000.00 or $2,500*00 per
’month. He said that "all the guys from the national Office are out
looking for money"*

WGFSt indicated to I Ithat he vac anxious to he
relieved of his present duties, hut that he would vait until the Party
should decide to relieve him of his assignment.

>2-
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DIRECTOR, ?BI (100-3-4) Mawh l8 f 1953
E

SAC, CHICAGO (100-2C7&9)

OCMHUKST PARTY - TO

A

HEW YORK DISTRICT
INTERHAIi SECURITY - C

R* Mnr Y<nk latte* Sated Mareh $, 1956 * a^ttonadu abora.
*

Oa March 13* 1958. K 694-3* an* CO 5B2M* oMOljr
adrlaod SA 30BM B» KKATIHB that no lnfomatlon haa mm to
that* attention to tba offaet that QEOHftR BLARE CHARRBY haa
roalgaad fira» tea Rational Cemlttea of tfaa Cenamiat Ba*tr -
TOA.



SAC, NEW YORK (100-70303)

twei^th-thirteenth realty
CORPORATION
IS-C

Source
Reliability*

Labe of Activity
Date Received
Received By

NY 694-S* (protect)
Who has furnished reliable
information in the past,m

„

SAI I

Reference Bulet 2/2o/53, requesting that NYQ
.informants be interrogated concerning their knowledge
of the captioned corporation*

NY 694-Sj on 3/7/53., furnished the following
information:

. In 1930, or about that tlme> when the CP sold
its headquarters at Chion Square, it used the money
derived from the sale for the purchase of the building
operated now by the Twelfth-Thirteenth Realty Corporation*
The late WILLIAM WEINER* who at that time was in charge
of the CP Reserve Fund (secret Party fund), advised
NY 694-S, that he had negotiated the purchase of the
new building,

I
|
CP accountant, prepared quarterly,

or aemi- annually, finaneial reports concerning the
aforesaid corporation, NY 694-S, frequently saw such
reports on WEINER'S desk*

\1£ ,tew -York (134-91) (P&C) (INWES) (6
1- New York (100-igaasi) rnPucjA.-gmim
1- New Yohk '100-94165)
U New York (100-107B34)
1- New York (IOO-70303)

ACB:

EKVE
(12-14)

u

EALTY CO) (7-2) ,

/ * ' r /3Jff

f -K
;

.i^-NLW VOKK
l-—:

'
-*5f

u
s*a6^> 3>| 'JB1 I Jufc



m .100-70303

. . _ A If the said building was in need of repairs,,
the CP furnished the money therefor, giving it
to

I I who operated the building, through
emer the CP National Office, the NY State CP Office,
the "Daily Worker*, the ’’Morning Rreihelt", or the

? E**?!*?® Company, all of which, were tenants

/

in the building.#! <y£cJ^on, MY 694-$, acted as f

WEINER 1 S agent in dftBfriafng money to one or the
other Of the above-mentioned tenants of the building

in the building..#! 694-$, acted as f

WEINER 1 S agent in dSBfciasKg money to one or the
other Of the above-mentioned tenants of the building
for transmittal to I I

,

'

‘ ^ With respect to who besides himself might
know of the CP's control Of the Yweifth-Thlrteenth
Realty Corporation, NY 694-S. suggested I

partner in the realty firm I
rn

r

1

1945 or 1946, or about that timej

I

acting as a front ±>r the CP, had an ostensible interest
In the building*

| Ireportedly a former CP
member, worked closeay wish WINNER is this, and similar,
operations*

NY 594*}S* recalled that as agent *ox* WEINER
he gave m#hey to I Ifor the purchase of a house 1

inflackson Heights, to he occupied by CP functionaries
JACK RUNG and MAX WEIRS,

. NY 694-Si is of, the opinion that I I

partner | kas aware of the fact that
.

I Iwas being used by I l as a front
for the CP in the operation and boAljui or twelfth- •

,

thirteenth Realty Corporation. I I so far as NY 6C4-S
knows, was, and is, and antI-Communist*

,
. Ifc® informant emphasised that WEINER'S operations

withl |very Jikely were known to no one but WEINER.
the informant, and .whomever in the CP top leadership
WEINER Sported to^fhat time. In the informants

2-



M 100-70303

opinion, to reveal to[ that his association
with "WEINER and the CP is known to the Bureau
might jeopa^dlzfiL-iiha security -of NY 694-S, .An
approach to
Communist a-sciEnae,

J

despite the la
also might he

^

might discuss the matter -w

*v*»

*3*
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SAC, WW YORK (100-21785) (6) 3/24/56

Source
Reliability

Date of Activity
Date Received
Received By

RT 694- S (protect)
Who has furnished reliable information
in the past*

saT

WT 694-3 advised on 3/12/58 that on the aforesaid
date

|

told him the -following!

I
|
expects to act as purchasing agent for "individual

Russians" who are interested in obtaining household articles such
as furniture, etc* He has talked to Amtorg officials about thia
assignment, and they have assured him that he could develop a
lucrative business in making personal purchases "for people
coming from and going to Moscow,"

Tn the event that this business proves lucrative* I I

would like to make NY 694-0* s office his headquarters for this
business, and' to install his own telephone there- Since the

i

success of such a business at the moment la problematical,
| | contacted ISIDORE "QIBBY" NKKDBEMAto and requested permission
co receive telephone calls for the" next thirty days at ‘NEKDDFWAN'B
office. JTEEDDSMAK declined, stating that the girl who operates
the switchboard in the office NBKDIMAJT shares with other
Attorneys would become auspicious of numerous phone calls for

I I from Russians*

> 134-91 (Inves) (6)
1- 100-78633 YrsTPOSH: n.
1- 100-62751 1

1- 65-?\71 (AM IORO) (17)
I- 100-21785

ACB:am
(5)

)L'xm) (6)
(12-16)

cl
i n. .,,:3

.Fii,L0 jr.

.. vwu
1

- . rrri
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KY 100-217*5

I
I
subsequently arranged withl I to

receive telephone calls Tor the next month or fo .at ’otoy's

Ac^Uence Co \ which Is onersted by I 1 aald H
would be « convenient arrant aln.ce I l aots as

latent .In obtaining electronic equipment Tor the
Russians*

I I Am* ice ted that he her made money in the past
few months^1 purchase p? electronic and .surgical equipment
for the ftuaalftna . He ferring .to nnv^ical aou lament

r
I 1 aald

'that I Koh), a former chiropodist now In the surgical_Kph), a former chiropodist now in the surgical
3vb&6» - and at one time on® of I Pbova*-
in obtaining surgical equipment ^or the Bueaians*



3/21/&
AM l

ptwwm, m (100-21733)

MX LABORATORY

LAG, NEW YORK (100-21/03)

VMS

3/ f'/b

IS-Iij ISA-50

ii« Philadelphia l*ts*r, 2/9&/5U, and Bulet

On S/lA/ftti ] Photoei'OplUo
Trade Hows. Inc., 10 E 40th St . , NYC, was contacted
bv SASl I and ROBERT S. KEHNEJWH.

indices and HYCPD
negative x*e [

[of this corporation* NYO
jBSSI and criminal records

Credit Bureau of Creator Bcvr York
records non-derogatory

.

After explanation of the confidential nature
of tixe contact, tne interviewing SAs solicited her
cooperation in obtaining information, concerning
certain photographic emUcment from time to time no
the situation demands* I loffered her complete,
discreet cooperation*

r ] advised tivafc she has a great many
contacts and acquaintances in the photographic trade
and it would be moat natural for her to make inquiry

of these contacts* I I stated she could do thin
without revealing PBI>» interest. She further stated
that if it Is desired she could even purchase any
camera so located without arousing any undue notice since
photographic 'Trade Hews does obtain all types of
cameras at various times for testing, etc*

lb 6

b 7 C

J£j o

b 7 C

f- Bureau (100-21785) (2M)
(1- 7BI Laboratory)

^ (1-100-340711)
Qjv.y ('134-si) (iuv)
1- Uaj York (100*785)

EJNiaeb
(6)

L
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NY 100-21Top

I
[
made available 195/ Issue of tns

Photographic Trade News Master buying Guide
which is t;ie most recent Issue. Bureau authority IS
requested to recontact I I and request nor to
locate and purchase the waittaker Kicro 16 camera*
It is believed that tne best interests of the Bureau
will bo served by working; tiuvugn an individual such
as l lwho has legitimate entree to all photographic
distributors in tiie United states and abroad and
can make any inquiry necessary and obtain any camera
available without revealing tne PBZ's interest* This
would also preclude necessity or bbx making inquiry of
various manufacturers and distributors if In the future
the subject requests NY 694*3* to locate and obtain
other cameras, , As Philadelphia letter 2/26/58,
pointed out i if may not be feasible to request the
cooperation of the operators of Micro-Pixie Sales Go.
in tola matter* By utilising the servlea of I I

tnere would be no need to contact any distributor.

Enclosure to Philadelphia letter reflected
the camera above sells for about $20*00 plus tax*
Bureau authority requested to spend not more than $25,00
for this castor* *

If I "l ean obtain camera, NYO will forward
same to Bulab for appropriate marking* After marking
by Bulat, camera can then be turned over to subject
through MY l>94-3* who will get back from subject
cost of camera*

Bulat is requested to determine if t:*o camera
forwarded with Philadelphia letter 2/28/58, (the
Whittaker Pixie 15 mm) can be so marked that photographs
taken can bo subsequently identified as coming from
that specific camera,

Bulab requested to so mark camera If
possible, and forward to NYO so that it can be sold
to subject through NY 694-3*.

—jEf**
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SAG, DETROIT (100-13420) 3/25/58

rt? sac, NEW YORK (100-27539)

s' ' CARL WHITER
/' V TS-e

on 3A2/58, NY 694~S# who. ha g furalahed reliable Information
in the past, made available to SA I \

fov
photostating, a six page document regarding a CP unity proposal
or resolution drawn up by CARL WHITER for submission at a meeting
of the Rational Conmiittee of the CP,trsA in Yew York City on
2/15 ,16/58 ,

•

^L^£m2nis,nt 'from

|
for transmittal

to tne Canadian c? on j/az/zq,

in this document, WINTER sets forth a program to follow in
attaining party unity and the carrying out of decisions .reached
by the 16th Rational Convention of the CP* It has “been previously
reported that WINTER was on a subcommittee of four, consisting of
SID 3TEIHJ land BITGENE BE01S, which earlier had been
constituted by the me to try to work out a unity proposal for the
Party*

I Hadvised on 2/17/58, that BtfOEKB DENNIS decided to
present a similar resolution for himself which was adopted by the
YC at the above meeting* The adoption of the DENNIS resolution
negated the resolution drawn up by WINTER*

The above document Is being furnished to the petrid c Office
for completion of the WI TTER file*

Caution should be exercised in reporting the above information
in order to protect the identity of NY a highly placed
informant. ;

T
'

”

2 - Detroit (100-1342$) <1 Enc.) (RK)
1 - Yew York( 100-27539) ,f ffftftt.

1 - Yew York (100-27452) I

sfT'j* Yew York (134-91) (pfcjt,/ vkf-sv

BRD/mrdm
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AIRTEIi

10 J DIRECTOR, FBI (300-jf638)

PROM } SAC, NEW YORK (100-21785)

SUBJECT: I ~lwo^
IS - R
ISA - 50

3/20/58

<i/a/

iaot h.

Be Philadelphia airtel, 3/19/53*

—In view of Philadelphia references on I I

I
NYO does not recoxaaend that Philadelphia con-

re Micro-Pixie Camera*

KYO presently awaiting Bureau approval to con-
tact an individual at Photographic Trade News, irus., 10

*3t*> NYC, who la believed to be inore reliable and In
a better poation than

| to serve the interests of this
investigation,

POWERS

3 - Bureau (100-3
f Philadelphia (105-721)
(i r Mew York (13*1-91) (IN'/

New York (100-21735)

(RM)
721)
(IN/)

Wl£>C
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM'* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-426949)

: SAC, NEW YORK (100-132033)

DATE: 3/26/58

SUBJECT: 23 WEST 26th STREET CORPORATION
IS - C

ReBulet 3/J/58, enclosing a letter from the
Department dated 2/27/58, containing a request to have
certain informants interviewed regarding four specified
topics relating to captioned organization.

Enclosed herewith are 9 copies of a letterhead
memorandum reflecting the results of these Interviews.,

' A review of NYO files failed to dolose any other
Informants or sources who can testify concerning the topics
set ,out by the Department.

lG;^- Bureau (100-426959) (Enel. 10) (RM)
(1 - 100-340711) fNY fioiuflM
(1 - 61-7565)
(l - 100-15716)
(l - 100-382052)
(l - 100-209937)
(1 - 100-342095)

A (i - 100-373003)
134 -< P&C)T777F2

P&C)

AJSifef
(18 )

m3)

SEARCHED™
SERIALIZED.*

WDEX£Djl££

nirajser,m 2 619

i



NY 100-132033

The interviews referred to above were handled
by the Special Agents listed below on the dates indicated;

Informant Agent Contacting late Contacted

T-l
,

SAl | 3/20/58
NY 694-SS p“ ET

' '

,

] SA 3/14/58

T-7 will not be available for interview until
3/20/58. The Bureau and the Department will be advised
of the results of this interview after It is conducted.

T-2 and T-4, '(mentioned In the Departments letter*
are confidential techniques and cannot be Interviewed,

The following additional Informants were Inter-
viewed on the dates Indicated below, concerning the topics
set forth in the Department's letter:

Agent Contactln;

Informant Agent Contacting

SA JOHN A. HAAG
SA JOHN A~ HAAff

SA
SA
SA

D£te Contacted

' 1®§i
3/11/58
3/11/58

The NYO will fbllow this matter closely and If
sources are developed, who can testify relative to above-
mentioned topics, the Bureau will be promptly advised.

-2-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
201 East 69th Street
Hew Yc?rk 21, New York
March 26, 1958

Re; 23 West 26th Street Corporation

Reference is made to memorandum dated February
27, 1958, from William F* Tompkins, Assistant Attorney
General, Internal Security Division, in the above captioned
matter, requesting Interviews with certain informants
utilized in the report of Special Agent* Alphonse J. Sutkus,
dated August 30, .1957, at New .York, and other individuals
who may possess Information concerning four topics set
out In referenced memorandum.

T-l was Interviewed and stated he could furnish
no information pertaining to subject corporation other
than that previously reported to the Bureau and set out
in the report of Special Agent. Sutkus referred to above.

T-5 was unable to furnish any Information re-
garding the topics listed in the Department's letter,*

,
- T-7

rt
will not be available

,
for interview until

March 28, 1958. The Department will be advised of the
results of this Interview after it Is conducted.

Several additional informants, who .have knowledge
of Communist Party activities In the New York City area,
were interviewed In connection with this matter, but none
were able to furnish information covering the^top^csn
set forth In referenced Departmental memorandum.

All of the information requested, by the Department
In this matter is contained In this memorandum.

This is loaned to you by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, and neither
It nor its contents are to be dis-
seminated outside the agency to whibh
loaned.
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FBI

Date: 3/27/58

Transmit the following message via AIRTEL

’“Priority or Method "of Hailing)”

TO
,

DIRECTOR, FBI (IOO-87638 )

FROM SAC, NEW YORK (100-21785)

SUBJECT I I was.
IS-R
ISA-1950

Remyairtel, 3/12/58. reporting that on 3/11/58,
ISIDORE "GIBBY" NEEDLEKAN.l ^ZZlimARn ^T.SAM
and the captioned subject conferred at I t home

.

be
b 7

C

8 - Bureau (100-87638)(rm)
'l - I00-?4l66gT ( TflTTyyRR KrPT?DT.T?r/fl M)

1 - 100-397666)1
1 - 100-ili248VfH(mTm <raT.sAT,n

1 - 100-23614)1
1 - 100-86) (CF

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

(CP, USA -PAMHffiWS & PUBLICATIONS)
100-78633 ) (ISIDORE NBEBLEMAN) (#6)
105-6061)1 i

,

100-26041TTTSQWARD SKLSftlff tor-g)
100-9984) I lbiol
100-81675) (CP, USA PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS) (19)
,134-91) (?«C (HIVES.) (#6)

M
,100-21785)0/6)

ACBsRCM (#6)
16

be
b7C

£
Approved:

(special Agent; in Charge)
Sent M Per



NY 100-21785

1
NY 69^-S advised on 3/26/58, that on that date

I mentioned the aforesaid conference, furnishing
the following additional information with respect thereto;

I I also attended the above-
mentioned conferenced SELSAM I have been
planning to publish a Marxist magazine, ana already have
published one issue in mimeographed form. The
conference at I I home was for the purpose of
discussing whether the publication of such a magazine
could be a successful venture.

In reply to a question from NY'6<?4-S, I I

stated that he did not know the name of the contemplated
magazine, or whether as vet it has a title. He said that
he, NEEDLEKAH, and I Iadvised SELSAM and| I

that their contemplated magazine would be a failure since
it could not successfully compete with "the new magazine
to be published by the peoples democracies I I

referred to this "new" magazine as "replacing the old
Cominform magazine *For a Lasting Peace, For a People,* s
Democracy*, and to be published in Prague,"

I I said that SELSAM and ! I also were
told that by reason of their affiliation with "the right
wing," the CP,USA would not support their publication,
and that without Party support the magazine would be
doomed to failure^

I I stated as his personal opinion that both
SELSAM andl lare realists, and that, unless they
should obtain financial support outside the Party, they
would abandon their plan to publish a magazine,

NY 69^-S fias been alerted to obtain if possible.
a copy of the mimeographed issue of SELSAM* s and|
magazine

,

POWERS
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FBI

Date: 3/27/58

Transmit the following in
%

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code

REGISTERED MAIL

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-95778)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-36444?)

SUBJECT: VIROINIUS FRANK COE, was
ESPIONAGE - R

Remyalrtel, 3/20/53, captioned "SASH-ESPIONAGE-R",
copy to captioned Bureau Tile,

4 - Bureau (100-364447) (RM)
(1 - Bu 65-62041 (sash)

1 - Chicago (100-SASH) (Info.) (RM)

3) - NY 134-91 (P & C) (INVEST.) (6)
1 - NY 100-78633 (ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN) (6)
1 - NY 100-85051 iMTTTOW TOTRDiMAM ) (6 )

1 - NY inn-OT7»4-l I'M
1 - NY 105-1322 I 1(1)
1 - NY 105-1329 ^SURVEY OF CHINESE COMMUNIST

ACTIVITY IN THE U.S.)(1)
1 - NY 65-16441 (SASH) (6)
1 - NY 100-96127 (SOLOMON TR0HE)(6)
1 - NY 100-89851 1 HENRY HILL COLLINS) (7-4)
1 - NY 100-96778 1 VIROINIUS FRANK COE) (6)
1 -NY 100-10989 (NEW CENTURY PUBLISHERS) (7-2)
1 - NY 100-46469 I 1(12-13)

ACB:DMO (#6)
(19 )

V- <?/-

A

SEARCHED «

SERJAU2E0.
Indexed

MTO2719S

_ Sent_

Special Agent in Charge
M Per



A I R T E L

NY IOO-96778

„ „ ,
On 3/24/58 and 3/25/58, NY 694-S furnished

the following information concerning the China trade
operation:

On the morning of 3/22/58, NORMAN FREED,
Canadian CP functionary, telephonically advised NY 694-S
that he had Just arrived bv train from Toronto, that he
was accompanied by

| l (ph), his partner in the real
estate business, ana tmatt Koto were staying at the Hotel
Dixie, NYC

. | | according to FREED, came to New York
on the previous evening via Plane from Tornnfro to attend
the conference with FRANK COE, I l ISIDORE "GIBBY”
NEEDLEMAN, NY 694-S, and FREED regarding the China trade
deal. FREED requested that NY 694-S arrange an immediate
conference concerning this matter.

At 2 p,M f on the aforesaid date, the above-
named .group, with the exception of ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN,
met at Gertner s s restaurant, 22nd St. and -5th Ave., NYC,
NEEDLEMAN was unable to attend because he had to go to an
airport to meet his daughter, who was arriving from Chicago.

COE initiated the discussion, and told the
following to FREED and I |

Eight months ago, COE received instructions
from the Chinese to set up an organization in the USA to
engage in the export-import business with China "as soon as
the market should open up" * This operation was initiated by

l
but subsequent instructions regarding the

operation . nave been sent to COE from London*

The Chinese are now desirous of the Canadians
setting up a similar organization, and are willing to
cooperate in every way with the Canadians, Whereas the
American organization is hampered by restrictive U.S. trade
regulations, the Canadians should not encounter the same
restrictions. The Chinese feel that if the Canadians will
concentrate immediately on setting up trade relations with
China, the USA will be “pressured” into changing its trade
policies as regards China.

— 2 —
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NY 100-95778

TIM BUCK mi^°Lv!
S^fc awa^e of the extent to whichr £?

ve discussed trade with China with leading
S?am1ff=S

P
4.£
Unct

i'3
na

E
ies * KS3D said that BUCK had

6
discussed the subject with the Chinese "in a general wav"and that BUCK had been requested to ascertain^how the Chinese

°S
fca
^?

from Canada from three to five million dollarsnitrogen fertilizer. COE said he had a request

SSsS?u
h
Se

?St|S « «« “ »•

the Chi™,;, •SSjSilut£S&S"wX?2SiS2
t° trade with China. The Chinese, he said, desirethat the group be "completely apart from the Partv - in™ W tainted". The staff Ld other persomel of theorganization must be entirely trustworthy". COE remarked

Aslans "the
8
s?aff"^

"pathetic" b^tnot PartHeople.
aff *? conceP^ COS said he did not

composed of CPmem^?^ a Staff that Would not be

« 4
.According to COB, the Chinese should
f
1*11 ^cognition", they would trade only withindividual merchants in countries like the USA and Canada

?™Lh?Ye,nc> intention at this time of setting S go^ment-controlled purchasing agencies like Amtorg*

Chinese are »fl?L»
ent

n?
nedJh

f
t
5
is communications with the

5
iow * said 'instructions come to him from

thafc he sends *o China

the nhiroo0 5PE told FREED that in addition to trading with
Canadians could ’'service" the Chinese by

with economic reports, statisticalreports, and reports concerning the state of the marketas regards what the Chinese might buy or sell in Canada in

meSber°S?
e
?he°cSnSdL.^

FRfD ^at EHIC ADAMS fflerCanadian spy ring of which SAM CARR was amember) could be of considerable assistance;

- 3 -
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NY 100-96778

j
t

Mentioning again the Chinese insistence that
the trade organizations in the USA and Canada be most
secure, COE stated that great care must, be taken in >
choosing names for these organizations. He said that a V
name like "East-Vfest Trading” is a !’tip off” of association-
with Communist groups. He said the organization should be
"ostensibly legitimate export-import companies with good
people as a front".

With regard’ to the, expense of setting up these
companies, COE said that it was not necessary to have a
large amount of money to begin operations, and that "such
expense could be covered in the initial Chinese order,
payment for which could include initial expenses."

COE then gave FREED what he called "a partial
list" of material the Chinese wish to buy in Canada. The
list was as follows:

Complex tool machinery (he said the- Chinese
themselves could manufacture, simple machinery);

railroad equipment in general;

heavy trucks;

heavy agricultural tractors;

electronic equipment, and electronic
machinery, like computers, etc.;

oil-drilling equipment;

large excavators;

large 50 cubic -meter shovels;

nickel and copper in large amounts;

and nitrogen fertilizer (28$) in whatever
quantityavailable.

, ,

H

TK



aiktel

NY 100-96778

fufcwe’ °22d
tS%°^t”®*n1 'ertilizer iTthe^edlate

Currentl7
,

aair?^°5
S nitroSen ferklize/per year.

Qaid, Western European countries are
wlfch the sa*d fertilizer, but in

<1 ties not sufficient for Chinese requirements.

fc

?
FREEI) ^at it would bethe Canadians to make a direct contact with

Q-e soon ,as possible >(in order to rjpi'fprf* fho
operation". It waffcSen agieefto

6 *

adjourn the meeting and to hold another* orL*“£ 53rd, at the home of f rt was
,,GIBBr "oSm

”

tS5dl

and NY 694-S £ti£FeHB
meetinK

ef
Md

r
fh

ai’d
' ?

*Ue agenda of the previous dajte^
Ideas"?'

d th6I? aSked FRK2D v;hether the latter had "any

mv «
FBEED stated tnat co-incidentally, whenNY 694-s arrived in Canada recently to discuss the Chinntrade operation, the Canadians "already were thtakiSe^ionc.

"g? l
S*8 * According to PREEDrwhen^UCK wafInlhinarecently, he was requested to obtain fertilizer for the£^ese. The Canadians, when NY 694-s Srivld in Toronto£*» in^ organizing a business ^ acquire fertilizerand other material for the Chinese. Considerable h£dbeen .given to using the World Tradincc Co onerate^ .

«

purpose ^Thi^comDM^
1^1^ CP funcfclo«ary,

P
for that

*

®",TS sssfe te«r?0ss^„sx&a
that

1
so
W
f»n

d
in ??re expedient to organize a new companytnat,, so far as the public was concerned, was not leftistThe company which the Canadians are organizlnl for thfchtoa

toport ?o
raU

5he
M^Lbe C

f
Ued «» ’’MaHabKport InS

*
import Co. The headquarters of the said company,

- .5 -



m aoo-96778

temporarily, at least, will be 952 Eglington Ave* West,
Toronto, where FREED andl I now operate a realty company ,

FREED indicated that ! I is not known publicly as a
member of the Communist Party, although in fact he is.

According to FREED, after consultation with
NY 69^-S in Toronto regarding this operation, the
Canadians agreed that they "could give a fast push"
to the said operation, and were 11 in full accord with COE1*,

They already have made inquiries at large chemical companies
in Canada regarding fertilizer,, but so far it seems they
will not be able to obtain any. The Canadians were informed
that these companies have commitments to ship 75$ Of this
special fertilizer to the USA, Of the remaining 25$, the
companies, for many years, have not shipped any of the
fertilizer outside the Dominion because Canada always has
been short of fertilizer.

The Cancans, FREED stated, are continuing
to make inquiries regarding fertiliser, and will ask the
Chinese whether the latter want fertilizer in liquid or
powder form.

FREED said that the situation today in Canada
is "extremely favorable to putting the pressure on the USA1*

(to compel a change in USA trade policies). As an
example of “pressure", he mentioned the followings

Through the East-West Trading Corporation
of Vancouver (mentioned in referenced airtel as doing
business with the Chinese, and as operated by MARVIN
JOHNSON, a Communist), the Chinese ordered a thousand
automobiles from Ford Ltd, Ford Ltd. rejected the order on
instructions from the parent Ford Company in the USA,
which advised that such a sale was contrary to the trade
policies of the USA.

The Canadian United Auto Workers officials
in Windsor "picked this up", and demanded to know from the
Canadian government by what ’right the USA could compel
rejection by Ford Ltd, of the Chinese order, particularly
since the cars in question were assembled at the Ford Ltd,
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plant * The said UAW officials pointed out to the government
that this was a particularly serious matter in view of the
current unemployment situation in the Canadian automobile
industry.

The furore created by the UAW was " terrific 11

;

the controversy made > headlines in the Canadian newspapers f

and became "a political football" when candidates for public
office debated the issue publicly. The Chinese, COE said,
want to create a similar situation with respect to the
trading operation now proposed.

FREED then said that the "Canadian trade list"
is not nearly so restricted as the "USA list". The
Canadian list, he remarked, is "based on the list of the
British who have been doing considerable business with China.
FREED felt certain that some of the items which the Chinese
require can be procured. He said whether they (the items)
should be shipped directly or indirectly was not important
at the moment. The Canadians will investigate the
possibility of purchasing in the USA and shipping from
Canada. Vancouver would be the point from which they
would ship. The Canadians are in a better position than
the Americans since in Canada there is no enemy trading
act to contend with.

' The Canadian group can utilise the services of
capable economists, statisticians, analysts, etc. and when
business expands, the Canadian trade group can expand with

At this point, COS interrupted FREED to say
that he was making notes of everything FREED said, and that
he would furnish the Chinese with a complete report of the
agenda of both the Saturday and Sunday meetings of the
group.

FREED then inquired what assurance could be
given the Canadian group that the Chinese would not, at a
later date, utilize the services of someone other than his
Canadian group. He said that after the Canadians initiated
the operation^ the Chinese might decide "to switch".

7
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NEEDBEMAN told FREED that the latter need
have no fear In that regard, that if the Canadians
dealt honestly with the Chinese, "the preference" would*
go to them.

FREED then inquired how the Canadians would
know whether any particular order from the Chinese was
obtained through COE and his group. COE replied, "That
order will be ear-marked". COB then said he would
instruct the Chinese to deal directly with the Canadians'.

• With respect to what percentage of profits
should be paid by one group to the other in the event one
or the other handles a Chinese order, it was decided that
TIM BUCK would determine such percentage" since everybody
trusts him". This arrangement concerns buying and selling,
but does not apply to "services" furnished to the Chinese.

(

With respect to "services" (furnishing information), each
group will retain any funds .received from the the Chinese
for such services.

COE and FREED then discussed the fact that
at this time there is no one through whom the groups can
pass money to each other. It was agreed that such a person
must be found. (NY 694-S noted that although the word
"person" was used in this connection, it did not necessarily
preclude utilization of a method, instead of a person,'
for transfer of money).

*

COE, according to NY 694-S, then proceeded
to give the group "a pep talk", telling them he desired
action in these trade operations, and that it would not
be well for the respective groups to sit in their offices,
waiting for orders from the Chinese. 'As an example of
what he termed "a foolish operation", COE mentioned the
following:

|
I who operates "New Century Pub-

lishers", has an exclusive contract with the Chinese#
whereby he purchases for the Chinese annually $100,000 worth
of books. It is a lucrative business,, and the* "idiot"

|

- 8 -
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sees money "rolling in" so easily, that he believes he
can "branch out" and engage in a general trading operation
with the Chinese. In view of

| | lack of Interest
"In doing some real work", this contemt>lfl.fced general
trading operation will be a failure. Since I I

interest in the book purchasing business will be diverted
by the general trading operation, the said book purchasing
business will very likely also be a fiasco.

It was then agreed that in the next few
days, the Canadians should complete the legal organization
of the company to engage in trade with China, and that
TIM BUCK should decide the amount of percentages, as
referred to above. When these things are done, the
Canadians should notify ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN by mail to that
effect. In the future, should the American group have a
problem requiring personal contact with the Canadians, P |

I I will contact FREED In Toronto* With respect to
major problems of concern to both groups, the Canadians,
probably FREED, will come to New York for discussions.

Before the conference terminated,, NEEDLEMAN
said to COE, "Why don*t you arrange it so that some Eastem-
European business will be given to the Canadians as a front,
creating the impression that their operations are not restricted
to the Chinese, but that they are world-wide?" COE In-
dicated that he would give some thought to NEEDLEMAN*

s

suggestion.

COE told FREED that everything discussed at the
two conferences would be reported in detail to "London"
for transmission to I I

NY 694-S advised that at no time during the
conference was the London contact of COE identified. The
Informant noted, however, that on several occasions when COE
referred to the London contact, stating he would inform
the latter of the agenda of the meetings, NEEDLEMAN would
remind COE to tell "SOL" something which NEEDLEMAN
considered Important. Discreet attempts by the informant,
to ascertain the identity of the London contact,, were
unsuccessful

9
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According to the Informant
T on Monday, March

24th, COB, | I FREED J [and MY 694-S met Tor lunch
shortly berore FREED anq |left New York to return
by plane to Canada. The conversation concerned matters
already discussed at the Saturday and 'Sunday meetings,
and reflected that "everybody was happy about the deal"

.

COE stated that in about three weeks, he should receive a
communication (probably from London) reflecting the
reaction of I \ to the Information being
furnished now by cos regarding the meetings of the Canadians
and Americans.

On March 25th. NY 6<34-S discussed the China
trade operation with

| |
who reported the following:

So far as the American group is concerned,
the only persons knowing the "inside details" of the
China trade operation^ and having an immediate interest
in it are | | NEEDLBMAN. MILTON FRIEDMAN, COE, and COE's
brother-in-law, HENRY COLLINS (COLLINS is HENRY HILL COLLINS
Buflle 101-1335* During interviews in the NYO in January,
February and March of 1949, VHTmKER CHAMBERS, confessed
former Soviet espionage agent, advised that HENRY COLLINS
was a member of the original Communist underground apparatus
operated by HAROLD WARE in Washington, D.C. in the
1930* s).

The "Investors" are interested in this operation
only to the extent that they have invested in "breaking
the trade barrier with China". Their financial interest is
a "potential" in the sense that if the trade barrier is
broken, they may receive "concessions" from tie Chinese for
their individual businesses* These "concessions" would
result from the China trade groups soliciting such
concessions for them from the Chinese. The said investors
are not aware of, nor will they be advised of, the meetings
between the Canadian and American groups. These investors
will be "on the ground floor" when, and if, the trade
barrier is broken.

Despite guarded inquiries by NY 694-S, I I

made no attempt to identify the investors. The inrormanu is
doubtful whether

| | actually knows who these individuals
are.
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With respect to the London contact referred to

by NEEDLEMAN as "SOL *
, it is suggested that "SOL" might

%% i™#5ical with s°L°MON TROME, subject of Bureau file
77-27252* 2R0NE is an engineer who spent many years in
Russia* China* India, and Israel, and, according to a recent
report. Is now In London* TRONE reportedly had close
personal contact with many leading functionaries In the
aforementioned countries, and may have been engaged In
industrial espionage* He reportedly exerted political
influence in the countries where he ostensibly was
operating as an engineer*

By reason of TRONE's Qualifications, it is
believed he is eminently qualified to act as I

agent in London, 1

It is noted that FRANK COE seems to be the
central figure in what may be a conspiracy to purchase
material in the USA, which is to be shipped via Canada to
Communist China* Until such time as the New York trade
group operates under a specific trade name. Information
regarding this matter will *be reported under the caption,
VIRGINIUS FRANK COE, was; ESPIONAGE-R11

*

NY 694-S will be alert to obtaining all
available Information regarding this matter*

POWERS
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OFFICE MEMORAN^! * UNITED STATES GOVERNME0

*-/

: SAC, NEW YORK (100-60640) DATES 3/14/58

FROM : SA THOMAS J. MC NIFF (#12-11)

SUBJECT: HAROLD JULIAN COLLINS
IS-C

The New York Office is presently preparing
a 6-months report on COLLINS as he has been recommended 3

for the key figure list.

In addition the New York Office Is giving
consideration to the development of a confidential
source to further clarify subjects activities with
the CP and the Faculty of Social Science.

It is requested that agents handling
Informants to whose file a copy of this memorandum has
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been directed ascertain from that informant to the
best of his or her knowledge, subjects position
or title withirt. the OP and his position (if* any) or
capacity with regard to the Faculty of Social* Sciences.
It is also requested that thSse informants be queried
as to whether or not they have seen the subject with
any records pertaining to various phases of CP activity
and if the answer Is affirmative ascertain their
knowledge of the nature and location of these
records.
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FBI HEW YORK, N. Y.

Date: 3/20/56

Transmit the following In Plain text

Via AIRTBL RM

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (65-62041)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (65-16441)

SUBJECT; SASH
ESPIONAGE - R

Re my.airtel dated 3/18/5$, captioned ‘SOLO; IS-C/ 1

containing Information obtained by NY 694 -S from TIM BUCK,
Canadian Communist Party leader, during the Informants trip to
Toronto between March 13th and March 17th, 1958. Reference also

’

my let dated 3/14/58, captioned ‘VIRGINIUS FRANK COE, was;
ESPIONAGE - R*' (Bufile 100-364447). (For the Information of
Chicago, COE is a member of a New York group interested In trad-
ing with Red China, and in obtaining the cooperation of a
Canadian agency through which material fbctn the USA could be
shipped to China. COE at the moment appears to be the organizer
of the New York group, and has reported that a representative of
the group has conferred on several occasions In Paris with CHAO
TING CHI, former CPUSA member, and currently minister of foreign
trade in Red China. CHI reportedly is desirous of obtaining
considerable material from the USA, and is in a position to
give 11 friendly business people 1 * in the USA large orders. ISIDORE
"GIBBY''NEEDLEMAN and I

~1 both of whom are known to the
Chicago Office, are members of the New York group. On his recent
visit to TIM BUCK in Toronto, NY 694-S, pursuant to Instructions
from COE, was to enlist BUCK ; S assistance in securing the
cooperation of a Canadian agency through which the New York group
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Airtel to Bureau
NY 65-16441

could trade with Red China. The informant also was to tell BUCK
that CHAO TING CHI, according to COE desires that there be
organized a Canadian group similar to the New York group and en-
tirely trustworthy, to trade with Red China.)

^ ^ advised on 3/19/5& that, after discussing with
BUCK a highly confidential natter reported in referenced NY airtel
captioned U

SOLO, 1S-C/' NY 694-S presented tp BUCK the problem^
the above mentioned New York group interested in trading with Red
China. In reply to the informant's questions whether BUCK knew
COE, BUCK said that he did, and that he last had seen COE when
STUART SMITH (Canadian CP functionary) had brought COE to him,
and requested that BUCK assist COE ’'in getting out of Canada. 11

BUCK then whispered to NY 694-S, "I had met COE before STUART in-
troduced him in 1953- When I first met COE, he came td me to
help him get to the Soviet Union. I advised him against It.
There would have been too many headlines and too much publicity.
I told him he shouldn't disappear. Ke was a very close friend of
ERIC ADAMS. ^According to NY 694-S ADAMS was a member of the
Canadian spy ring of which SAM CARR had been a member.)

.

BUCK Instructed NY 694-S to tell COE the following:

Coincidentally, but fortunately for COE'S group, BUCK
and the Canadian CP are in the process of reorganizing ’’World
Trading, Ltd.,” a Toronto company presently operated by JACK COWAN
(Canadian CP functionary). COWAN is to be relieved of control for
two reasons: he has been paying little. If any, attention to the
business recently, and he is leaving Canada for a three-month
vacation trip to Europe, COWAN will be replaced by NORMAN BREED,
who Is the logical man 1

' to cooperate with COE regarding Canadian
participation In the China trade deal. (FREED, according to
NY 694-S, Is now a member of the Canadian CP National Committee.
He had been a member of the National Executive Committee and

.

National Educational Director, but resigned from these posts to
devote more time to his private real estate business.)

NY 694-S, who had believed that COWAN was the exclusive
owner of "World Trading, Etd., 1

' asked BUCK by what 'authority
BUCK and the CP could replace COWAN with FREED. EUCK replied,
'Why not? We are the ones who put the money Into It. 1,

- 2 -
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BUCK then said that FREED might be able to go to New
York to confer with COE. Of “all the leading people/ 1 BUCK
stated, FREED is the only one who has succeeded in crossing the
border without incident.

BUCK continued that in view of the problem submitted
to him by NY 694-S and further in view of the fact that COWAN
would leave on the following day for his trip abroad, BUCK would
contact COWAN and instruct him 11 to sign over the company (World
Trading, Ltd.) immediately to NORMAN FREED. BUCK then telephoned
to COWAN, telling the latter cryptically that NY 694-S would
contact COWAN, and that COWAN should follow BUCK'S instructions
which would be given him by NY 694-S. BUCK also telephoned to
FREED; advising the latter that he was to assume control of
“World Trading, Ltd. 1, and that on the following day he would be
contacted by NY 694 -S who would brief him regarding an important
matter which BUCK desired him to handle.

BUCK also said that he had in mind two other indi-
viduals who could assist cos but neither of whom he would
recommend. One, he said, was I la former associate of
COWAN in “World Trading, Ltd.”; the other wasl I

whose firm is “East-West Trading Co./' located in Vancouver, B.C.
I 1 according to BUCK, is a CP member, but his firm is “not
essentially party-controlled/ 1 The firm, BUCK said, is “doing
business on a small scale with the Chinese. 11

On the following day NY 694-S contacted FREED ex-
plaining COE'S problem and giving him BUCK'S instructions with
respect to assuming control of “World Trading, Ltd. 11 and obtaining
from COWAN necessary papers for legal transfer of title to the
company. The informant also informed FREED of BUCK'S desire that
FREED confer with COE concerning the China trade matter.

FREED and the informant then visited JACK COWAN, and
furnished him details of BUCK'S instructions regarding transfer
of title in “World Trading, Ltd. 1

' and FREED'S assignment to co-
operate with the New York group in the China trade deal. COWAN
was agreeable to do as BUCK requested, but stated that since it
was more or less known that “World Trading, Ltd. 1

‘ is “left-
controlled, “ the Chinese might object to association with the
company lest it invite investigation of the trade operation.
He suggested that for security reasons it might be a good idea to
form a new company “ostensibly not leftist,

"
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COWAN said that for the duration of his trip abroad
he would like to retain the ‘‘World trading. Ltd.* charter because,
when in London, talking to export-import people, he desired to°

represent himself as an official of the 3aid company. He said that
his retaining the charter temporarily should not affect FREED
either in the latter*s operation of 'World Trading, Ltd. 1 or in
his dealings with the New York group represented by COE. FREED
agreed to this arrangement.

COWAN said he was leaving Canada on .March l6th for a
nine-week tour, his itinerary including Portugal, Madeira. Rome,
Israel, Home for a second time, Vienna and London. He said he
would fly from Canada to Lisbon, and would return to Montreal by
ship.

Before leaving NY 694-S, FREED agreed to come to New
York on the week end of March 22nd and 23rd for conferences with
COE. He will contact NY 69^-S on arrival in New York, and the
latter will arrange his meeting COE.

Noon NY 69^-S 1 return to New York, he conferred with
COE and I I furnishing them the details of his discussions
with BUCK and FREED regarding the China trade matter. Both were
very pleased to learn that FREED would come to New York for con-
ferences. fifra that such conferences be held at his
home. COE and I 1agreed, however, that they could not decide
where the conferences should be held until they conferred with
ISIDORE “fllRBY

11 NEEDLEMAN, whom they mentioned as 11 treasurer of
the organization. 11 NEBDLEMAN they said, would attend the con-
ferences with FREED.

NY 694-S suggested that as "good business people 1 '

COE andl | representing the New York group, should offer to
pay at least part of the expenses incurred by FREED in coming to
New York. COE was in agreement with the suggestion, butl I

was opposed to it. It was finally agreed that COE and | |

should confer with NEEDLEMAN at the latter* s office oh March
20th for the purpose of deciding where conferences with FREED
should be held, and whether the New York group should reimburse
FREED for the expenses Incident to his trip to New York.

NY 694-S advised that from remarks made by COE he in-
ferred that COE and CHAO TING CHI are friends of long standing,

- 4 -
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having attended the same university at the same time. The in-
formant also inferred from a remark of COE'S that the latter -has
a contact in London,

According to NY 694-S, before leaving Canada he re-
ceived FREED’S assurance that the latter , after conferring with
COE and his group in New York/ would fully brief the informant
regarding the said conference, NY 694-S obtained this commitment
from FREED after informing the latter that/ since the China trade
deal was not per se a CPUSA operation but might possibly affect
the security of the Party/ the CPUSA, through the informant,
should be aware of COE’S operations.

NY 694-S further advised that pursuant to instructions
he had received on 10/23/57 from ISIDORE "GIBB?* 1 NEEDLEMAN-he
told TIM BUCK the following concerning the missing | I

brothers

:

In November, 1956, a Russian delivered to I I

three letters from his brothers I I together with a
picture of a child, I H
NY 6Q4-S also told R1TCK that while enroute to Mexico to visit I

lhad lost the said letters and photograph.
BUCK'S comments In reply were; l, I'm not surprised at all that
NEEDLEMAN heard from them. That confirms what I thought when I
spoke to them (the Soviets) about the ! I I spoke to them
at that time about another family. I heard about them, and was
able to trace them."

1 NY 694-S inferred from BUCK'S remark that
the latter assumed that l 1 had received communications
from his brothers as a result of BUCK'S Inquiries In Moscow con-
cerning them.

NY 694-S will Inform NEEDLEMAN of BUCK'S remarks with
a view to obtaining from NEEDLEMAN further Information regarding
the missing I I activities

.
past and present,

NY 694-S further advised that while in Toronto he
talked to ELIZABETH MASCOLO, TIM BUCK'S "girl friend," and also
to SAM CARR, neither of whom furnished any pertinent Information,

It Is suggested that there be no dissemination outside
the Bureau of the above information inasmuch as, by Its nature,
such Information tends to Indicate that NY 694-S, a very valuable
informant, is the source thereof,

POWERS
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FBI
VSfrGi 4/2/58

Transmit the following in_

Via AIRTEL

PLAIN TEXT

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-364447)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-96778)

SUBJECT: VIRGINIUS FRANK COE, was.
ESPIONAGE-R

Remyairtel, 3/27/58, to Bureau and Chicago.

NY 694-S advised on 4/1/58, that on the
previous day he conferred with ISIDORE GIBBY , NEEDLEMAN
concerning the China trade operation.

NEEDLEMAN exhibited to the Informant a letter
dated 3/28/58, on the stationery of the "Max Babad
Export-Import Co.," signed by| I The letter
reflected that the Canadian trade group is currently
holding meetings regarding the trade operation; that
the matter of "percentages" is under discussion but

#

not as yet determined; and that the Canadian group
contemplates doing an extensive export-import business.

4 - Bureau (100-364447) (RM)
(1 - Bufile 65-62041 (SASH))

1 - Chicago (100-SASH) (INFO) (RM)
Q)- New York (134-91) (F&C) (INVES9 - New York (134-91) (F&C) CEHVES) (#6)

1 - New York (100-78633) (ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN) (#6)

1 - New York gRimMAH)
1 - New York (100-21785 )1 I (rf6 )

1 - New York (105-1322) (CHAO TING CHI) (#1)
1 - New York (105-1329) (SURVEY OF CHINESE COMMUNIST

ACTIVITY IN THE U.S.) (#1)
1 - New York (65-16441-) (SASH) (#6)
1 - New York (100-96127) (SOLOMON TRONE) (#6)
1 - New York (IOO-8985I) (HENRY KILL COLLINS) (#7-4)
1 - New York (IOO-96778 ) IE;

SE.WU7SD.. .Ffl.rjiV

4M
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FBI
Date:

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via AIRTEL

NY 100-96778

NY 694-S reminded NEEDLEMAN that at the recent
conference of the Canadian and American groups it was agreed
that the Canadians should have a direct contact with CHAO
TING CHI or the latter's representative. The informant
also told NEEDLEMAN that while NY 694-S was in Canada
recently - before the conference of the Canadian and
American groups - he and FREED had discussed the fact that
CHI has a London agent, and that it would be to the
advantage of the Canadian trade group that a representative
thereof confer directly with CHI'S agent in London.

FREED, NY 694-S told NEEDLEMAN, suggested that
JACK COWAN, Canadian CF functionary who Is familiar with
the contemplated trade operation, even though.he will not
necessarily be connected with It, would be ideally suited
to conferring with the London contact in behalf of the
Canadian group. (COWAN is now abroad and will include in
his Itinerary a visit to London, where he will confer
with British export-import people.)

NEEDLEMAN thought well of FREED 1 s suggestion, be
and said that either FRANK COE or I I could Inform b7c

NY 694-S whom COWAN might contact In London. NY 694-S
stated he would prefer to discuss the matter with COE, and
asked NEEDLEMAN for COE'S telephone number. NEEDLEMAN
told NY 694**S that COE could be contacted at either
Oregon 9-8446 or Watkins 4-5662, (It v?as ascertained that
Watkins 4-5662 is COE'S home telephone number, and that
Oregon 9-8446 is the number of "Two Continents Commodity
Corporation," located at 246 5th Ave,, NYC.)

A check of the NYO indices reflected no
information concerning the said company. Records of the
County Clerks Office, NY County, reflected that Two
Continent Commodity Corporation (Certificate of
Incorporation No, 10482

) was incorporated on 10/22/57, „

directors and stockholders being listed as follows: 1 r IM
;

IV. *1 : , V"
-2-







SAC, HEW XORK (100-118948)

Source „

Reliability

Date of Activity

Data Received

Received By

NY‘694-S* (protect)

.Who has furnished reliable
information in the past.

3/5//5S

W/S

s

NY 694*3 redviaed on 3/3S/5& that after discussing'
on j>/3//?8 a matter not pertinent to instant ease with ISIDORE
NEEDIEMAN, he mentioned to NEEDLEHAN that he recently had
conferred in Toronto, Canada, with TIM BUCK. . , Canadian CP leader,
who sent NEEDLEMAN his regards.

you before, but

I

r gave von fa?" Tim (original' letter sent to
I | through Tim Buck, who delivered let

. "I don*t know^Whether^told^

Moscow for transmission to the I

the embassy brought Max a letter wi
f

> letter to ocrsu in
brothers). A guy from

a picture of the family, 1 ’

NY 694-3 -itold HSEDLEMAN that BUCK had made
a brief to thef I matter when MY 6Q4-s*-fcoid
BUCK that I lhad heard from the missing I I brothers,
(The informant reminded IfRKfiT.KMfitJ that the latter had mentioned
to him the fact thatl lhad received a letter from the
missing brothers )

.

BUCK . the informant told NEEDLEMAN, was not
surprised that l lhad received the letter from Ms
brother, and mentioned that through the Soviets he had been
able to trace

,

"another family missing for two years.”

<SU New York (134-91) (P&C) '

1- New York (10^7^h
1- New York i lOg-llSoj;. gj . // , + /
l- New York i log-11491

,

k / -yj ,/J
1- New York 1 100*111386 (6) r* rx
1- New York {100-118948 ' V /
ACBVir



* *

NY 100-118548

NY i$94-S*fchen Inquired whether I I was
happy, and whether he continued to hear from BlsDrothers.
NEEDLEMAN replied, ,fNo, he hasn't heard since* He would
like to get an address .where he could write to them. u

NY 694*B*fchen mentioned that he expects to
,go to Toronto soon, and that £XM BUCK might he able to
assist again In this matter* NSEDLSMAN said he thought
it vould be a good idea for MAX to write an unsealed
letter to his brothers (so that BUCK might know the content
thereof) and to have BUCK handle the transmission of the
letter to the brothers as he had before (through .Soviet
channels). NEEpLKMAN indlcnted that he would discuss this
suggestion with I,

|
and that he would notify

NY b94-3*lf[~^snouia decide to qsk 3>XM BUCK¥a assistance
in transmitting it to the

| [brothers.

** 1



SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-78633 )

ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, was
IS-Rj ISA Of 1950

Source

Reliability Who has furnished reliable
Information In the past

Pate of Activity 3/31/58

Pate Received V31/58

Infofljjant reported that JACK CHILDS conferred

with NEEDLEMAN at the latter 1 s office and informed
him that he had some things that he wanted to talk
aver with FRANK and I I (presumably FRANK COE and! |

I ( JACK relatSTihat he and NORMAN (presumably

NORMAN FREED) had talked over the deal with JACK
(presumably JACK COWAN) while they were to Canada,

and that JApK would be tovolved in "the thing”, but

not In name.

NEEDLEMAN told CHILDS that if "they" needed

to get to touch with CHI, who NEEDLEMAN said is not
to London, they can get the name of the person to

contact from] FRANK. NEEDLEMAN gave CHILDS

the home telepnone number of FRANK COE as WA 4-5662

and his office phone as OR 9-8446.

NEEDLEMAN asked CHILDS about SAM (presumably

SAM CARR) "up there”, CHILDS reported that SAM
is okay, but would like to become active again.

iSifew York (134-91) (XNVES) (#6)
1-Itew York (IOO-96770)

/PRtfflc COEl (M\
1-Hew York (100-8178?) L
1-New York
1—New York
1-Nev York (100-

100-1189

J

105-1322 g-:**
v/Vf V ifit

p /•



m 100-78633

IJEEDLEMAN commented "Why doesn't he go back? The time
is right*1

' CHILDS then suggested that HEEDLEMAH
write to him through SAM's wife, who now works in
an attorney's office,

S then asked NEEDLEMAH ifl I(presumably
satisfied, and NEBDLEMAII replied

like to Jmow how h« can write to “them"
misslnd brothers )i CHILDS

suggested that possibly the "old man" (presumably
TIM BOCK) could get an address for them to write
to by this snmpftr., 2CBEDLEWAN suggested that he might
be able to getl to write

.
another letter for 1ACK

to deliver to the "old man*J HKEDLEMAN further suggested
that it might be well fori Inot to seal thelftetter
so that HtheyM could check to see that it is okay«

** 2 **



FBI

Transmit the following in

Via AIKTEL

PLAIN TEXT
?xt or co<

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-397656)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-6061)

SUBJECTr was*

1 the subjects request * relayed to NY 694-S*
the informant met withl Ion 4/4/58 at

which time the following transpired according to NY 694-S*
who provided this info on 4/7/58*

I I had brought his 35mm Contax camera along
which he said was out of focus* He asked NY 694-S* to have
it repaired and also to have it appraised for a possible
trade-in; NY 694-S* took the subject to a camera shop where
a minor adjustment was made to correct the focus in i

camera; When l I was informed that the appraised value
of his camera was $113*00 he was indignant saying he felt
the camera was worth much more* |

Idecided to keep the
oamera;

10 - Bureau (lOO-397666)(Rl
(1 - Bufile 100-87638
(1 - Bufile 100-34833*
1 - Bufile 100-213^1 TIM BUCK)
1 - Bufile 100-3-81 CEmalMEE
1 - Bufile 100-359323
1 - Bufile:. 10G~408565|
1 - Bufile lOO-OP - CANADA)

^SUCHY)

IAL RELATIONS)

1 - NY 100-21785 l

1 - NY 100-86601 i

1 - NY 100-15140 \

1 - NY 100-86624 i

1 - NY 100-51166
1 - NY 100-68934
r - NY 100-102429
Q> NY 134-91 (P&
1 - NY 105-6061 )

£jlEL:rlf(#6)
( 20 ).

Approved

;

;j. KATz-sucmri (#18-0)
TIM BUCK)
CPUSA-INTERHATIONAL RELATIONS)

mi
SEARCHED j.

t-FILED <

91958
^york

Sent



NY 105-6061

I I later asked NY 694-S* to brief bin -regarding

the activities of the CP, “Right-Wing" group. He said he
wanted this information for (JUBIUS2) KATZ-SUCHY (Polish
Ambassador to India)* He asked NY 69**-$* to arrange that

CP literature be sent to KAT2-SUCHY, whose address is 22
Golf Links Area, New Delhi, India, on a regular basis*

I I also requested NY 694-S* to arrange with
TIM BUCK of the Canadian CP to have Canadian CP literature
sent regularly to KATZ-SUCKY* KATZ-SUCKY, in turn, would
send literature to TIM BUCK and to the CPUSA. BUCK is- to

tell NY 694-S* to what address he wants KATZ-SUCHY to send
thla literature. NY 694-S* pavd Ithe address Of

I l as a drop to
wv^vt KW7..snnHV should flftnd literature toinformant for
transmission to CPUSA- I l

| - She would pick up
literature and give it to NY t>y4-S*)

.

the US at
said KATZ»SUCHY is scheduled to come to

Nin September, 1958.

Hn» ta\ I KATZ-SUCHY has Invited the
|to come to India as his house guest

long as she desires* The subject said
| to go but he cbubted that she could get

subjectl |to come to India as his house guest
and to as long as she desires. The subject said

he would like ] I to go but he doubted that she could get

a passport;

In the course of their meeting, NY 694-S# said
|

also commented on personal matters such as the death of

his son, RICHARD, and the fact that he is currently
unemployed; No mention was made by of any impending

trip by him outside New York City* baid his wife

is in a very depressed state as a result of their son*s

death and he did not dare leave her alone. I I
said



'* r .Ifc

NY 105-6061

he and his wife feel responsible for their son's
suicide. NY 694-S* fcold l H he did not feel this
wag sn and sought to comfort the subject along this line,

I 1 apparently was impressed by what NY 694-S* had
to say and he asked the informant to come to his residence
on the evening of 4/10/58 and say the same thing to his
wife;

I ^ have indicated recently
frhgfc >1 a a urging his wife to accompany

I \ who has beep vlsitjng the

|

for a rest to Winnipeg, Canada, where I Iresides!
1

The subjects wife, however, is reluctant to go anywhere

.

without the subject at this time 4 I I returned
to Canada on h/bfo8 apparently failing in her attempt to
havel I accompany her;

Notwithstanding I ~l amenability to meet
with NY 694-S* on 4/10/58, the NYO will continue to be
alert for any signs of subjects departure for Mexico,

The Bureau will be kept advised.

POWERS

•• 3
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM**** UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-102) DATE! April 15, 1958

SAC, CHICAGO (100-3t|108)

COMMUNIST PARTI - USA
FUNDS (RESERVE FUND)
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

IT IS TO BE NOTED THAT THE BUREAU HAS ADVISED THE
.CHICAGO AND 'NEW YORK DIVISIONS THAT COPIES OF ^REPORTS ON THE
RESERVE. FUND HAVE NOT BEEN DISSEMINATED DUE TO THE EXTREMELY SBN-
SITIVB NATURE OF THE INFORMATION REPORTED AND THB SOURCES INVOLVED .

THE BUREAU ALSO ADVISED THAT SUPPLEMENTAL INVESTIGATION MUST BE
CONDUCTED ONLY IF THERE IS NO CHANCE OF COMPROMISING CG 5§2El^S*.
AND THAT. NOTHING SHOULD BE ATTEMPTED WHICH WILL IN ANY WAY INTER-
FERE WITH THE WORK OF CG R82I1-S* ON THB NATIONAL AUDITING COMMITTEE
OF. THB COMMUNIST PARTY - USA .

CG 5324-3*, on* April 7 , 1958, made available to SA JOHN
E. KEATING four dictaphone memo belts, which were transcribed by
Stenographer !

'
I The information on the following

pages is contained in this transcription, which is located In
Chicago file A/134-46-4508

.

TO %

FROM %

SUBJECT!

4 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
(1 - IOO-3-63 ) (CP-USA, Funds)
(1 - IOO-3-I04 ) (CP-USA, Counter-Intelllgeneo Program)

1 - Detroit (100-13740) (HELEN WINTER) (REGISTERED)

New York (REGISTERED) ,
\

A/134.91 ) (NY 694-S*)(P & C) (Info) (#6 ) (JVSXSJ
(1 - 100-74560) (CP-USA, Funds) (#19-1)
(1 - 100-128314) (CP-USA, New York District, Funds) (#19-2)
(1 - 100-128861) (CP-USA, Funds) (Reserve Fund) (#19-1)
(1 - 100-81338) (CP-USA, Security Measures) (#19-1)
(1 - 100-131666) (CP-USA, Southern Regional Committee) (#19-1)
(l - 100- ) (Camp Wlngdale)
(l - 100- ).(Eloquent Press)
(1 - 100- )(F & D Corporation)
(1 - IOO-5182O) (Jefferson School, of Social
(1 - 100- ) ("Morning Freihalt n

)

A3^ - ?/
Science)

be
b7(

See 11 page for additional copies



CG 100-31408

New York
(1
<1 -

(1 -
(1 -
(X -

(1 -

(1 -
(1 -

(1 -
(X -

(1 -
(1 -
(1 -

(1 -

(1 «

(1 —
a -

a -
(31 «
(1 -

(1 -
(1 -

(X -
(1 -
(1 -

r
(l -
(1 -

(1 *
(1 -
(1 -

copies (continued)
100- ) (Omega Music Corporation)
100-3X769) (Prompt Press) (#7-2)
97-169) (Publishers New Press) (#7-2)
100-70303) (Twelfth-Thirteenth Realty Corporation)
100.1 PQAPQ) fWTT.T.TAM AT.JKRRTSON) (#19-1)
100—11921 )1 «#19»1)
100-56579 ){wnr. rabui
100-111201) 1 I

100-20128) (ALEXANDER BITTELMAN) (#7-1;)
100-50806) (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEZ) (#12-15)
100- ) (JACK GHILDS)
100- )((FNU) COHEN)
100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19-1)
100-93796) (PEGGZ DENNIS)
100- ) (BEN DVOSIN)
100-7658 )

fTSH TTARETSl f#1 P-1 1

)

100- >i r

100-111180 ) (STAR LEVTson) (#19-1 )

100-467) ^WTT.T.TAM T.MJBTaWrel

100-52959)
100-66110)
100-50983)
100- )

100-21290
) )

f#12-lET
100-18065) (JACK STACHEL) (#19-1) .

100-27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (#19-l)
100-21421) (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG) (#19-1)
100-18672) (MAX WEISS)
100-19679 ) fISADORB WOFSZ) (#19-1)
100- )f D

2 - Philadelphia
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-

3 - Chicago

(REGISTERED)
') (CP-PSA . Funds) (Reserve Pond)

(1 - A/l34-46-4508a)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)

tf/jEK*kw

- ii

L



April 7, 1958

Meeting Between MORRIS CHILDS, ROBERT
THOMPSON and HELEN WINTER in the National
Office of the Comunist Party ~ USA

On Monday, March 31, 1958, at about 10:30 A* Me, MORRIS
CHILDS, BOB THOMPSON and HELEN WINTER met regarding the financial
situation in the National Office of the Communist Party - USA*
ISADORE WOFST was present for only a part of the -time* He said
that he could not organize -his time In order to meet with WINTER
and CHILDS on that date* 'He suggested that the meeting with him
be held on Tuesday mqrning* WOFSY was excused and was Instructed
to bring LEM HARRIS with him to the office of JACK CHILDS on
Tuesday, April 1, 1958 , at 10?30 -A*M*

THOMPSON made his report in writing on the blackboard*
He. erased constantly* The jist of THOMPSONS report was that the
Communist Party Is in a bad way, financially, and that there has
been a lot of looting of Party funds* He cited a number of examples*
It is impossible to remember all of them In detail* These are some
of the essential facts*

THOMPSON said that this looting began when the inner
Party struggle opened up* Although they have no exact figures,
they do know that a number of business enterprises were utilized
either by Individuals or by groups, particularly those affiliated'
with the GATES faction, in order to obtain money*

THOMPSON said that at one time GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY had
$100,000* He was supposed to invest this money. He reported that
this money was invested in negotiable securities and that he had
given this money to a very reliable friend — some attorney* When
GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY was asked about getting some of this money
back, he said that this investment had not proven too profitable
and it ‘was reduced to a value of $80,000,* Despite many appeals by
the Party leadership, both state and national, that he tell them
who thi3 attorney is so that they could talk to him, to this day
CHARNEY has not given the name of this particular individual to
anyone in the Party leadership* All that the Party has gotten
from this $100,000 so far is about $8,000* According to THOMPSON,
they are beginning to write this $100,000 off as a loss* He empha-
sized the fact that CHARNEY may be maneuvering to appropriate this
money, if there is any left, either for his own use or for the use
of his group, or that he may even have used It during the factional
struggle* THOMPSON qualified this last statement by saying that he
Is not charging CHARNEY with individual dishonesty; however, these
are the facts*



Then THOMPSON cited the example of a, print shop* He
said that the Party originally put $18,000 in some kind of a print
shop* BEN DAVIS, formerly of Brookiyn and not tQ_he_cnmfused with
the Negro BEN DAVIS, and a person by the name of I \ had some-
thing to do with this print shop* After a few months, they asked 1

the District for additional money to be Invested in this print
shop* An additional forty some thousand dollars, perhaps $1*5 ,000 ,

was obtained from the New York .District* There was a minority
partner in the print shop* After a few .months, or sometime in
August, 1956, this print shop was liquidated and the so-called
minority partner became the owner by buying the rest of the shares
for a few thousand dollars* THOMPSON did not state the exact
figure, but did say that it was less than $8,000*

In this connection, THOMPSON stated that it is obvious
that somebody was taken for a ride — narsly, the Party* They may
have used this gimmick of the print shop to acquire money which
was later used either by these individuals or by the Right wing
group*

Then THOMPSON said that sometime in 1957 BILL LAWRENCE
asked for $12,000 to invest in some partnership in some music pub-
lishing establishment* A partnership In this music publishing
establishment was purchased* According to LAWRENCE, this estab-
lishment was not to be used to give anyone a job, but was to be
used rather for the purpose of allegedly placing a few people, per-
haps including himself, on the payroll so that, for Social Security
purposes, the employer would be .a private employer instead of
being the Party* Later on, someone asked for more money to invest
in this establishment ostensibly to make a profit which would go
to the Party* However, after a few months, or sometime in the late
fall of 1957* this partnership was also sold for a paltry few
dollars* In this ease, the minority partner once again became the
sole owner of the establishment*

Then THOMPSON went into the Brooklyn matter* He said
that to this day they have not been able to get anything from
.Brooklyn* Recently, however*

]
I agreed to the setting

up of a committee by the New York District for the purpose of mak-
ing an audit of the funds in Brooklyn* THOMPSON did mention that
originally they had some apartment houses, a drug firm and some
other businesses in Brooklyn, but most of these have been sold*
Even what remains is not in liquid form* He implied that hence-
forth Brooklyn may be co-operating, but the individuals involved,
who has what, the amount of money, the legal control of businesses,

2



etc*, are still a mystery to the district and to the national
leadership*

THOMPSON did .not put so much emphasis upon the mishandl-
ing of funds by the Leftists as he did upon the mishandling of
rnnflfi hv the Right wing* He also pointed out that the attorney,

| | seems to be involved in all of these transactions,
Dotn m tne aistrict and in the counties*

THOMPSON made no precise reports regarding New York State
finances h*yrmd *•>>« in aft -Tew months* He repeated a previous
assertion that I 1walked off with $25,000 and that to
this date none of this money has been returned*

THOMPSON stated that there is no question but that hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars were misappropriated by various
individuals and groups* He also emphasized that the Party has no
legal means of compelling any one of these individuals to return
this money*

Then THOMPSON stated that the National Office has now
made up a list of thirty individuals who are contributors or who
have been contributors to the Party in the past* The names of
these individuals have been divided among the Party leaders, who
will visit with them, talk to them and try to get donations and
contributions from them* He said that so .far there have been few
meetings between the Party leaders and these individuals* However,
he cited an example of one case — the name of the individual Is
not known to this reporter — who has already contributed $500*
This individual was allegedly pleased that the Party people came
to see him* Most of those who have been visited want to discuss
^problems other than finances* THOMPSON said that this part of the
work has been neglected up to now* He said that he hopes that
this list can be enlarged* He said also that perhaps some of
those on the present list will refuse to contribute, but the Party
leadership will at least know about It* THOMPSON then stated that
this program would in no way conflict with the other groups of
people who make contributions to the reserve .fund* In other words,
the national leadership will not be working at cross purposes with
those persons receiving contributions from individuals for the
reserve fund* There will not be a duplication of effort*

THOMPSON then stated that he wanted the National Audit-
ing Committee, consisting of -HELEN WINTER and MORRIS CHILDS, ,to

bring in some recommendations on the control of finances, so that



there will be no repetition of the abuses which have been witnessed
in the recent past*

During this discussion, most of THOMPSON* s remarks were
written on the blackboard* No notes could be taken by anyone
present. This is why it is so difficult to remember figures. Dur-
ing this discussion, THOMPSON was informed by telephone that the
United States Supreme Court decision in regard to the GIL GREEN
and HENRY WINSTON case could affect him. .From that moment on,
while he made an effort, his mind was not on this discussion but
on other matters, so It was agreed to terminate this discussion of
finances.

Meeting Between MORRIS CHILDS, HESlEN
WINTER* ISADORE WOFSY and LEM HARRIS

On Tuesday, April 1, 1958 , there was a meeting between
HELEN WINTER, MORRIS CHILDS, LEM HARRIS and ISADORE WOFSY in the
office of JACK CHILDS.

WOFSY had little pieces of paper In his hands. He put
these small pieces of paper on the table but never let them out of
his hands. Yet, he asked the Auditing Committee to go over these
figures. Since no notes could be made, the following is what could
be remembered:

In January, 1957 , there was a balance of $185,500 in
WOFSY* s funds or the national reserve fund. In January, 1958, the
balance for this fund was $81,609. Not all of this balance is in
cash. Some of it is in the form of loans. The total income for
the reserve fund In 1957 was $78,951*

As well as can be recalled, WOFSY gave the National
Office of the Communist Party - USA $131, 10k in 1957* WOFSY loaned
$18,000 to the New York District in 1957* $100,000 went to "J",.
.It Is not known who ”J" is. Xt may be JACK STACHEL. $5,366 went
to "B". This could be BITTELMAN. $1,225 went for legal expenses.
$645 went to "M.W." These initials are those of MAC WEISS. $200
went to PHIL BART, perhaps for severance pay. $1,485 was for
"PEGGY 1*. This must be the wife of EUGENE DENNIS. $21,500 went
to the "Daily Worker". $800 went to someone referred to only as
"Y". $7,717 went to somebody referred to only. as "K". The total
is $172,842. Then he also had a figure of $30,000, making the grand
total of expenditures $202,842. It Is possible that this $30,000
was spent in connection with the purchase of the building at 23 West
26th Street, the present headquarters of the Communist Party - USA.

*
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WOFSY said that his biggest income is declining* In
his secret notes the word w Chadacff (ph) signifies the building on
12th Street* He said that a -number of lofts are now vacant in the
building on 12th Street* Therefore* the Income from the building
has been reduced* He further stated that two floors are vacant
and that more floors may become vacant* This means that the
building will be operating at a loss, unless they rent additional
space soon*

The name "LEE" signifies the LEVXSOITbrothers in WOFSY* s
records* He said that f,IEEff has not seen him for four months and
has refused to see him up to now on the grounds of security* How-
ever, a few dollars have been coming In from "IEE"* WOFSY said
that he does not know whether they have cut down the contributions
as a result of the business reverses due to the recession or whether
It is due to the fact that they are politically In disagreement
with the Party* They were in the scrap metal business* He said
that he was supposed to see them or see one of them during the week
of March 30 > 1958* He said that If they did not show up* then he
would know that someone else will have to try to meet with them*
CHILDS asked who else could possibly see them. If they refused
to see him* He replied that there Is a good possibility that they
may see EUGENE DEMIS* He said that DENNIS did talk to them at
one time* They liked to talk politics with him* If the security
angle can be solved, he may meet with them, unless they are
determined to drop away* WOFSY Indicated, however*

1

that their
political complexion Is to the Left and not to the Right*

While those present were looking at WOFSY* s assorted
pieces of paper, he showed them his statistics for Income and
expenditures for the first three months of 1958*

The 1958 income is as follows?

January % $ 9*165
February t 1 , L38
March t 2 *622

Sub total $13,225
Balance 1/1/58 61* 609

Total t $74,834

The following are the expenditures for 1958;

January i $13,4l5
February? 10*700
March ; 8*039
Total * $32,154

w ^ «



$32,154* deducted from $74*834* leaves a balance of
$42,680* Added to this is about $3,000, which may be claimed from
bail refunds * Thus, WOFSY1 s fund has a balance of $45,680 as of
the end of Harch, 1958*

Here is how WOFSY broke down some of the expenditures
for -1958. $11,000 went to BOB THOMPSON, probably for the National
Office* $7*000 went to, the printer or Prompt Press* $13*750 was
given to the New York District as a loan* $2,500 went to someone
referred to only as "B"* $10,621 went to F & D* $740 went to
"S*S*", which is southern solidarity*

F & D Obligations

WOFSY stated that the F & B has been liquidated* Mach-
inery has been sold for $20,000* There is a prospect for the sale
of additional machinery for $25,000* The F & D obligations
amounted to $50,000* Somebody in the Party signed notes for
$20,000* TRACHTENBERG also signed some notes, but WOFSY did not
indicate the amount of the notes signed by him* In any case,
$5,000 is still owed to TRACHTENBERG* $10,600 is due to WOFSY*
The tax will be about $3,400* They have to settle with the printers
union and this may run between $5*000 and $6,000* WOFSY said that
they are trying to settle for two-thirds of what the printers
union is asking for because the printer did other work besides
newspaper printing* Because of this, it is felt that the union
is not entitled to the amount it is claiming* In any case, the
F & D organization has been wiped out*

The "Daily Worker" owed the F & D $45*000* The "Daily
Worker" had paid the F & D $20,000, and $12,500 was paid as a
settlement for the $45,000 obligation* WOFSY said that the obli-
gations resulting from the closing down of the "Daily Worker"*
amounted to $65,000*

When the F & D was liquidated, the "Morning Freiheit"
retained all the machinery it needed. Yet, the "Freiheit" owes
$15,000 to the F & D, which It refuses to pay* The ’^Freiheit"
claims that dt was in the partnership* WOFSY said that this is
not so, since the printing establishment was a separate corpora-
tion* WOFSY suggests that the "Freiheit" pay at least $5,000 on
this $15,000 obligation* Of course, this suggestion is made to
the Party so that the Party will demand that the "freiheit" pay
this money* WOFSY said that he believes that the "Freiheit" came
out of this transaction unhurt so far*



Prompt Press

WOFSY then discussed Prompt Press* He said that the
Party is not the legal owner of Prompt Press* He stated that a
few years ago it was worth at least $130,000* How, if it was to
be sold. It would be worth only $65,000* He said that he had
talked to COHEN, who manages this press* C0HBN ostensibly states
that he understands that he is not the owner, but WOFSY repeated,
and LEM HARRIS agreed, that the Party has no way of retrieving
its investment or of proving ownership in Prompt Press*

WOFSY and HARRIS stated that in regard to Prompt Press,
the Party is at the mercy of COHEN and his wife, who seems to run
the book binding department* Between them, they have an income of
at least $300 or more per week* However, if COHEN should decide
to sell Prompt Press, the Party could not possibly get any money
from him*

WOFSY cited an experience* Last year he gave COHEN
$10^000 to put away for him or to hold in trust until such time
as WOFSY might need it* COHEN claimed that at the time he was
negotiating for a loan at a bank and that he needed the loan for
the business* The bank did not come through with the loan* With-
out asking permission of WOFSY, COHEN appropriated some of this
$10,000 which he was keeping for WOFSY and invested it in the
business* To date, he has made no effort to pay back any of this
money* The Party is, so to say, taking this out in trade* In
other words, the Prompt Press is doing some printing for the Party
and the Party is not paying the current bills until such time as
the $10,000 which COHEN used is exhausted*

It should be noted that the transaction by which WOFSY
gave COHEN $10,000 to keep for him is the method used for the safe-
keeping of the reserve funds* The reserve funds are given to
various individuals and these individuals are asked for it whenever
the money is needed*

The Building at 23 West 56th Street

Regarding the building at 23 West 26th Street, WOFSY
stated that the rent and upkeep runs to $5,600 per year* Accord-
ing to W0PSY, the New York District has not paid any rent to? the
last year*, He stated that the rent for the year 1958 has to be
paid in advance on April 1, 1958 * It should be pointed out that
subsequently BILL ALBERTSON denied to MORRIS CHILDS and' HELEN WINTER

4+7



that the New York District rent had not been paid* He said that
the rent was paid to I I While this could not be proven or
disproven at the time, it should be noted that there are discre-
pancies regarding the payment of rent by the Hew York 'District*

Jparm in Pennsylvania

las been soi.a*

Ifarm in
They gave

WOPSY again talked about theT
Pennsylvania* He said that thi s farm m
permission, to | |

ANDY, who was living on the farm,
to sell it and to ouild a new home* This permission to sell was
granted because the buildings were in bad shape and it would not
have paid to rebuild them. Since they were obligated to keep AHDY
on the farm until his death, and since he is an experienced do-it-
yourself builder, they agreed to buy some land and an old abandoned
school house* He is rebuilding this school house and there is a
stipulated agreement that this property will revert to the Party
upon the death of AHDY. Since LEM HARRIS handled this transaction,
it is assumed that he signed the agreement*

Camp at Wlngdale* Hew York

WOPSY said that the camp at Wingdale, Hew York, is a
losing proposition. They leased It to some people who managed the
camp previously* A five-year contract lease has been signed* If
this camp is run at a profit, the District and Rational Office
can make $£#000* There is a $30*000 mortgage on the camp* The
value of the camp is $125,000* Less taxes, $30,000 could be
realized if the camp were to be sold* In the meantime, however,
they are going to try this lease and contract arrangement to see
if they can make a little money in this manner*

The Home

There is still $9,000 due from the|
home* He is paying $65 per month, or $780 per year*

The Jefferson School of Social Science Fund

The Jefferson School of Social Science fund Is in the
hands of TRACHTENBERG* This fund resulted from the sale of the
building on the Avenue of -the Americas. WOPSY said that he knows
very little about this fund, except that it is in the hands of
TRACHTENBERG.

- 8 -



Ball Funds

ft \i

WOFSY said that there is some money involved in bail*
He stated that they met all genuine claims .for refunds* They not
only honor those who have receipts, but sometimes honor claims
without receipts if the claimant has witnesses* He -cited an example
in which a widow brought witnesses and proved* that her husband had
given money to a bail fund*

Then WOFSY said that there may be some trouble regarding
this bail fund* He said he signed a receipt for $19,500 in bail

' funds he received from the Hew York District* The receipt -was
given to the Hew York District and the National Office assumed
responsibility for any claims* He said that since no one could
give any accounting for this fund, people may make claims exceeding
the total sum in the fund* This was the reason for citing the
example of the widow who had witnesses* WOFSY said that these
claims have to be honored in order to be able to get ball funds
in the future* If word got around that claims were not being
honored because of some technical error, this would impede the
collection of funds or money for ball bonds in the future*

- 9 -



COMMENTS OP CO 5824-S*

If the figures in this report do not balance, it is
not my fault* It is Impossible to make heads or tails out of these
pieces of paper which WOFSY carries around in his pocket*

HELEN WTNTKR and MORRIS CHILDS had meetings with BILL
ALBERTSON and| Jon Tuesday afternoon, April 1, 1958* The
result of these meetings showed discrepancies* For example, the
National Office financial statement for 1957 shows contributions
of $121,000 in round figures* According to WOFSY, the contributions
during 1957 amounted to $131,104* It is possible that the addi-
tional $10,000, in round numbers, was spread around and listed
under different headings, but so far we have been unable to unravel
this mystery*

A similar situation applies to WOFSY* s claims against
the New York District* It will he recalled that in July, 1957,
WOFSY mentioned an estate which was to be shared by the National
Office and the New York District* He insists that $16,500 is due
to the National Office from the estate* ALBERTSON said that this
Is not exactly so* ALBERTSON said that while It is true that
$33,000 was involved in this estate, the National Office has
already received many thousands of dollars, while the New York
District Office has received only about $1,500 thus far* The
New York District does not consider that it has any obligations
to the National Office in regard to this estate until it obtains
enough money from the estate equal the amount already received by
the National Office*

WOFSY also claimed that the District Office owes him
$1,250 on some loan or in some transaction in which the District
Office was short by this amount* He thflfcl H owes
him $7, 500* Someone referred to only as I I owes him $8k0*
The District Office also owes him $100 on the exchange of a bond*
He also claims that the New York District owes $15,000, since the
District was supposed to repay the National Office for an outlay
of this sum for the "Daily Worker11 and wThe Worker 11

* He claims
that. If the sum of $16,500 due from the estate is Included, the
New York District owes him &^Q

f
10Q * This does not include what-

ever money the District may owe to I lor the official
bookkeeping department of the National Office*

Perhaps if we were able to lay our hands on WOFSY* s
pieces of paper and it became a point of discussion, we could make
heads or tails out of them* His hands shake and in his monosyl-
lables he tries to tell a story and to demonstrate that his account
balances*

— 10 «
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The National Auditing Committee complained about this*
Undoubtedly when this committee makes its report to the National
Executive Committee, possibly around April 21, 1958, it will insist
on a different bookkeeping system for the reserve fund* Since
WOFSY has asked to be relieved of his position sometime in July,
or not later than Labor Day, it may be easier to work with his
successor or the records of the successor may be in better shape
and may be made available to us* The logical candidate as WQFS3ff s
successor is LEM HARKES*

If this seems like a mixed up report, that is exactly
what it was* Except for these few general figures on income and
some expenditures, it is hard to figure out the details* The only
reason we know the identity of I I is that HARRIS said: You
know these people, the two brothers* It was necessary to ask
pointblank what ”Chadac” (ph) referred to*

It Is possible that these mixed up figures, in the hands
of an accountant or an expert, could have some meaning. If compared
with the more legible accounts In the official Party statement*

t

It is my personal belief that the financial situation in
New York State , the misappropriation of funds In New York State,
the Brooklyn scandal, and the misappropriation of funds by I I

|
are no longer secrets* They are undoubtedly known by

scores, if not hundreds* of people*

For security reasons, it may be Inadvisable at this junc-
ture to do anything in regard to the reserve fund and very little
can be proven In this connection* However, If something can be
done in regard to the other transactions. If some of these things
could be exposed to the public eye, public scrutiny, it would make
it very difficult for them to obtain fund3 in the future and It
would undoubtedly affect the reserve fund*

We have an understanding with BOB THOMPSON that another
committee, in addition to the WOFSY Comulttee, may be set up to
handle funds* The Reserve Fund Committee would remain under WOFSY
or LEM HARRIS, and the new committee would work independently of
this Reserve Fund Committee* JACK CHILDS has been mentioned for
the new committee*

To repeat, the Auditing Committee will make a report*
Perhaps more details will be available at that time* The Auditing
Committee will make a point of the fact that unless the receipts

11 -



and scraps of paper which WOFSY carries around or hides are made
available, it is very difficult to figure anything out* It is
difficult to press this any further, since HELEN WINTER usually
refuses to sign these auditing accounts* She wants the Auditing
Committee dissolved* Even though these accounts are mixed up,
since we do not at this time know all the details, an effort will
be made to continue the Auditing Committee*

12
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SAC, HEW ?ORK (100-70303) March 28, 19^8

SAC, CHICAGO (100-34797)

TWELFTH - THIRTE5NTH REALS? CORPORATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Re Mew York lottos to Chicago, dated March 19* 1958#

CG 582h-S* orally furnished the following informa-
tion to SA JOHN E. KEATING on Maroh 27, 1959

1

(1) CG »gtoi|Tfla vtT'T.tam wfingn me
responsible for making I |ths
building at 35 East 12th Street, Hew York City. Whllel I

may have been appointed to this position by I

lot EARL BROWDER, I Twas wincing jot wiuiusR
in the reserve fund operation. CG 582h-S* advised tbit W 694-So
may have information in this regard#

{2) CG 582ii-3* ha* no Information in regard to the
activities of the captioned organisation which ha* been the
subject of report* made to the Comnhist Tarty# CG 582h-B#
advised that the detail* of the operation of this organisation
would be known to only a few peraont, such as WILLIAM WEINER,
while he was alive, and ISAD0RE V0F3Y. Any report on the
activities of this organization would be made only to a sub-
coumitteo consisting possibly of the person in charge of the
reserve fund, the National Organisation Secretary# or the
National Treasurer.

i i ,

• 1 1
1

(3) Any funds or other support received by the
captioned organization from or at the instigation of the Com-
munist Party would be known only to WEINER, later W0F3Y, or
possibly a representative of WOFSY* Any such funds woiud be
handled as part of the reserve fund operation and would not be
aeknowledgea a* part of the assets of the Cownmlst Party#
The csptloned organisation would he handled as an organization
set apart from the Party#

,
rnrgLrn«- aA34-9D(»N 694~S»)(? it C)(Info){#6KWWZZ/yyj.lxK)

(l - 100^34108) (CP-tlSA, gundaHKcaarr« \

m**> < / Cl "1MW \ /



ca ioo-34797

(4) Any order« issued fey the Ccsnmunist Tarty to the

subject organisation would be known only to a sub-committee
consisting possibly of the person In charge of the reserve
fund, the National Organisation Secretary, the General or
Executive Secretary, or the Treasurer. Any such orders vould
not he the result of a decision by any of the official leader-
ship bodies of the Communist Tarty - USA*

Ca £824~S* further advised that in his opinion, it
vould be difficult, from a legal standpoint, to prove the real
ownership of the building at 35 East 12th Street. New York
City* CO 5824-3* explained that corporations within this
building have been re-organised from time to tine and that
even daisy corporations have been set up for the purpose of
disguising the real owners of the building and the corporations
within the building.

HUC*



fTANC*ftQK>AMW,t4

TO :SAC !BS KM (100-21785)

i

DATEiAjsril 23, 1958

By lotter dated 4/9/58, the Mat forwarded to tho Ml the Mttalcer

Uicro 16 Pixie cacora and one nagasino of filn which had been bbtainod

by tho Biila* office* On 4/18/68 the canera and nagasino wore turned over to

SA Burliastm for transnittal to Iff 694-S*, who will jn .turn give then to

|
SA

|
tag will instruct the informant tb adviso

| |

that the Informant while browsing through tho aany caaora shops along

Sixth' Ave, ran across tho above caiaora and film container with film

and since tho whole thing cost only 1*95, decided on tho spot to purchaso saxe

for Brown* The informant and l I have previously dlcsussed tho abovo caaora

and others and
| fr

as solicited the informants help in obtaining sane*
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DIRECTOR, PBI (100-3-33) 4/30/58

SAC, NEW YORK (100-89391).

CP CSA
DOMESTIC ADMINISTRATION ISSUES
IS - C

On 4/18^8 , MY 694-.S* obtained copied ot the
following documents from I Iclerlcal employee at
the National Office of the CP, USA:

Pour pam throwaway} "A People's pro-
gram for lobs and security”. Issued by the Nations! committee,
CPUSA

•

r

Mimeographed letter, undated* signed by
and addressed to all members of the National

committee and ail districts * This letter reviews information
or current activity looking toward halting the testing of
nuclear weapons and requests information on what is being *

done locally on that Issue

*

One copy of each of these documents is
furnished the Bureau as enclosures*

One copy of each is retained as an exhibit
in NY IOO-89691-IB 98 and IB 99-

(#19-1)
lb 6

hlC

DJSsecb
(5)



DIR2CT0R, rai (51-330) 5/I/56

SAC, N2W YORK (100-9355)

'WILLIAM 2. POSTER
IS-Cj SA-1940J ISA-1950

, ,
HaBulat 4/11/58, A review of information furnished

by NY .^4-3* fails to reveal the information in question

,

It aeoraa significant that P0SI3R, on 4/3/58, stated ha had
no recollection of the particular* event,

NY 694-3* , contacted by 3a I I

on 4/30/5 denied that ha had aver had any conversation
with BOSXiSl or the Canadian CP relative to the ratter of
funds for & house for FOSTER.

It is to he noted that the matter of a house for
FOSTER mn discussed Initially about six months ago*

In view of th& abavrt- it docs not appear
inconceivable that I I knowing that she would most
likely benefit from any nouse acquisition by the FOSTERS,
considering their advanced ages, might have attempted to
Implant this source in the mind of ROSTER as a Means of
obtaining the necessary revenue* This office will be alert
to the possibility of such a plan * materialising and will
advise the Bureau promptly of developments*

Bureau (61-330) (RM)
Newark (100-40191) 1 EM)
mu York (100-47636] (7-6)
New York (134-91) m vw&j
Mow York (100-9365)

ILF jmad

* jr^ v m-
j J V “ /f —* y “ / /
SEAKCht©

SERIALIZED p'? V -J
^
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jDIHECTOH, >31 (100-3-£6) 5/1/58

SACj NEW YORK (100-81675)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS
IS-C

On 4/28/58, NY 694-S* provided two copies of a

mimeographed letter to all National Committee 'members ana

Metrict Organisers, signed by JAMES E, JACKSON and dated

4/24/58.

•This letter declares that the entire CP Organization

is urged to enter the campaign to sell tens of thousands of

PAUL ROBESON'S hook "Here I Stand 11

. Belief Is expressed that

CP members can bring about sale of 40,000 copies. It is

urged that orders be placed, at a discount with New Century

Publishers of New York and quotas making up the 40,000

are listed for the Districts , Copies of orders are to be

sent to the CP National Office to provide a control on

response to the campaign.

A copy of the letter Is enclosed for the Bureau's

Information.

One copy Is retained In NY 100-8lo75-lB488,

% - Bureau (100-3- 86), (Enel. 1) X
(RM)

OL
1
.1

1
i

New York (134-91 L(?hves)_ (6)

New York
New York
New York
New York

100-16785)
100-25&57
100-10989
100-81675

Si) I
f

JAMES E. JACKSON) (7-5)
PAUL ROBESON) (12-15) . . .

New Century Publishers) (7-2)

JVW:4oa
(7) /
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Date:
.
fif/iy 1958

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
?ype in plain text or code

PROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-364447)

SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-96778 )

VIRGINIUS PRANK COE, was
ESPIONAGE - R

Remyairtel 4/2/58 to Bureau and Chicago.

NY 694-3 advised o
conferred with PRANK COE and [
China trade operation.

hat on 5/2/58 he
regarding the

Tonnnfn In ?
0E and

| ^ When he was in
lu

April, conferring with TIM BUCK about other matters,
nn ^tte

?
m
f?tioned that as yet the Canadians had received

SDeSiCaii0nf fc

J?

e chinese concerning
8

ttTt”“lvad

operation. ®ie informant also tola COE and I Ithat in
6 - Bureau (100-364447) (HM)

(1 - 65-62041) (SASH)
(1 - 65-58751) (SOLOMON ADLER)

i lL~ 10073-63) (CP,USA-EUNDS)
Chicago (100-Sash) (Info) (RM)

*2* ^-91) (k?) Llffi (6)1 - New York (IOO-78633
)

(ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN) (6 )1 - New York
(
100-85051 ) imit/pom wBranSTwi Li }

New York (IOO-21785 ) I (6 )

J ' '

New York (105-1322
) (THAU MNfl CHI) (1)New York (105-1329) (Survey of Chinese Communist Activity

New York f65-l644l) (SASH )

6

(6^
^

New York (IOO-89851 ) (HENRY HILL COLLINS) (7-4)New York ( 65-15257
) (SOLOMON ADLER) (6 )

1 '

New York (100-15140 (MM BUCK) (6 ) / ^ .

New York (105-7304) (JACK COWAN) (1)New York (IOO-7456O (CP,USA-FUNDS)
(19 )

searched_M^
New York (100-96778 )

v 9i
*mmi

I

New York (100-85051
New York (IOO-21785
New York
New York

105-1322)
l105-1329)

aACB:SBP (#6)
(21 )

(approved:
.. Sent

Special Agent in Charge

INDEXED.

.FILED i



AIRTEL

i

NY 100-96778

discussing the trade operation with I
|

I Tthe latter two expressed a desire that
"the contact in London" confer with JACK COWAN, who
would be in London between May 3rd and May 15th at the
Cumberland Hotel.

COE stated that to expedite matters TIM
BUCK should write a letter to CHI CHAO TING, Vice-Chairman
of the Committee for Promotion of Foreign Trade, Peking,
China, mentioning TING'S "friend from New York" (COE),
and requesting that TING take action to expedite the
trade operation.

COE said he would write immediately to the
"London contact", whom he Identified as "an old friend
with whom I had worked In government - SOLOMON ADLER,
whose address Is 72 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge, England."
COE said he would request ADLER to meet COWAN at the
Cumberland Hotel in London. COE then suggested that
NY 694-s write to COWAN, advising the latter to that
effect. The Informant agreed to do so, and also informed
COE that he would advise TIM BUCK of COE's suggestion
that BUCK write to CHI CHAO TING.

COE indicated .that there was nothing further
to discuss about the China trade operation at the moment,
and said he would recontact NY 694-S when the need for
further discussion of the matter should arise. The
conference was held at a bar In NYC, was of short
duration, and no mention was made by COE I "Inf the
Two Continent Commodity Corporation, which presumably Is
the USA. headquarters of the China trade operation. COE
did mention, however, that the CP, USA would be "cut In on
this deal".

A review of the file of SOLOMON ADLER, aka Sol
Adler, Schlcraer Adler, Schlcmok Adler, Schlcm Adler
(Bufile 65-58751) reflects that "the London contact" Is
very likely identical with the SOLOMON ADLER Identified

t
by ELIZABETH BENTLEY as a United States Treasury representative
in Chungking, China, dues paying member of the CP, and an
active member of a Russian espionage group active In
Washington, D.C., prior to 1944. ADLER has resided In

- 2 -



AIRTEL
<

NY IOO-96778

England since 1950, having lost his American citizenship
oy expatriation on December 15,-1953. The report of

f««-'?2F£
H
nE*rF,SH' dated V6/53i at NY, in the case.

GREGORY SOVERMASTER, wa., ESPIONAGE - R"
65-56402) reflects that CHI CHAO TING, member of

Stabilization Board, was a close associate
of SOLOMON ADLER,

mr ,^„ „
Bureau and Chicago will be advised when

NY 09^-s secures further information regarding the China
trade operation.

POMS

- 3 -







SAC, NEW YORK (X00-21785) 5/7/53

SA (#6 )

IS-R
f

. On NY 6$4-S* advised that he had turned over
to I I the Mlcro-Plxie camera and canvister of film
on 4/30/53* I Iwas very pleased and wanted tohnow* if NY 6p4-S*
could obtain more of them*

!2foe Informant pointed out that the manufacturer
Is out of business and it would be almost impossible to
obtain a large quantity of tho cameras* I Ihas provided
MOUHAVXEV of Amtora with the information re the Gastro-Photor
Camera and both l and AHTORG are awaiting word from Moscow

-^as to whether one or the cameras should be purchased.

fi-NY 134-91 (Inv* )J#6)
1- NY 105-12374 (#lt)
1- NY 65-7471 (#17)

U

1- NY 105-5931 (#17)
1- NY 100-21785

ACBipms

(
5 )

f

yj



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-102)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-128861)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - FUNDS
(RESERVE FUNDS)
IS - C

DATE: 5/7/58

On 4/22/58, NY 694-S*, who has furnished
reliable information In the past, advised that on the pre-
vious day he had conferred with ROBERT THOMPSON, CP, USA
Organizational secretary.

THOMPSON said he felt certain he would have to
return to Jail in the near future, since it was very likely that
the court would rule against him in his current appeal. Among
those being considered as his successor as Organizational Renra-
tary are JACK KLING, GUS HALL, IRVING POTASH,! |L0U
DISKIN and WILLIAM ALBERTSON. THOMPSON'S successor is to hold
this post on a temporary basis only, since THOMPSON will again
assume the role of CP Organizational Secretary upon the comple-
tion of his Jail sentence.

- Bureau (100-3-102) (CP, USA - FUNDS (RESERVE FUNDS))
1 - (100-3-69) (CP, USA ORGANIZATION)

- Newark (RM)
1 - (100-38849)
1 - (100-35161)

- Miami (RM)
- Chicago (JACK KLING) (RM)
- Jacksonville (rm)
- Cleveland (GUS HALL) (RM)
- New York (100-80641) (CP, USA ORGANIZATION)
- New York (134-91) (P&C)(inves)
- New York (100-27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON)
- New York (100-48033) trutmc PATag»)
- New York (100-18402) I I

- New York (100-81738) (LOU DISKIN)
- New York (100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
- New York (100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) / _
- New York (IOO-7658 ) (LEM HARRIS) <f,
- New York (100-19679) (ISADORE WOFSY) ,

- New York (100-25849) (EDWARD BARSKY)

(RM)

(CONT'D ON PAGE 1A)

/rftLl
SEARCHED-^
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NY 100-128861

It was decided that in the event NY 694-s*
has any problems regarding CP, USA reserve fund matters -

during the period before THOMPSON'S successor is appointed,
the Informant should confer with BILL ALBERTSON, NY State CP
Organizational Secretary, THOMPSON has arranged for this
contact with ALBERTSON, and EUGENE DENNIS is aware , of the
arrangement

,

In view of his probable return to Jail,
THOMPSON Informed NY 694-s* that It will not be necessary for
latter to submit critic Isms*of the present reserve fund opera-
tion as THOMPSON had .previously requested the Informant to do.

NY 694-s* showed THOMPSON a list of names of
reserve fund donors, whom he had contacted In the past.
THOMPSON' indicated he was not familiar with this list of people 1

S5A«i22«
ructed m 694-s* to "handle this list as your own",

THOMPSON authorised the Informant to operate as an "Independent"
fund °Pe **ation. THOMPSON suggested, however,

that NY 694-s* consult with -LEM HARRIS or ISADORE WOFSY re-
P w 2S

thi£
* ^t. Regarding WOFSY, THOMPSON said "it mightbe better not to do much talking to him sirice he probably won'tbe in this too long".

. .
THOMPSON emphasised that In talking with LEM

HARRIS or WOFSY, NY 694-s* "should give directions and be yourown boss . THOMPSON mentioned ALBERTSON and DENNIS would givethe informant "full support".
*

.. ^ ,
THOMPSON further stated that he had instructed

staf
f

to £*ve 694-s* whatever general

of theCanadian
re3uired for transmission to TIM BUCK

„ NY 694-s* agreed to attempt to reactivate theformer reserve fund donors on his list and to develop new donors.

- 2 -



NY 100-128861

THOMPSON then said he Is Interested in develop-
ing an export-import business. He Indicated that while in the
Atlanta Penitentiary with -IRVING POTASH, he had discussed with
the latter the Zeiss Optical Co,, located In Eastern Germany,
which manufactures optical equipment not made in the United
States and from whom the United States must buy this equipment.
It was THOMPSON'S Idea to organize an agency in the United States
to sell certain Zeiss products here,

THOMPSON stated he had been attempting to re-
activate a OP donor, Thompson said thp
'approach” to

| lhad to be made through LEONl

T

JOSEPHSON. THOMPSON sent ARNOLD JOHNSON to see the JOSSjpUSONS
in this connection, and JOHNSON reported that "it will be
difficult to get to | l or anyone else that the JOSEPHSONS
know M

.

THOMPSON Indicated that the JOSEPHSONS are In
. the ’ultra-left camp' 1

, and favor the formation of a new CP, USA,
I I he said. Is the "more violent" of the two
UU3EPHS0NS, demanding that a more militant party be formed.
THOMPSON mentioned that the "ultra-left" recently held a confer-
ence attended by fifty people "from all

,
the grnpp attending the conference were

\

I I and HARRY HAYWOOD. At this conference a mouion was made
vnatanew CP be formed, but on the vote, with five conferees
abstaining, the motion was defeated. Twenty-eight persons voted
against the motion, while seventeen voted for the motion.

According to THOMPSON, the JOSEPHSONS are re-
fusing to donate to the reserve fund until the situation is
straightened out". The JOSEPHSONS state they are assisting

individual CP members, who are in need of funds for their own
support.

NY 69^-s* told THOMPSON that the JOSEPHSONS
never were large contributors to the reserve fund, pointing
out their contributions never exceeded $100,00 per month. Over
the years, they have always given the same excuse - that they
secretly were affording financial assistance to worthy CP members.
The informant characterized their excuse as "baloney".



NY 100-128861

THOMPSON then^said he wished to discuss several
matters concerning which NY 694- s* could be of assistance.

THOMPSON mentioned thatl
|

| | operate a silk drapery
ousmess, xne profits- or wnicn, until about two years ago, were
shared . on a "fifty-fifty" basis with the NY State CP. I I

I H whn bps quit the 'Party., was the CP's contact with them.
Arsed lleft. the Party lost all contact with these people
and they have not contributed a "cent" to the Party during the
past two years. THOMPSON requested NY 694-s* to do what he
could to reactivate the

| |
as donors.

THOMPSON said that LOUIS WEINSTOCK has been
"handling" two people, concerning whom he has given "glowing
reports" to the Party, but from whom he has not received any
money to date . One of these Individuals was Identified as
"old man ISSERMAN" (Phonetic) by THOMPSON, This individual 1

was described as retired, now living in Florida, and is the
father of a NJ attorney. According to THOMPSON, WEINSTOCK
recently visited TSSEHMAN in Florida, and the latter agreed to
give the Party between $20,000 - $30,000 provided the money
is used as a welfare fund for old and sick CP leaders, such as
WILLIAM 2. FOSTER.

I

HEINSTOCK, while in Florida, also conferred
with one

|
I (Phonetic)

T a Hungarian, who is a dress
manufacturer. I I occasionally visits NYC. THOMPSON
and 1 WEINSTOCK recently had "a long session" with | f at
LEON JOSEPHSON's ^residence. I H was prepared to give the
Party several thousand dollars, but J03EPHS0N, by reason of his
attitude alluded to above, "killed It".

According to nyw . n /THOMPSON assumed that
NY 694~s* knew "ISSERMAN" and]

[
and NY 694-s* felt It

would be-unwise to admit that he did Hot know these people
lest THOMPSON change his mind about the informant's contacting
them. NY 694-s* will try to obtain further Information about
"ISSERMAN" and from LEM HARRIS or ISADORE WOFSY,

- 4 -



NY 100-128861

«

j

Before terminating this conference, 'THOMPSON
stated that if he has the opportunity before returning to jail,
he will arrange another meeting with NY 69^-s*.

t
*

If above Information Is to be used in. reports
disseminated outside the Bureau, it should be appropriately
paraphrased to protect the identity of NY 69^-s*.

If the Nawayk. Miami or Jacksonville offices
can identify "ISSERMAN" or I 1 from the Information set
out above, they are requested to notify the Bureau and NY.

- 5 -





iOO-6of4I

(COAXES CCtttlHOKD)

1- How York
vU Hew York
1~ How York

UOO-lShbO
}

(JOSEPH ffifAHOT) { , *0

)

uoo-'.;,^u>{cr, usa - r&aionaiisn) {

(lOO-W-b) (WES. C. JACKSQH) (W

)

I I also informed tl£t National Consul ttee
-»« bo nioet the weekend of June sjC, I95£h and six
additional members for national Executive Ccraaittee
will not be selected until that tim* An Eastern
seaboard Conference s/Ui bo bold shortly in New* York,
possibly at CP National Office, In two weeks a
Midwestern Conference is to be held in Chicago,
headed by rJGEKE a®®CS. cuatE blOfiTFOCS? La arrar^l^
this conference* A ifesfc Coast Conference is to be
held on June, £o, apparently in conflict with the He
M&KTXNG OH June «?J weekends

‘

,
I I noted 11 Jit fl urOhlfrt had aH.wn

in California in that I I wants to bo Dig-brict
Organizer of Southern California District, but I I

oppoam him* EUOEKS PmtXS does not favor I \

JOSEPH STARO&lkh resigned or Mftmfam*. has been in
conference with I I on jest coast* I I

doe a not a&ree with the thinking of SfAilSOpiN, statin*
that has forgotten the c lass struggle, The
attitude of

I

~
has crangcd so^ewnat

.

h- will not leave the cr, but wants no part in its
leadership*

t resfsas



" office memorandum0 united states ^/ernmsnt

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3) DATE: 5/12/58

FROM :

\ utr

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641

)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
ORGANIZATION
IS-C

1

On 5/6/58, NY 694-S* advised SA l I

I .that on the day before, .JAMES S. JACKSON had
stated as follows

:

The National Executive Committee (NEC) will hold
a meeting on the weekend of May 9th, 10th, and 11th, 1958.
The said committee still has only nine members > and attempts
are being made to have the membership increased ly six additional
members. It is possible that CARD WINTER may become a
member of the NEC, The Party is desirous of|

|

Of the Northwest rUftfcrl hA^.^niy a rnoniho^ fiho

of either | I

|
of California becoming a member of the said committee.

One of these days the Party will seriously
attack the "Ultra-Left question” and will take "organisational
measures" against Ultra-Left leaders. The Party will make
an example of one or two of them.

Concerning the "Right Wing", the twenty-one on
the Weat Coast who left the Party, and who are led by|

are in touch with FRED PINE and SID STEIN.

In New Jersey, I l is still active in
the "Right Wing", The Party is quite satisfied with the
New Jersey CP. I ~

l

and PAT TOOEEY staged a good
May Day meeting, attended by about two hundred people. TOOHEY
is expected to attend the coming NEC meeting.

2 - Bureau (100-3 )(RM)
1 - Chicago (100- ), (FRED FINE) (HM)
1 - Detroit (1 0 ) (CARL WINTER) (RM^
2 - Los Angeles flOO- 1 i

(l-ioo- ) l r
] (KM)

3 - Newark (100-
71-100- )[
(1-100- )

H
T

. (PAT TCOHEY) r
1 - San Francisco (100- ) |

1 - Seattle (100- )

Sy, JVW: jad

y (17)

J(RM)



NY 100-80641

r -

1 -

1 -

kro

New York (IOO-I6785
) (JAMES E, JACKSON) (7-5)

New York
(
100-50090 ) (siD STEIN) (7-5)

New York (100-87211) (CPUSA-Factionalisa) (7 -5 )
New York (lOO-7456o) (CPUSA-Funds ) (7-5)
New York (134-91) (mves) (6 )



NY 100-80641

It has been agreed that the v national goal of the
current CP fund drive Is $185*000,00 , District quotas
have not been determined as yet. \

JACKSON also said that while in the underground
he wrote a thesis on the Negro question under the name of
MANN.



v
.

Dmcxun, ?ax 5A4/58

sag , ^ you* (100-21421)

TiiAOHi'iiJj :a.

ia-0

e !?¥ alriol to Bureau, 5/3/58* concerning
arran'orienta whereby NY 694*3*, at iNUCHI^AiiAi’S request,
wouVI obtain two thousand lollara In cash, which amount
would then be exchanged Tot* a similar amount in the latter^
possesion.

in accordance with -those arrantmanta# >’a |

I
|
fur; Ishad .Y 694-b* with two thousand dollars

in twenty dollar bills which the informant turned over to
TRACAXVA ii 0, recoivin in refcu n twenty-eight one hundred
dollar bills on $/l/$8 * The serial numbers of these bills
havfl been recorded. 2wo thousand dollars of tHs nonoy was
redauonltod In th^ iiYO account, :fhe ertra sight hundred
dollars was retn m *d to NY 694-$**

7ho aerial ntv^ors of the Federal ^a**va Notes
received from TlUCHih'iiJiii.^Ci are listed below for the Bureaiis
Information!
Federal Heserve Notes

Series 1950A
Varies 1950

A

Sorias 1950A
Series 1950
Series 1950
Series 1934

A

Series 193b A
Series 1934b
Series 1934*1
Series 193b A
Series 19340
Series 19340
Sorias 1934A
Series 1934A

- H 01454562A
- it 01454563*
- X 01454564*
- J) 0036853?h
- A 00224519

A

- Bl0925896A
- B14253524A
- ;i046"96l2A
- B10556583A
- 0084596541
- b>06735076A
- 010861071

A

- B137156Q0A
- A13423572*

be
lb 7 C

2 - Buraau (61-2115) (i«)
2 - *'allaa (iW)

J?- Sow Vorlt (134.-91) (?iC) (X-iV-jj. ) ( !b)
1 - Ue» York (100-21421)

C'JSzphf?

SEARCHED -ik^AK.tKOtxrO /y,
SERIAtraSOV.^ flLEn'V?*'.'

FBI- NTW VC3K



NY 100-21421

Sorias 1934 » - F04754583A
Sorias 1934 - L06497148A
Sorias 1934 - F02896753A
Series 1934 - 009647664*
Sorias 1934 C - W353457A
Sarlos 1934 C - J02815867A
Sorias 1934 - A02699801A
Series 1934 A - B16130900A
Sorias 1934 A - JB11036292A
Sorias 1934 A - B08229026A
Sarlos 1934- A - GO7419004A
Sorias 1934 C - IO1433660A
Sorias 1934 - M692128SA
Sarlos 1934 - A02176959A

; The abovn serial numbers Mora compared with the
known serial numbers of currency issued to NY and Washington
Soviet establishments wlih negative results.

It is noted that tho most recently Issued bills
ware the three Federal ffesorvo Notes of Sorias 19f>OA, bearing
tho prefix letter "X" of the Federal 'Reserve Bank of Balias.

Xn an effort to trace this r.onay, it is requested
that the Pallas Office ascertain from the Federal iieaorvo

Bank of Pallas, the date and the name of the bank that
received tho following Federal "'eaerve Botes!

Series 1950A - K 01454562A
Series 1950A - X 01454563A
Sables 1950A - X 014S4564A

For the infomatlon of the Pallas Offloe the
above bills originally came from the Soviet fiabassy In
Canada and aero transferred to THACHTfcNBJKO In the presence
of NY 694-39, Consequently all Inquiries should be
discreet In Order to protect tho Informant.

2 *»



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (l00-8064l)

SUBJECT: CP, USA
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

DATE: 5/15/58

NY 694-S* advised on 5/13/53, that JAMES
JACKSON, CP Secretary In Charge of Negro Affairs, furnished
the following information on 5/12/58 :

2 - Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)
6 - Chicago (RM)

1 - (
100- )

1 - (
100- )

1 - (lOO-
) )

1 - (100-2748 )
I

1 - (100-
)

(CLAUDE EIGHTFOOT)
1 - (100-

)
(CPUSA Organization)

1 - (100-
)

(CPUSA Factionalism - Illinois District;
1 - (100- ) (CPUSA Illinois District - South Side

- Los Angeles (RM),

1 - ( 100- )

1 - (100-4486
1 - ( 100 -

1 - (100 -

- Newark (RM)

(CLAUDE EIGHTFOOT)
(CPUSA Organization)
(CPUSA Factionalism - Illinois District)
(CPUSA Illinois District - South Side
Section, Chicago)

1

| |
an individual being considered

by CP leadership as member of committee to
replace DOROTHY HEALEY, per NY 694-S* on

.
5/13/58)

DOROTHY HEALEY )

CPUSA Southern California District)

1 - (
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York
(100-3282

6

(
100-20128
(100-23825

(7-1)
100-20128) (ALEXANDER BITTELMAN) (7-4)
IOO-23825 ) (BENJAMIN J. DAVIS) (7-5)
100 - 8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (7-5)

- (IOO-I696 ) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (7-5)
100-17923
100-16785
100 -25780

;

100-7664)
’ 100-91923)U J( 12-14)
'IOO-I8O65 ) (JACK STACHEL) (7-5)
IOO-5OO90 ) (SID STEIN) (7-5)
100-27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (7-5)
100-9595) (WILLIAM WE1NST0NE) (7-6)

,

100-81752) (CPUSA Compros) (7-1)
100-86624) (CPUSA International Relations) (7-5)

JOHN GATES) (7-5)
JAMES E. JACKSON) (7-5)
CORLISS LAMONT (7-1)

(7-1)
( 12-14)

100-86624
100-80635
100-54651
100-80640
100-79717

CPUSA Jewish Question) (7-5)
CPUSA National Groups) (7-5)
CPUSA Negro Question) (7-5)
CPUSA Political Activities)100-79717) (CPUSA Political Activities) (7-5)

100-131940) (Attafcican FoitSm For Socialist Education)(7-3)
134-91) (inves) (6)
100-80641)
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During the National Executive Committee meet-
ing in NYC, on the week-end, of Nay 9th and 10th, 1958, Chicago
CP functionaries ! 1 representing the "Ultra
Left" faction in the Chicago South Side Section, were granted
a fcM^ntv-minntA a»rH*nriP by the NEC to present their grievances.

I I demanded that the NEC recognise the election
recently held in the South Side Section, which' they insisted was
"legal". As a result of the said election, six members were
appointed to the Regional Committee, and three members to the
Illinois State I l that
CLAUDS LIGHTSOPT. I I had "walked out"
of the aforesaid South Side Section meeting.

After hearing f 1 the NEC ruled
that It was not the policy of the NEC or NC to bv-oass or over-
rule state committee leadership; and that ! I

should return to Chicago and present their grievances to tne
Illinois State Committee for a full discussion. This ruling
satisfied ! I and everybody else

.

JACKSON stated as his personal opinion that
I la a "ftrafttf.pnt 11 and "trouble maker". He expressed doubt

that ! Iwould receive any satisfaction from the Illinois State
Committee, and stated that certainly no action regarding the
complaint would be taken by the NEC.

JACKSON then gave NY 694-S* a summary of the
agenda at the aforesaid NEC meeting as follows:

‘ PARTY PROGRAM

| | submitted a comprehensive report
of the CP program, sne xnree principal points of which were
(l) the concept of the American road to socialism; (2) the
concept of the period of peaceful transition; and (3) the con-
cept of anti-monopoly government.

I Ipolnted out that although the CP goal Is
peaceful transition, the sharpening class struggle requires re-
volutionary action such as Congressional legislation, the election
of "congressional blocks", and trade union representation and
participation In government. I I stated that there is only one
true road to socialism, which, however, may be travelled In
different ways.

- 2 -
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Anti-monopoly government. I H said. does
not mean merely the disruption of cartels and large firms.
It means also the elimination of holding companies and .power
groups that control cartels.

The only one present at the NEC meeting who
took exception to l \ report was ALEXANDER BITTELMAN. He
insisted that between the period of the American road to socialism
and the period of peaceful transition, there be a so-called period
of the welfare state. BITTELMAN was overwhelmingly over ruled
on this point by the NSC conferees. The program committee was
then Instructed to complete and to polish the CP program, which
would be submitted for approval to an enlarged National Committee
meeting to be held next fall.

NEGRO QUESTION

Based on a report on the Negro Question submitted
by JACKSON, a resolution was adopted which was to the following
effect: that the concept of the Negro people in the USA as a
nation is unsoundj and that self-determination for the black belt
is incorrect as a political solution of the problem. These con-
cepts tend to fetter the work and program In behalf of the Negro,
and lead to the establishment of a colonial nation, which is not
the solution of the problem.

JACKSON was requested by the NEC to seek the assis-
tance of leading Negro comrades In completing the report. Upon
acceptance by the NO of the report on the CP program and the re-
port on the Negro Question, these reports will be tha basis of
authoritative CP policy. JACKSON noted that for the first time In
thjf.ty years, the CP would present a new Negro policy.

1958 ELECTIONS

The NEC discussed the proposal of the Socialist
Unity Forum, leaders of which are I i of the "National
Guardian" and I I the economist, that the CP support the
Socialist Unity Forum's candidates in the 1958 election, and
actively participate In the election campaign of these candidates.
The NEC meeting unanimously opposed this proposal, arguing that
to support such candidates would be In effect to by-pass the union
movement and the Negro people.

- 3 -
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The sentiment at the meeting was that the
Socialist Unity Forura represents a frustrated middle-class
element that stands on the side lines of the class struggle.
The NEC did agree, however, to support CORLISS LAMONT, who
will oppose l

- ~|

The NEC felt that despite the fact that the
major parties have no working-class program# it would be in
the interest of the CF to support trade unionists whom the
major parties may name as candidates,

i

The NEC was of the opinion that ADAM CLAYTON
POWELL would retain his congressional seat in November, and that

I I "Democratic machine" had made a grievous
mistake in opposing him. POWELL, the NEC believes, would run as
an independent, and would win "hands down".

REPORT BY MICKEY LIMA ON THE RESIGNA-
TION OF THE TW1HTY-SIX IN CALIFORNIA

MICKEY LIMA'S report was very good. He took,
exception to ROBERT THOMPSON'S attacks on those individuals in -

THOMPSON'S letter of April 14, 1958, and in an interview of
.THOMPSON reported in the Sunday "Worker" of May 4, 1958. LIMA
charged THOMPSON with being "too rough and threatening" in his
criticism of "the twenty-six * in California. The NEC meeting
agreed that THOMPSON'S treatment of "the twenty-six" was probably
"too rough", but also expressed the opinion that " a line must be
drawn" - that the Party must not be passive, and must take action
whether such action be directed against the "Right" or the "Ultra
Left".

LIMA agreed that though "rough", THOMPSON was
essentially correct in his criticism of "the twenty-six", and
that the Party must take action against "transgressors".

REPORT BY PAT TOOHEY ON NEW JERSEY CP

PAT TOOHEY reported that I I is be-
coming "impossible and unbearable", and in doing everythirg to
disrupt the Party in New Jersey., She is actively in contact
with the SID STEIN and JOHN GATES group in New York. TOOHEY
complained that STONE did not turn over to the Party important
records and the names of CP donors. She argued that the Party
had as much information as she regarding such records and donors

.

- 4 -
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According to TOOKEY, I I and the
six other CP functionaries who resigned with her from leader-
ship spend their evenings in conspiring against the Party.
TOOHEY complained thatf I was giving him "a hard time", and
Insisted that the NEC should take action against her. The NEC
agreed with TOOHEY, hut during the meeting made no recommenda-
tion of disciplinary action against \ I

JEWISH QUESTION

The NEC appointed a committee to investigate
the Jewish Question. The committee, headed by JACK STACHEL and
including WILLIAM WEIHSTOME and BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, will discuss
grievances with leading Jewish comrades and make recommendations
at a later date.

According to JACKSON, EUGENE DENNIS had been
scheduled to submit a report on the ’’Summit Conference and Peace",
but by reason of lack of time, the report was not submitted.
DENNIS will prepare a written report for dissemination to* NEC
members.

JACKSON advised that the CP Mid-West conference
would be held in Chicago on May 24th and 25th, 1958, and that
EUGENE DENNIS would preside at the conference.

The next National Committee meeting Is scheduled
for June 27th and 28th, and the West Coast meeting has been
scheduled for the fall. With' respect to the Los Angeles CP,
JACKSON said the CP would like to replace DOROTHY HEALER, whom he
described as a revisionist^ with a committee consisting of|

|

I I The CP. JACKSON said. Is awaiting tne
return -or ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN from the West Coast for a report
on the CP situation there.
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TO* DIRECTOR, FBI (100-21341)

FROM* SAC, MW YORK (100-15140)
I

SUBJECT* TIM BUCK
23 - R

,

uy 634-3 advised on 5/19/5O that on JJ/ltJ/ptj I I

lof ELIZABETH MA3C0L0, TIM BOCK'S girl TyltiMt .

the informant at latter's home. According to
| |

I I BUCK and ELIZABETH HASCOLO flew to Mexico City via
British Columbia on 3/9/36. After completing their business

(unspecified) in Mexico City, BUCK and MASCOLQ planned to go to

place 20 miles south of Acapulco for a rest. After a short stag
there. BUCK planned to return to Toronto. MABCOLa I

I

—
““““Uuufile 105-25100), plans to leave Mew York on

b/BIAo to iolnr lln Mexican vacation.

Above submitted for information of Bureau.

20HER3

3 - Bureau (100-21341 )(RH)
a)- Hew York (134-91 p&C, Inves.)
1 - Hew York inn-^SHu, . kltzabeth
1 - Hew York ,105-9917.
1 - Stew York 105-6000,
1 - How York >5-16441, T&SHJ

"

1 - Slew York (100-15140, TIM BUCK)
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•J.'.Oi MEM YORK (100-6 s 4

subject

)

omA-mmmxoMi tuu.yzws
Mi-

3

]^3/£9/$&, NV o?4-i* furbished 3A,
v/ith thv following .described doj\,.-,.,;ats» which u& .o&n supplied to

3AMS3 E* JACKSOR rot* transmittal uo **?XK BUCK, head
or taejLiow Progressive party of Canada. Photontat copies of
v^eae documents v/cro made in order that ti>e origin -4a might be
returned to the Informant*

**

5?‘.eso documents are:

» .
dated 5/1 -yDa to ail .National doumlttee members,

signed XXS8 THOMSON* report la* j tne proceeding Urdus place at
the xaeet -ng of the National ‘Executive Committee iwid on 3/9 and 10/58.

_ ii, ^is letter also reflects the scheduling of a National

^fay^S on ?/?** *5* 2-VpOs an Eastern a .'aboard conference
on 3/1 1 -and l&/5oj a Kidweat conference on 5/24 and 25/58 : a
Northern California District conference on 7/12 ^ni 13/53: a
*outhcm c 'llfomia District Convention around 3 ptember*

9fiiose conferences are* it is said, undoubtedly to center on
economic *aid political problems Did CP participation in the 1953

+'.» *
v^ntion ts aipo mdo ai’ t;.<j opening of tne fund drive and

tne fact The Norteer 'subscriptIon drive Is not doing well.

b7C

be
b7C

Report off!
basic program of the C

to the

to the m 4 o/9/38j on

?* otostat copies of t n Utter and report arc forwarded
reau as enclosures*

/
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!
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I
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Transmit the following in_

Via AIRTEL

Date: 5/23/53

.Type in "plain text or code

FROM

SUBJECT

’riority or

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-94)

SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-96985 )

CP USA
OPERATIONS

IS-C

ioc3 of Mailini

-.SSO. 1,1

JSSC. 11

JSEC. 14

*$SC. 13

.SCO, 13

17

£& 13

.SCO. u

.SEC. 20

NY 694-S* advised SA I I

on 5/21/58 that, in a conference that date with JAMES jacksuN,

CP, USA Secretary inaCharge of Negro Affairs, the informant*-

steered the conversation to a discussion of the CP underground.

3-Bureau (100-3-94) (RM) .

1-Chicago (100- )(CP,USA, UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS )(RM)

1-Cleveland (100- HGUS HALL)(RM)
1-St, Louis (100- HOP, USA, UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS ) ( HM )

1-New York 7 100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) (7-5)

1-New York (100-18402)1 [12-15)

1-New York (100-27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (7-5)
1-New York (100-267) (HENRY WINST0N)(7-5)
J.l-New York (134-91) (INVESTIGATIVE) (6)
I-New York (100-96985) (7-5)

AWM:jmh
U3)

(#r-5)

SEARCHED^

SERIALIZED

*7 2 £ 1*’3

IRK
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During recent .weeks, NY 69^-S* has been developing close

relations with JACKSON but, .until 5/21/58,. JACKSON studiously

avoided any reference to. his underground activities. At

an opportune moment during his -discussion with JACKSON

on the above date, NY 69^-S* adversely criticized the CP,

USA underground operation stating that it had. been pre-

mature, poorly organised, and ineffective compared with

the CP underground operations in Germany in the 1930‘s

when the informant was operating there.

JACKSON .agreed with the linfoman^s
criticism and made the following comments:

, The decision to go -underground was "a

.fast and sudden. one,” which was "not the responsibility

-of anyone individual) it came down from one committee to

another committee to another committee.” In the beginning
:

”the basic tragedy was lack of organization” as a result

of which "we had to- shift for ourselves.” It was. only our

discipline” that prevented "complete .chaos" and the moral,

mental 1 and physical breakdown ?
1 of those In the underground.,

The Initial plan* of the- underground operation, as .JACKSON

understood it, was for the. top-level .leadership to go

either to South America or Latin America and,, from there.

Issue, orders for underground operations In the USA.

.

JACKSON himself was scheduled- to go to Guatemala. JACK-

>SON then referred to the "GUS HALL tragedy." HALL > he
said, was to have gone to South America or Latin America.

In regard to HALL*s itinerary, JACKSON had . argued, without

success,that HALL should; go. to his destination via Canada

Instead of Mexico. /Jw^filnally decided HALL waa to go-

to Mexico and from there fly to his ultimate ‘destination

via, "one of the two airlines there.” When asked by
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NY'694-S* to what HALL*s capture could be attributed,
JACKSON replied, "there ;are three possibilities: a

leak here, : a weak spot in the Mexican party, which we

don*t trust, and the Beria gang." (JACKSON did not dis-
cuss this point further, but NY 694-S* inferred from
the reference *to. the "Beria gang" that the .Soviets

had been consulted concerning the proposed itineraries
of HALL and the other underground operators .

5

JACKSON then stated that "one of our
biggest mistakes was having sent into the underground
too many in toprleadership, leaving a secondary leader-
ship which did

1 not function properly*"

JACKSON said that for the period of a year
.during his underground assignment, he lived in a :Hariem
basement and at times did not know "what week or month
of the year it was." He lived there with "a CP couple
who were superintendents of the building," On several
occasions he had "close calls," Once, when the police
searched the building .in connection with "a disturbance,"
he had to hide in the furnace to escape detection. On
several occasions he found it necessary to smear his
face with soot and to pretend he was working on a boiler.
While in this basement, JACKSON spent his time "learning
Spanish and conditioning my body*" (NY 694-S* infers
that the Harlem basement was JACKSONS first hideout
where he had planned to stay for only a short time, but
where he stayed for a year after learning of GUS HALL*s
arrest.)

Prom the Harlem basement, JACKSON went*

to "a farm In- New York .State" where he worked' as a farmhand.
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The farm was operated by Negroes who were not party people
but who were aware that he was "a Victim of the Taft-
Hartley law and police *:

, operas oh* " JACKSON "moved
around among the people in the community, most of
whom were Negro .farm workers*"

JACKSON'S final hideout "when things
were better organized and I was able to function as an
underground leader," was "a small Negro community just

outside St* Louis*" There JACKSON and other party people
established "a fire extinguisher business," from the

profits of which they were able to purchase an automobile*

In this community JACKSON and his group were able to

function "as an underground movement" and establish con-

tacts with t-.hft r.p . JACKSON 1 s "eyes and ears for work in

the south" was ! Iwho executed all JACKSON'S
orders and furnished him wxuh reports.

From time to time, JACKSON was in contact

with ROBERT THOMPSON and HENRY WINSTON, and when the under-
ground was "at Its peak," JACKSON "traveled to make
personal contact with THOMPSON and WINSTON*"

JACKSON referred to Chicago as "an under-
ground center" and mentioned that BOB THOMPSON "had a

kingdom of his own."

JACKSON discussed other matters with NY 694-S*
which are being reported by separate communication. The
Informant believes there Is an excellent chance that in
subsequent discussions with JACKSON, he may elicit further
information regarding the operation of the CP underground*

In view of this,/rne suggestion of the NYO that any
investigation taken in regard to the above information

bo limited to* rocord chocks and contacts with ootubUshod source
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duo to the fact that it is the first authentic Information

received about the activities of the fugitives .during the

underground period, and it is probably known to only a

few people in the CP. Any other investigation, no matter

how discreet, might possibly compromise NY 694- S* and,

through him, CG ?824-Stt whose position is particularly

sensitive at this time#

POWERS



SAC, HEW YORK <100-57179) (12-13)

SA #6

SM-C

Source
Reliability

Date of Activity
Date Receives
Received Djr

mr 694-S* (protect)
Who baa furnished reliable information
in the past

]

work*
that the

KY 694-3* advised that he first met the captioned

subject in the early 1930*3 when I l
asanuneuiploysd

'
'• apher .frequented the DayOErpr" Office looking for

Prom 'conversations with ! IKY &94-S* ascertained

„ je latter had been an artist employed by the WPA, and

was a member of a CP group within the OTA.

During the 1930‘s, when NT 694-S* was engaged in
placing on 35 mm film the blograpM.es of loading CP functionaries

and in sending such blograpMes to the Soviet Union, he ^nclgvsa1“ ~\ then a photographer, to assist him In this work:. I I

and Hx 694-S* worked In a dark room at v 1 Union Square, which

NY 694-S* utilized for photographic work.

Also, during the 1930‘s, NY 694-S* introduced
| |

to SAM CARR, Canadian CP functionary who was involved In Soviet

esplonage_Lo_Canetda at that time, and was hiding In New York.

CARR and I 1 and their respective v<iveot spent a summer together

at a summer cottage in Hawthorne, NY. NY o94-S* never knew|
|

to have had other than social relations with SAM CARR.

MY 694-S* was out of contact with l Ifor many years

after the period mentioned above, but upon meetingL hr. a

cocktail party in 1953, the Informant learned that the| |

during the World Mar II «», had been employed by a government

agency aa an instructor of photography, iiy reason of his C?

record, I rwas never sent abroad.

<?:
17- How York (134-91) (P & C) (Invas) (6)

- Hew York (100-57179) (12-13)
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Over the years, I lias been a aucceaafiiL^free-lance
photographer, Recently, irtien NY 694-5* met him, I I stated
that he now resides Ini I OTCj that He is
currently unemployed ana that he has had no Of .affiliation
for many years.
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SAC, NEW S0E5R (100-81701)

SA I I #6

SS-S

Source
Reliability

Date of Actiyity
Date Received
Received

S/26/58

NY 634-S* (protect)
Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

' *

»Q

G/igA&
SA

[

_|)n 5/16/58^ HY 694-S advised that according to

n
neither!
members of the CP,

CP Reserve Fund functionary, who makes purchases
^ through 'Toby 1

.3 Appliances, 17 West 20th St., NYC,
_|continues to be employed at the said store*— to NY 694-S that for about the past six months

]
have been

be
hi'

[b?,

1
1
l
l

-Hew York
Rev York
Hew York
Hew York

(134-91) (£&C) (laves) (6)

>00-62751] fRTBMEY TOBIAS
1 100-21785) I 1 (6

(IOO-8I701) l/iy-rj

(12-15)

ACBbjmdw
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\

\

\

\
\

\
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A1R7EX

FROHt

SUBJECT*

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-63)

SAG, MEW YORK (100-74660',

CP, USA - HUBS
1S-G

f*4* to
NY 694-f,» furnished SA
; info**jatlonj

on TBOMrsCN, CP, USA organizational
3m*tunr, advised K #9W* that EUOENE owns will attend
a CP Nld-Mes* Cuafermp* la Chisago on y» and 25/58. While
*2 °*?F CARL WINTER the potation of editor
of The Wontte*" and MiU offer HELEN WINTER the position
of AflminlRliratlve Seeretexy-Treasurer Of the CP, USA, to replace

_J Pursuant to agpeeuent, the funds of the cf
National Office and of the tN state office elll become a
sustaining fund controlled' t» a treasurer and a ooamittee.

Thia sustaining fundMau^ft include the ReservH^ which
at present is non-exiatont. when there la money In Reserve.
Fund, THOMPSON Mould lllce Hr 194-S* to control it and advise
toe others engaged In Resamffund operation. » date, the
National Office has reoelved.ahly $400.00 from toe current fundNational office has raeelved
drive, GEORGS BLAKE CHARHOf
the $80,000,00 in CP fundi W
has returned none of the $2&
believes that charnet and!
of "right Ming." ,

1—

returned only $22,000.00 <

he uas holding ana l

,00 which he has. thohpsoi
Mill retain Money for use

. „ __ , ,
W 894-s* on ygj&fc conferred with Isidore worst

2® •?»•** *» «#W not bo able to retire from
Reserve Fund operations to Juift 1958. as planned) that he might
be Maned for chaotic conditionlaf Reserve Fund if he remainsuoh longer, that HKLENwiMTEii pdght ease to NT to assumewom'e financial operations. Dissemination to Chicago and other
NY files MiU be Made by separate nemo.

3 - Bureau (100-3-63}(rn) POWERS

hi £ IS! “ T““i-jsum-*1 - New Toxic (IOO-745OO) MARCHED _4ieoEXEO.

PJS iesc iEMfs<
—
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iM0 l£i*Ve4 tO
Vffcft net i>Ut

.Ut&t Viif viovtld .$&** t>W vO 4ato ful

Wioewl it *neUd i» ia th« h**v future*
to 6

b7

Ref«w*jed alfWl »fleew te*e «»V^^ ?®
stated that to **2>edito «k» Chin*** trad* operation tj« wc*
should write a letter to ClU CHAO UNO* ^ioe Chairmen the

Cytitoitfcao for fraction of JPoreidfl Trade* veiai^i ^.n^*
IfWO* 3 £tl*»6 from r»w Sorw (<jo&), «sa

io'tlvlM
«oUon t» ex^edit* tt» tPttte operation. .*$ t^4-J *jjre«Mi tv jwvw«

tm MvSA of COS'S S«estod»tifci«

A8 raflscwd U .fit »irt*i d*t#d VW^ WWowd IBS

biiC£'i 14 * it, 2&C& be* been in H**ieo *in<& te$ ^ttx* to oat*

jjy a** not toon tirtm*4 of duett's return to

that reason ha* not eontaefeed I$CIC to tr*o*ifcit oOU ^

recji*e*a tmt iitCK writ* 'to cru: chaq Ti^o#

it would iboeer tnat ,FHAM C0& la now ^tWMqptlfld to use

fvwHKJf aa 0 «naft»*l to expedite
t

tion* *inoo & 0^4*$ la oreaviiaafcljr the eataoUshed liaison W tween

w ir, iSTaii the of Canada* and tM
cttwtn CVS .*mt MICK *e ti^wd* «* jS2«£2sisf
6fi4M*8 wbotney TOOHKV'S pwpoM* «?u?*
aftaot jui hi* relatione witn i&0& and tiio Canadian or*

It 1* j»*e*wwated that the a*Vo -io dutt»ri**d to toil
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